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A bstract
Time delays are an im portant aspect of ecological systems. Delays are accurate 
ways of modelling phenomena such as m aturation and gestation and can result in 
more complicated dynamics than in the absence of delay.
Delays often appear in the model equations because of age-structure in the 
population. Inclusion of diffusion results in nonlocal delays. Additionally, the 
equations can have delay-dependent coeflSicients. The equilibria of such equations 
usually depend on the time delays.
We propose and analyse some mathematical models of stage-structured popu­
lations where the individuals have two stages: immature and mature. The time 
from birth to m aturity can be modeled by either a discrete or a distributed time 
delay. We study both ordinary differential delay equations and reaction-diffusion 
equations with delay, the latter to incorporate spatial effects. The possibility of 
individuals not all maturing at the same age can be modeled by using a distributed 
delay formulation.
We start by deriving a stage-structured reaction-diffusion model with discrete 
delay. Existence and monotonicity of travelling front solutions of the resulting 
system are investigated. To address the possibility of individuals maturing at 
different ages we then develop a distributed delay ODE model and examine its 
dynamics. A reaction-diffusion extension is then developed and attention paid to 
travelling front solutions.
A two-species competition system is then proposed, in which only the adults 
are in competition. In the absence of competition, each species evolves according 
to the distributed delay model proposed earlier. Global stability of the equilib­
ria of the competition model is investigated. In the situation when there is no 
coexistence equilibrium, travelling fronts are shown to exist connecting the two 
boundary equilibria. These correspond to the weaker competitor being driven to 
extinction by the stronger in a travelling wave of invasion.
We then propose a general stage-structured population model with a state- 
dependent time delay, in which the time delay is an increasing differentiable func­
11
tion of the to tal population (immature plus mature). This type of equation is 
motivated by previous research on whale and seal populations.
Finally, we examine a three species food chain model with delay, in which the 
predator is assumed to have a stage-structure. A combination of analytical and 
numerical methods are used here. Results are proved on positivity, boundedness, 
linear and nonlinear stability. Existence of periodic solutions is demonstrated 
numerically.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
It has been noticed over the years by many authors tha t time delays have come 
to play an im portant role in almost all branches of science including medicine, 
physics, ecology, biology, etc. This importance derives from the fact tha t many 
of the phenomena around us do not act instantaneously from the moment of 
their occurrence. For example, a change in the resources or environment does 
not affect the birth rate of a single population immediately. There may be some 
time afterwards (days, weeks, etc.) to take account of the time to reach maturity, 
the finite gestation period, and so on. In almost any branch of science, it is 
assumed th a t the future state of the considered system is independent of the 
past state and is determined solely by the present. However, this represents only 
an approximation of the true situation. In ecology, realistic models often need to 
incorporate a time lag between the moment an action takes place and the moment 
its effect is observed, th a t is, a real system should include an extra term  which is 
called the time delay.
A model tha t does not have a time delay generally consists of a system of ordinary 
differential equations (ODEs) or partial differential equations (PDEs). While 
if models incorporate past history, they may take the form of delay differential 
equations (DDEs) or functional differential equations (FDEs).
In this thesis we consider mathematical models of DDEs which model population 
dynamics. The main emphasis here is focused on the modeling and the analysis of 
a variety of delay models in both spatially uniform situations (ODEs) and spatial 
models (PDEs). We concern ourselves by studying local and global asymptotic
stability of uniform steady state solutions, positivity and boundedness of solutions, 
travelling front solutions and bifurcation behaviour of solutions.
It has been argued tha t for many biological and ecological reasons, time delay 
should be taken into consideration in deriving the model equations, as we will 
see below. Incorporating delays into population models can be done either by 
using discrete delays or distributed delays. A discrete delay means th a t particular 
attention is paid to the population exactly a certain number of time units (r, 
say) in the past, and is often used to model gestation or m aturation time. On 
the other hand, distributed delay means tha t there will be some spread of the 
delay about a mean value. In the literature many of the models appear with 
discrete delays. In general, DDEs exhibit much more complicated dynamics than 
ODEs without delay. Delays can cause behaviour not possible in the same model 
without delay. For example, in one dimensional autonomous ODEs without delay, 
the only possibilities are tha t the solution approaches an equilibrium or ± 00. But 
when delay is present oscillatory solutions can occur too. Various monographs 
th a t have incorporated time delays into biological models include Cushing [15], 
Gopalsamy [26], Kuang [54], MacDonald [61] and Wu [86].
It has been understood for some time th a t time delays can enter into population 
models because of the incorporation of age-structure and spatial dispersal, which 
give rise to partial differential equations with delay. Most population nipdels in the 
literature assume tha t all individuals are identical and do not take into account any 
age structure. However, in many situations age structure can influence population 
size and growth in a major way. It has been recognised th a t mortality and fertility 
depend on an individuals age and even sometimes on the size of the individual. 
Some of the delay models in this thesis can (and will) be rigorously derived from 
the Von-Foerster equation
du du , .
or the reaction-diffusion extension
du du d’^ u
St +
where t  and a represent time and age respectively. This approach enables us to 
derive the time delay term rigorously. As we shall see, the time delay r  does
not necessarily appear only in the argument of the state variable, but also as a 
coefficient. In fact the equations will often be seen to have coefficients looking like 
Qg]2erally, the equilibria of this kind of equation show a dependence on the 
time delay (see the example below). This makes the analysis more complicated, 
and in some cases even the equilibria cannot be computed exactly. Most of the 
earlier delay equations in the literature did not have delay-dependent coefficients 
and the equilibria of such models were independent of the time delays.
Recently, investigations of mathematical models of stage-structured population 
growth, where the individual members of the population have a life history tha t 
takes them through two stages, immature and mature, with the time from birth 
to m aturity represented by either discrete or distributed time delay, have received 
some attention. These kinds of models are appropriate for many species in the real 
world, we have in mind mammalian populations and some amphibious animals. 
Aiello and Freedman [3] proposed and studied the following single species model 
which has become quite well known:
u[{t) =  aumit)  -  lUi{t) -  r ) , ^
-  T ) -
where o;,/0,7 and the delay r  are positive constants. In this system Ui and Um 
denote respectively the numbers of immature and mature members of the single­
species population. The delay r  is the time taken from birth to maturity. They 
considered various aspects of the above system including positivity and bound­
edness of solutions. They also established th a t all ecologically relevant solutions 
tend, as time t —> oo, to the positive equilibrium solution
cP' a{ui,Um) — '^^(1 -  e '^^), ~e
Note th a t the equilibrium depends on the delay r .  The model assumes tha t all 
juveniles mature a t exactly the same age r . This is an approximation which will 
not always be realistic. An alternative is to use a distributed delay term allowing 
for a distribution of m aturation times, weighted by a probability density function. 
This extension will be discussed in detail in this thesis.
Another example of a system containing a delay-dependent coefficient is the sys-
tern studied by Beretta and Kuang [55]:
=  aS{t) ( l  -  _  KS{t)P{t) ,dt \  C
+ KS{t)P{t) -  e~>“'^KS{t -  T)P{t  -  T), (1-0-2)
= /9 -  !Xj,P{t) -  KS(t)P{t) +  be~^'^KS{t -  T)P{t -  T),
which is a model of a virus infection in a marine bacteria population. In this 
model N{t) — S{t) -\- I{t) is the number of bacteria which is divided, in the 
presence of viruses, into two subclasses: the susceptible bacteria S{t) and the 
virus infected bacteria I(t).  The quantity P{t) is the number of viruses (known 
as bacteriophages), K  is the effective per bacteria phage absorption, fii is the 
mortality rate for the infected bacteria I ( t ) , fip denotes to the mortality rate for 
viruses P{t), T is the time from infection until death of the bacterium by lysis. The 
word “lysis” means th a t so many viruses have been made inside the bacterium 
th a t it literally explodes, b is the number of new copies of the virus th a t are 
released by each bacterium on lysis and /3 is a constant rate of inflow of viruses 
from the surrounding regions, a  is the birth rate and C  is the carrying capacity 
of the susceptibles. Beretta and Kuang [55] studied the mathematical properties 
of the solutions of (1.0.2) including local and global stability of the equilibria and 
permanence of the solutions.
Song and Chen [78] have considered system (1.0.1) with constant harvesting of 
the mature population:
u\{t) =  aum{t) -  ^Ui{t) -  a  ~  r),
-  T) -  ;8 i i^ (t )  -  E nm (t),
Ui{t) = ^i{t) > 0, Um{t) = (f>2it) > 0 ,  - r  < t < 0 ,  Um{0) > 0,
where E  measures the effort with which the mature population is harvested, ^2(i) 
is the given initial m ature population and (f)i{t) is the initial immature population, 
such tha t fOUi{0) =  j  aum{s)e '^^ds.
They established conditions for the global stability of the equilibria A  = (0,0) 
and B  = (u i ,u^) ,  where
<  =  and <  =  i ( a e -» "  -  .
Also in [77] they modified system (1.0.1) to model two competing species with
harvesting of the m ature members of each species
u[(t) =  aiU2(t) -  j iui ( t )  -  «1 e~'^ '^^ U^2{t -  n),
U2(t) =  a i  e~^ '^^^U2{t -  Ti) -  Piul{t) -  EiU2{t) -  CiU2{t)V2{t),
=  a2V2{t) -  72^1 (t) -  «2 e"'^2T2^2(t -  T2),
V^it) =  a 2 e~' '^ '^"' V^2 {t -  T2 ) -  A  1^2(4 -  E 2V2 {t) -  C2U2 {t)v2 {t),
where « i(i) and Vi{t) denote the two immature population densities, U2 {t) and 
V2 {t) denote the two m ature population densities, Ei  and E 2 are the harvesting 
efforts of the mature populations and ci and C2 are the competitive coefficients of 
the two mature populations. They proved under certain conditions the global sta­
bility of the unique positive equilibrium and also the optimal harvesting effort tha t 
maximizes the annual-sustainable yield. For more examples, see Agarwal [48]. All 
the above models are examples of systems containing delay dependent coefficients 
of the form The analysis of such models (even the linearised analysis) is
very complicated.
Following Aiello and Freedman [3], Aiello, Freedman and Wu [4] modified their 
stage-structured population model to include a state-dependent time delay based 
on the biological backgrounds on the Antarctic whale and seal populations. It 
was observed by Gambell [21] tha t the length of time to m aturity is a function 
of the amount of food available. For example, in the case of Antarctic whale and 
seal populations, before World War II, due to the large amount of whales, small 
whales took seven to ten years, and large whale species took 12 to 15 years to 
reach maturity. But after to the introduction of factory ships after the war, and 
a consequent depletion of the large whale populations, there was an increase in 
the krill available for the seals and the remaining whales. It was then noted tha t 
seals took only three to four years to mature and small whales now only took five 
years. M aturation time for large whales also significantly decreased. Therefore, 
in [4] they modified the model considered in (1.0.1) to include a monotonically
increasing, state-dependent time delay instead of a constant time delay. The ex­
istence of such monotonically increasing time to m aturity has been observed in 
other contexts as well. For example, Andrewartha and B irth [11] describe how the 
duration of larval development of flies is a nonlinear increasing function of larval 
density. The precise model of Aiello et al [4] is
u\{t) = aum{t) -  -  a  - r { z ) ) ,
-  T (z)) -
where z = UiAUm and 0 < <  r{z) < tm with r(0) =  Tm and r(oo) =  t m - In
this thesis we will study a different stage-structured population model with state- 
dependent time delay. Our study here is different from th a t in [4] since in our 
model the birth term of the immature population is a more general function of the 
mature population. Also in our model the death term for the m ature population 
is linear, dum{t), rather than quadratic as in [4]. This complicates our analysis. 
As well as the effects of time delays, we also attem pt to study the spatial (dif­
fusion) version of some of our models, which arise when we consider population 
densities at a specific point x  at time t, in order to allow for individuals moving 
around. We shall be concerned with the implications of this motion on the correct 
formulation of the time delay term. Although there are many kinds of diffusion 
(see, for example, Okubo and Levin [70]), we shall, for simplicity, assume through­
out this thesis th a t the motion of the species is of the simplest random walk, tha t 
is, the motion can be modeled in terms of Fickian diffusion, i.e., the population 
flux is proportional to the concentration gradient. Under this assumption diffusion 
is approximated by adding Laplacian diffusion terms to the ODEs th a t model the 
temporal dynamics. For more explanations of how these assumptions translate 
into a PDE model for the population, see Murray [69]. Some investigators have 
followed the above assumptions when they tried to add diffusion into a time delay 
model. They just add a diffusion term  to the corresponding delay ODE model. 
But it has been recognised tha t using this way of modeling causes some difficul­
ties. The main difficulty is tha t diffusion and time-delay, even though they are 
associated with space and time, respectively, are not independent of each other. 
The problem is th a t individuals have not been at the same point in space at pre­
vious times. For example, if the immature members of a population are moving
then they will enter the m ature population class at a point in space different from 
where they were born. Therefore, the derivation of the time delay term has to 
be altered to take proper account of the motion. It is now recognised th a t this 
term needs to become a weighted spatial averaging. Britton [12] has addressed 
this issue for a delayed Fisher equation on an infinite spatial domain. Gourley 
and Britton [34] developed the ideas further by studying a predator-prey system 
with time-delays and associated spatial averaging on an infinite domain and they 
developed a general approach to the study of linear stability of the uniform states 
in the resulting nonlocal delay system.
One further aspect we investigate in this thesis is travelling wave front solutions 
connecting two uniform steady states of reaction-diffusion systems with delay. 
These are of fundamental importance and play a key role in many areas such 
as biology, ecology, epidemiology and neurobiology. Investigators have focused 
for many years on studying various properties of travelling fronts of PDEs, for 
instance existence, stability, what initial conditions evolve to a travelling front 
solution and the propagation speed of a travelling front. In recent years many au­
thors have noticed the importance of the incorporation of time lags and the role 
of time-delays in the dynamics of the solutions of ecological models, and therefore 
PDEs with delay have generated considerable interest. These kinds of equations 
can arise by the incorporation of both age structure and spatial dispersal. This, 
in turn, gives travelling front solutions of delay equations our interest. However, 
there has been relatively little research on the travelling fronts in delay equations. 
We refer here to the introductory and concluding remarks in the recent paper by 
Wu and Zou [85] which gives a clear indication of some of the technical difficulties 
involved in looking for travelling front solutions of delay equations. It amounts to 
a search for a heteroclinic connection in a high or infinite dimensional phase space. 
The paper by Schaaf [72] carries out rigorous results of scalar reaction-diffusion 
equations with a single discrete delay and with a nonlinear term  th a t is monotone 
with respect to the delayed term. Also see Murray [69] for more reviews and ref­
erences. Some authors have applied linear chain trickery on delay equations, by 
reformulating the equations as a system of higher order but without delay, in order 
to search for a heteroclinic connection with the help of tools such as geometric
singular perturbation theory (see for example Ashwin et al [10], Gourley [31] and 
Akveld and Hulshof [6]). We have used the same way of seeking a heteroclinic 
connection between two uniform states in a chapter of this thesis.
In studies of elementary population dynamics we often take the logistic equation 
as a prototype for considering scalar ODE, or the Fisher equation for a scalar 
reaction-diffusion equation. Also we can take the Lotka-Volterra predator-prey 
and competition models as simple examples of multi-species systems.
The logistic equation was one of the earliest differential equations of population 
dynamics and was proposed by Verhulst [82]. It has been intensively studied and 
modified with and without delay. It was proposed to govern a population u{t) 
with a growth rate r  > 0 and a carrying capacity k > 0, and is of the form
du /  u \
For a positive initial value w(0) >  0, this equation has an explicit solution, and 
is such tha t the population u{t) approaches the steady state u = k, the carrying 
capacity, as t oo. This equation has been successfully used as the model growth 
term in more complicated population models, such as the spruce budworm model 
(Ludwig et al. [59]) where it is combined with a predation term
where r is the linear birth rate of the budworm and k is the carrying capacity 
which is related to the density of foliage available on the trees. The p{u) term 
represents predation, generally by birds. Predation usually saturates for large 
enough u. Generally, the qualitative form of the predation term  is taken to be of 
the form
/  \
where A  and B  are positive constants. This model was suggested by Ludwig 
et al. [59] (see also Murray [69]).
A natural extension of the logistic equation is the so-called Fisher-KPP equation 
by normalising the growth rate and carrying capacity and by the addition of 
Fickian diffusion. The Fisher-KPP equation is
where D > 0 is the diffusivity. This equation is the most classic and simplest 
case of a nonlinear reaction-diffusion equation. It was proposed by Fisher [18] to 
model the spatial spread of a favoured gene in a population. It has been widely 
studied, not only because it has in itself wide applicability but also because it 
is the prototype equation which admits travelling wave front solutions. It has 
been shown tha t Fisher’s equation can have travelling wave fronts with speed 
c >  2 \/D , but tha t ecologically realistic fronts with speed c < 2^/D do not exist. 
For a full discussion of this equation see, for example, Murray [69]. Gourley [30] 
has considered a scalar reaction-diffusion equation containing a nonlocal term (an 
integral convolution in space) of which Fisher’s equation is a particular case;
^  +  ~  ~  y)u{y, t)dy^ , x e n ,  t  > o,
where the kernel g{y) satisfies some biologically reasonable conditions. He proved 
th a t wave fronts persist under the inclusion of spatial averaging if the averaging is 
sufficiently localised. He also constructed an asymptotic expression for the trav­
elling front when the speed tends to infinity.
When two or more species interact the population dynamics of each species 
is affected. Im portant mathematical models of multi-species interaction which 
have been studied by many authors are the so-called Lotka-Volterra competition 
and predator-prey models (see, for example, Murray [69], Gopalsamy [26] and 
Kuang [54]). In a predator-prey situation the growth rate of one species is de­
creased and the other is increased. While in competition the growth rates of both 
species are decreased.
The construction and study of models for the population dynamics of predator- 
prey interactions have remained an im portant area in theoretical ecology since 
the famous Lotka-Volterra equations. A most crucial element in these models is 
the functional response, the function tha t describes the number of prey consumed 
per predator per unit time for given quantities of prey and predator. Volterra [83] 
proposed a simple predator-prey model
du{t) .
dv(t) ( A—  =  -  4 ,
where u{t) and v{t) are the prey and predator populations respectively, and a, 6, 
c and d are positive constants (note tha t the functional response in this system 
is linear in prey density hu). Volterra was trying to understand the observed 
fluctuations in the numbers u{t) of commercially desirable fish and v[t) of larger 
fish which feed on the smaller ones, in the Adriatic sea. He showed that for any 
initial conditions with n(0),u(0) >  0 the solution is periodic. It can be shown 
th a t an increase in the growth rate of the prey or a decrease in the predator death 
rate will increase the period. Gause [22] proved tha t the oscillations are damped 
if the growth rate of the prey in the absence of predator has a logistic growth, 
th a t is, when the model is of the form
= - b u v ,
A t )  /  CO-')—  =  -  d),
where r is the maximum growth rate and k is the carrying capacity of the prey. 
It was proved by Goh [23] tha t either a positive equilibrium
d r{kc — d)
c kcb
of system (1.0.3) (coexistence of predator and prey) or the boundary equilibrium 
{k, 0) (extinction of the predator) of this system is globally asymptotically stable. 
This means tha t the system has no nontrivial positive periodic solutions. Also, 
Dunbar [16] considered the diffusive version of system (1.0.3) and proved the ex­
istence of travelling wave front solutions, for sufficiently large speed c. However, 
the waves are not necessarily monotone (see Murray [69]),
The Lotka-Volterra model (1.0.3) is also called the simplest food chain model, 
being composed of two populations (prey and predator). This system has been 
extended by introducing a third predator, called the top-predator or superpreda­
tor. The resulting system is called a three-level food chain model. A general three 
species food chain model is of the form
=  xg(x) -  Pi (x)y,
dz =  {P2{y)-d2)z,dt
rr(0) =  To > 0, y{0) = yo > 0, z(0) =  Zo >  0,
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where x{t), y{t) and z{t) stand for the population densities of prey, predator and 
top-predator, respectively, p*(-), z — 1, 2, are the functional response expressing 
the number of prey captured by each individual of the predator population in each 
unit of time as a function of the density of the prey population (note th a t the 
predator is also a prey for the top-predator), and they satisfy the assumptions: 
Pi{') e  C ([0 ,oo),R ), pi(0) =  0 and p'i(x) >  0 for all t  >  0, î =  1,2, g(x) is 
the growth rate of the prey and satisfies the assumption: g(x) 6 C([0, oo),R ), 
g(x) > 0 for all 0 <  T < A; and g(x) <  0 for all t  >  A: and y'(x) <  0 for 
T > 0, and di and o?2 represent the death rates of predator and top-predator, 
respectively. System (1.0.4) has been studied by many authors. For example, Hsu 
and Chiu [46] have considered system (1.0.4) and they gave a criterion for the 
extinction of the top predator. They also proved the global stability of the non­
trivial equilibrium under certain assumptions (with different types of functional 
responses). Kuznetsov and Rinaldi [58] have studied this system with logistic prey 
growth and special functional responses of the form
Pi(x) ~  and p2(y)b i + x  62 +  2/ ’
where ai and <%2 are the maximal per capita consumptions rate, i.e., ai is the 
maximum number of prey tha t can be eaten by a predator in each time unit and 
0 2  is the maximum number of predators th a t can be eaten by a top-predator in 
each time unit and bi (62) is the number of prey (predator) necessary to achieve 
one-half of the maximum rate ai {0 2 ), i.e., Pi{bi) =  ^  (^2(^2) =  ^ ) .  They 
studied structures relevant to chaos through bifurcation analysis. Some authors 
have studied a four-level food-chain model, e.g. El-Owaidy [50]. In this thesis we 
consider a food chain model with delay when stage structure for the predator is 
considered. Our model suggests th a t stage structure may be a cause of periodic 
oscillations of the population and can make the behaviour of the population more 
complex.
The Lotka-Volterra reaction-diffusion competition model for two species is given
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by
du{x, t) _  ^ d^u , ^
— 9t—  ~  ~  ~  ®i2f).
(1.0.5)
dv{x,t)  _  J d'^v  ^ ^ ^ ----  ~  ^ ^22'^  — 0’2lW),
where u{x,t)  and v{x,t)  represent the population densities of the two species at 
position X and time t. The positive coefficients an  and ^22 refer to the strength 
of intraspecies competition, U12 and (%2i represent the strength of interspecies 
competition, % =  1,2 are the diffusion coefficients and the positive constants 61 
and 62 represent the growth rate for u  and u, respectively. Tang and Fife [79] have 
proved tha t system (1.0.5) has travelling wave fronts with speed c if and only if
c >  2 max{y^di^, \ f d ^ i } .
It is well known th a t the coefficients Oij and bi, i , j  = 1, 2 play a fundamental role 
in determining the outcome of Lotka-Volterra competition without diffusion. For 
example, when
ail . 1^ ^ ^12  >  7~ ^  ---- 5U21 O2 022
then the competition among the two species is weak and the species can coexist, 
i.e., the equilibrium point in the region u > 0 and u >  0 is globally asymptotically 
stable. If
a il . b\ 012 —  <  — <  — ,
(%21 O2 O22
then the only interior positive equilibrium of the system is unstable, which means 
the competition is strong and the species cannot in general coexist - one must die 
out (see, for example, Murray [69] and Gopalsamy [26]).
Now, we shall continue by mentioning briefly about the background and to make 
some remarks on earlier effects with regards to some delayed differential equations 
(such as mentioned above) in the literature. This will give us an opportunity to 
compare them with other results of our models.
In the logistic equation, if we assume th a t the specific growth rate of the species 
u depends on the density of u at some time r  in the past, then a simple and 
frequently studied equation is Hutchinson’s equation (Hutchinson [49])
( l -h L c h y  ^>0. (1.0.6)dt \ k
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It is known th a t the equilibrium steady state u ~  k is stable if r r  <  |  and unsta­
ble if TT > In the latter case a nonconstant positive solution of (1.0.6) oscillates 
about u — k, and the amplitude of these oscillations increases extremely rapidly 
as T is increased, leading to an oscillation which when plotted shows an unrealisti- 
cally large maximum value and a minimum so low it is barely distinguishable from 
zero. We must remember tha t continuous population models always assume the 
population numbers are reasonably large. If they get very low the model starts to 
break down. The logistic equation, with various kinds of delays, has been studied 
extensively, the most widely known being those of Fowler [19], Ahlip and King [2], 
Gopalsamy [27], Gopalsamy et al. [28], Zhang & Gopalsamy [89] [90], Aiello [5], 
Ashwin et al. [10] and Gourley [35]. As far as travelling wave fronts are concerned, 
equation (1.0.6) with diffusion, called the delayed Fisher equation, admits trav­
elling front solutions connecting the equilibria u =  0 and u = k provided that 
r  is sufficiently small. This was investigated by Wu and Zou [85]. But when 
r  increases, numerical simulations and linearised analysis carried out by Ashwin 
et al. [10] showed that the monotonicity of the wave fronts will be lost and os­
cillatory and periodic waves may occur and the uniform equilibrium u — k can 
be driven unstable. Equation (1.0.6) has been criticised in justifying the place­
ment of the delay in the death rate —u{t)u{t — r) . W ith the delay in this term, 
the equation is inappropriate for modeling m aturation or developmental delay. 
Modeling m aturation or developmental delay requires th a t the time lags should 
be in the “births” (actually, adult recruitment) term rather than the death term. 
Death is an immediate response to population changes whereas births take time 
because of gestation. One can argue that, instead of equation (1.0.6), if one wants 
to incorporate time delay in the logistic equation then a simple reasonable way to 
do so is as follows (Ricklefs [71])
=  ru{t ~~ r) — bvP{t).dt
Zou [92] has discussed the impact of time delay on the existence of travelling wave 
fronts related to the diffusive Fisher equation of the following form (derived by 
Kobayashi [53]):
= u{x, i -  r) (1 -  u(x, *)) + 1^ -  (1-0-7)
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He found tha t equation (1.0.7) always has monotonie travelling wave front solu­
tions, for every speed c >  2, regardless of the value of r . While if c G (0, 2) it also 
has a monotone travelling front solution if the value of r  exceeds a critical value. 
And also he gave in the same paper some results on existence of travelling wave 
fronts for a nonlocal model which is derived based on age-structure.
There are many different models concerning the delayed predator-prey and compe­
tition models in the literature, with discrete or distributed delay. These different 
kinds of models correspond to different placements of the delay. W hether delay 
should be included or left out depends on the populations. In general, incorporat­
ing a constant time delay into these models can be done in different ways. If we 
take into account th a t the birth rate of the predator responds to changes in the 
number of prey and predator only after some time delay r  > 0, then system (1.0.3) 
will be of the form (see Wangersky and Cunningham [84])
dt
Martin and Ruan [63] have studied system (1.0.8) with the addition of prey har­
vesting in order to understand how the constant harvesting affects the dynamics 
of the system. Nevertheless, their results can be applied to (1.0.8) by setting the 
constant-rate harvesting in their model to zero. They have shown that time delay 
can induce instability and oscillations via a Hopf bifurcation, while the harvesting 
rate has a stabilising effect on the equilibrium if it is under the critical harvesting 
level. In their paper they also studied another two predator-prey system with 
delay and constant-rate harvesting. Computer simulations to explain the mathe­
matical conclusions were also carried out.
Volterra studied several generalisations of predator-prey systems with delays in­
corporated in the average growth rate of the prey and predator species. One of 
these was the system
u'{t) — au — buv,
v'{t) = —dv cv f  f { t  — s)u{s)ds,
J —oo
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where f{t )  is a nonnegative continuous delay kernel defined on [0, oo). May [65] 
proposed the predator-prey system
du/dt = u ^ a ~  b J  f { t  — s)u{s)ds — cv^ , 
dv/dt = ~dv euv,
which takes into account tha t the delay in the prey growth rate (intraspecies term) 
is more im portant than in interspecies reaction. For more kinds of predator-prey 
models see, for example, Gopalsamy [26], May [64] and Cushing [15].
The delayed Lotka-Volterra competition models have been studied widely with and 
without diffusion. Gopalsamy [25] studied the two-species delayed competition 
system
du/dt = u I'Yi — aiu ~ b i  Ki{s)v{t  4- s) ds ) ,
/ .0 (  (1-0.9)
dv / d t  =  «  ( 7 2  -  ( i 2 y  K2(s)u( t  +  s ) d s  -  b2Vj ,
in which the delays are in the interspecies competition terms, and he established 
a result on the global stability of the coexistence equilibrium, showing th a t when 
the intraspecies competition is stronger than the interspecies competition, noncon­
stant oscillatory solutions are not possible. Cushing [15] has found the possibility 
of nonconstant periodic solutions to systems of the type (1.0.9) when interspecies 
competition is stronger than the intraspecies competition. Also, Gopalsamy and 
Aggarwala [29] have found th a t oscillatory coexistence is possible in models of the 
form ^
du/dt = u — a i j  f { t  -  s)u{s) ds — ,
dv/d t = v (^ j 2 -cL2 j  f { t  -  s)v{s) ds — ,
for delay kernels of the form f {t )  = a exp {—at), a being a positive constant 
where the time lags in intraspecies competition. Gourley and Bartuccelli [37] 
have considered a Lotka-Volterra competition model where the delay term in the 
system may be of either a discrete or a distributed type.
As we mentioned before, most populations have a stage structure, immature and 
mature, and so a time delay should be included to model this stage-structure. 
For example, a time delay can be incorporated in a population model of adults 
relating to the m aturation of larvae. Gurney et al. [38] noticed tha t the rate at
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which new adults appear in the population of the Australian sheep-blowfly Lucilia 
Cuprina, is related to the rate a t which eggs were laid r  days ago, which, in turn, 
is related to the number of adults then available to lay them. He proposed the 
following delay equation to describe the dynamics of Nicholson blowflies:
^  +  ô ,p ,T ,a > 0  (1.0.10)
where u{t) is the number of mature adults, ô is the per capita daily adult death 
rate, p is the maximum possible egg production rate per adult and a is a con­
stant. The delay logistic equation (1.0.6) has also been applied to Nicholson’s 
experimental data [64] with good results, though the solution of equation (1.0.10) 
agrees better with the data. This equation has been much studied in the liter­
ature. The oscillatory properties of the solutions of equation (1.0.10) about the 
only positive steady state solution (when p > 6)
a 0
were investigated by Kulenovic and Ladas [57], Gyori and Ladas [42] have proved 
that, provided f  > e, then every solution of equation (1.0,10) is oscillatory about 
u* if and only if
5re'*’'( ln f  -  1) >  1à e
A complementary study of these results has been done by Gyori and Trofim- 
chuk [43]. They prove th a t when 1 < |  < e, then (i) equation (1.0.10) has 
positive solutions different from u* which are not oscillatory about u*;
(ii) equation (1.0.10) has an infinite set of positive solutions which are rapidly os­
cillatory about u*. It is also known tha t if the inequality 1 <  |  <  e holds and the 
solution of equation (1.0.10), u{t) ^  0, then u{t) —)■ u* as  ^ oo (see, for exam­
ple, Gyori and Trofimchuk [44]). For other aspects concerning equation (1.0.10) 
see So and Yu [75], Kulenovic et al [57] and Karakostas et al. [51].
More recent work has concentrated on the diffusive Nicholson’s blowflies equation
^  ~~ ~   ^ (1.0.11)
and similar equations with distributed delay. So and Zou [73] investigated travel­
ling front solutions of (1.0.11) showing th a t a monotone wave front exists connect­
ing the uniform equilibria 0 and u* under certain parameter restrictions. Travelling
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wave solutions of a distributed delay version of (1.0.11) have been investigated by 
Gourley [31] (i.e., the quantity u {x ,t  — r) is replaced by an integral convolution 
involving all past times). He showed th a t loss of monotonicity occurs as the delay 
r  is increased with the front developing a prominent hump. See also Yang and 
So [87, 88], So et al. [76] and Gourley and Ruan [36].
P art of this thesis investigates this loss of monotonicity issue for a more gen­
eral equation than (1.0.11). We will also prove, for a certain equation similar 
to (1.0.11) but with linear birth term and quadratic death term, th a t all travel­
ling fronts are in fact monotone.
We shall now describe how the chapters of this thesis are organised.
Chapter 2 considers a partially coupled diffusive population model originally de­
rived by Gourley and Kuang [32], in which the state variables represent the den­
sities of the immature and mature population of a single species. The equation 
for the mature population can be considered on its own, and is a delay differential 
equation with a delay-dependent coefficient. The Fisher equation is a particu­
lar case of our equation when the time delay r  =  0. For the case when the 
immatures do not move, we provide a rigorous proof of existence of travelling 
wavefront solutions connecting the zero solution of the equation for the matures 
with the delay-dependent positive equilibrium state. As a perturbation of this case 
we then consider the case of low immature diffusivity showing th a t the travelling 
front solutions continue to persist by using a perturbation argument together with 
Fredholm orthogonality theory. Our findings are contrasted with recent studies 
of the delayed Fisher equation. Travelling fronts of the la tter are known to lose 
monotonicity for sufficiently large delays. In contrast, travelling fronts of our 
equation appear to remain monotone for all values of the delay.
A more general version of the system in Chapter 2 is derived and studied in Chap­
ter 3, in which we introduce a more general birth rate and a more general death 
rate in order to investigate the extent to which the fronts are still monotone and 
to establish the conditions which lead to a loss of monotonicity.
In Chapter 4 we derive a more general delay model which involves a distribution 
of m aturation times. This recognises the fact tha t the individuals might not all 
take the same amount of time to mature, so tha t the m aturation time might best
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be modeled by a probability density function. The resulting system is of the dis­
tributed delay kind. We establish several of its fundamental properties. In the 
first four sections, we analyze the equilibria and their stability properties in the 
absence of any spatial effects. The remaining sections of Chapter 4 are devoted 
to deriving and studying a diffusive version of the model and investigating the 
existence and monotonicity of travelling front solutions of the scalar equation for 
the mature population.
Chapter 5 is concerned with a delay differential equation model for the interaction 
between two species the adult members of which are in competition. The compet­
itive effects are of the Lotka Volterra kind, and in the absence of competition it 
is assumed th a t each species evolves according to the predictions of a simple age- 
structured model which reduces to a single equation for the total adult population. 
For each of the two species the model incorporates a time delay which represents 
the time from birth to m aturity of tha t species. Thus, the time delays appear 
in the adult recruitment terms. The dynamics of the model are determined and 
global stability results are established for each equilibrium. The equilibria of the 
model involve the m aturation delays. The criteria for global convergence to each 
equilibrium are sharp and involve these delays. A reaction-diffusion extension of 
the model is also studied for the case when only the adult members of each species 
can diffuse. We prove the existence of a travelling front solution connecting the 
two boundary equilibria for the case when there is no coexistence equilibrium. 
This represents invasion by the stronger species of territory previously inhabited 
only by the weaker. The proof of the existence of such a front uses the Wu-Zou 
theory for travelling front solutions of delayed reaction-diffusion systems.
In Chapter 6 we derive a stage-structured population model with state-dependent 
time delay. The immature birth rate is taken to be a general function of the ma­
ture population, and the death rate for the matures is linear. The state-dependent 
time delay in our model is taken to be an increasing differentiable bounded func­
tion of the total population (mature plus immature). This particular assumption 
follows the study of Aiello, Freedman and Wu [4] in their study of Antarctic whale 
and seal populations. The greater the number of individuals the longer they take 
to mature, because there is less food available. Positivity and boundedness of
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the solution of our model are investigated. Then we investigate the possibility 
for our model to admit a non-trivial equilibrium. This is not trivial to investi­
gate because the time delay depends on the state variables. We also carry out 
a linearised analysis on the equilibria, which is algebraically very complicated in 
the case of the non-trivial equilibrium. We prove tha t the zero steady state is 
globally asymptotically stable in the situation when the positive equilibrium does 
not exist. We also show th a t the positive equilibrium is linearly asymptotically 
stable in the situation when it is close to the zero equilibrium.
Chapter 7 is devoted to discussing a general three species food chain model with 
delay, where the predator is assumed to have a stage structure. As elsewhere in 
the thesis, the equilibria depend on the time delay. A detailed linearised analysis 
is carried out only for the boundary equilibria of the system corresponding to 
absence of the top predator. Even in this case, one of the equilibria is difficult to 
study. Equilibria with all three components (prey, predator, top-predator) non­
zero can exist but it is not algebraically practical to study the linear stability of 
such an equilibrium. However, numerical simulations help us to understand the 
behaviour of the system when the top-predator is present. A global stability result 
(for solutions of the full system) is proved under certain conditions for the equi­
librium corresponding to extinction of both predator and top predator, with prey 
at carrying capacity. Positivity and boundedness of solutions of the full system 
are investigated too.
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C hapter 2 
M onotone travelling fronts in an 
age-structured reaction-diffusion  
m odel o f a single species
2.1 Introduction
The material in this chapter has been published as a research paper; see Al-Omari 
and Gourley [7].
Over the years, there has been substantial interest in travelling front and pulse 
solutions of partial differential equations arising in areas such as ecology, epi­
demiology and neurobiology. Key questions are those of existence, stability, what 
initial conditions evolve to a travelling front solution and the propagation speed 
of a travelling front. These m atters have been studied extensively and applied 
to studies of colonisation, spatial spread of epidemics, propagation of nerve ac­
tion potentials, etc. The prototype equation for studying travelling fronts is the 
KPP-Fisher equation
S  =  « ( ! - « )  +  £ .  (2.1.1)
Another area of intensive study in ecological modelling has been the incorporation 
of time lags and the role of time-delays in the dynamics of the solutions of the 
resulting equations. Not surprisingly, partial differential equations with delay have 
become the subject of considerable interest in recent years. The incorporation of
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both age structure and spatial dispersal gives rise to just such an equation, as the 
Appendix to the present chapter makes clear. The book by Wu [86] treats delay 
equations with diffusion arising in biological and ecological problems, and the 
books by Cushing [15], Gopalsamy [26] and Kuang [54] provide comprehensive 
treatm ents of ordinary differential delay equations arising in various biological 
problems.
Not surprisingly, then, travelling front solutions of delay equations are of in­
terest. An obvious prototype is perhaps the diffusive Hutchinson’s equation, or 
delayed Fisher equation:
du d^u—  ^ u { x , t ) { l - u { x , t - T ) ) T > 0 (2.1.2)
(see Hutchinson [49]). Travelling front solutions of (2.1.2), connecting the equilib­
ria u =  0 and u = 1, were investigated by Wu & Zou [85] for small values of the 
delay r . About the same time, Ashwin et al. [10] investigated numerically, and us­
ing linearised analysis, the situation when the delay r  in (2.1.2) is larger, showing 
tha t this leads to a loss of monotonicity of the wave front and tha t, for still larger 
r ,  the uniform equilibrium u = 1 can be driven unstable. These authors also 
investigated a distributed delay analogue of (2.1.2). So & Zou [73] investigated 
travelling front solutions of the Nicholson’s blowflies equation
du di^u
dt dx^
showing tha t a monotone wave front exists connecting the uniform equilibria, 
under certain parameter restrictions. Gourley [31] looked at the distributed delay 
case showing that, as in equation (2.1.2), loss of monotonicity occurs as the delay 
r  is increased with the front then developing a prominent hump.
There are, however, certain difficulties with equation (2.1.2), and even with the 
ordinary differential delay equation
^  =  w(i)(l -  u{t -  r)). (2,1.4)
The problems with (2.1.2) and (2.1.4) are th a t it is very difficult to justify the birth 
rate u{t) and death rate u{t)u{t — r),  and models of this kind are inappropriate for 
m aturation or developmental delays, as the simple structured model of the present
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chapter will show. Also, although it is known th a t equation (2.1.4) possesses 
periodic solutions for r  >  t t /2, it is also known tha t the amplitude of these 
oscillations increases extremely rapidly as r  is increased, leading to an oscillation 
which when plotted shows an unrealistically large maximum value, and a minimum 
so low it is barely distinguishable from zero. This renders the assumption of the 
existence of a constant carrying capacity absurd and would even raise doubts 
about the continued validity of a continuum model at such times.
The abovementioned concerns, of course, carry over to (2.1.2) and therefore 
the usefulness of the latter has to be called into question. The central aim of 
this chapter is to formulate a more realistic delay reaction-diffusion equation for 
a single species, to investigate travelling front solutions of the resulting equation 
(and, especially, their monotonicity and dependence of the minimum speed on the 
delay) and to compare and contrast our findings with the corresponding results 
for the well known delayed Fisher equation (2.1.2).
As a starting point, we will consider the following system first introduced by 
Aiello and Freedman [3];
u'i{t) =  aum{t) -  'yui{t) -  ae-'^'^Um{t -  r ) , .
«mW =  OLer^'^u^it -  r )  -
where o;,/?,7 and the delay r  are positive constants. In this system ui and Um 
denote respectively the numbers of immature and mature members of a single­
species population. The delay r  is the time taken from birth to maturity. The 
OLUm term  is the birth rate, — represents deaths of immatures, — deaths 
of matures and the remaining delayed term, appearing in both equations with 
opposite signs, is adult recruitment. A derivation of (2.1.5) can be found as a 
particular case of th a t given in the Appendix of the present chapter, in which 
we derive the reaction-diffusion extension of (2.1.5) th a t is to be the subject of 
our study. In their paper, Aiello and Freedman [3] considered various aspects of 
the system (2.1.5) including positivity and boundedness of solutions, and they 
also established a global convergence result, namely, th a t all ecologically relevant 
solutions tend, as time t > oo, to the positive equilibrium solution
S  ■ (2.1.6)
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Note tha t this equilibrium depends on the delay r . However, it remains ecolog­
ically relevant for any r  >  0. Equations and systems such as (2.1.5) are known 
as delay equations with delay-dependent coefficients. Generally the equilibria of 
this kind of equation show a dependence on the time delay and, in this particular 
model, it is because the individuals may die during the m aturation phase leading 
to a reduced mature adult equilibrium population. An interesting extension is the 
model studied in [4] in which the delay is state-dependent, taken to be a function 
of the total population Ui-\-Um- These investigators were trying to model Antartic 
whale and seal populations. The m aturation time for these species depends on 
the amount of food (mostly krill) available, which in turn  depends on the total 
population size.
Returning to the case of a constant delay, in a recent paper, Gourley and 
Kuang [32] considered the consequences of including a diffusive term  to allow for 
individuals moving around. Using heuristic arguments, they concluded tha t the 
delayed term a U m { t  — r)  appearing twice in system (2.1.5), and representing 
the rate of leaving the immature and entering the mature class, must be replaced 
by
e~ '^ '^aum {y ,t-r )dy ,  (2.1.7)/: y/4TvdiT
where di is the constant diffusion rate of the immature species. Consequently, 
they studied the system
W  -  - ; / é ^  t -  r)
^  I l  vèsp t  -  r )d y  -  P u l ,
(2 .1.8)
for X G (—oo, oo) and t  > 0. In general this is a nonlocal system of equations since 
the terms with the delay also involve integration in space.
Equations and systems such as (2.1.8) are not entirely new. Indeed, it has 
been understood for some time th a t time delays can enter into population models 
because of the incorporation of age-structure, and nonlocal delays result from both 
age-structure and diffusion (see, for example, Gurtin [39], Gurtin & MacCamy [40, 
41], Gopalsamy [24], Metz & Diekmann [67] and Thieme [80]). We shall show in 
the Appendix how the second equation of (2.1.8) results from age-structure and
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diffusion, starting from the von Foerster equation with diffusion
du du di^u /o -I
% + 0 ^ - ‘^ ' d ^  0 <  “ < (2.1,9)
The derivation in the Appendix makes rather clear the reasons why the delay term 
is nonlocal in space if the immatures are moving. Thus, our model falls within a 
class of models th a t have become well-studied. Indeed, dispersal processes more 
complicated than simple Fickian diffusion are allowed for in some of the works just 
mentioned. Arino and Smith [9] proposed just such a model, with applications to 
fisheries problems.
There has, however, been relatively little research on the travelling wave-front 
solutions of such systems. The introductory and concluding remarks in the recent 
paper of Wu h  Zou [85] give a clear indication of some of the technical difficulties 
involved in looking for travelling front solutions of delay equations. It amounts 
to a search for a heteroclinic connection in a high or infinite dimensional phase- 
space. The paper by van den Bosch et al. [81] carry out mostly formal calculations 
without rigorous proofs, and some rigorous results can be found in the works of 
Schaaf [72], Ma [60] and Zou & Wu [91]. By concentrating on delay equations to 
which linear chain trickery applies (i.e., reformulating the equation as a system of 
higher order but without delay) investigators have sometimes been able to work 
in a finite dimensional phase space and search for a heteroclinic connection with 
the help of tools such as geometric singular perturbation theory (see, for example, 
Ashwin et al. [10] or Gourley [31]). This approach does not apply to the type 
of equation of the present chapter. We will provide a rigorous existence result, 
together with monotonicity of the front for any value of the delay, together with 
useful estimates on how the minimum speed depends on the delay.
If the immature members of the species are immobile (which is realistic for 
many populations, especially if the m aturation phase is a larval phase), then 
di =  0. It can be shown th a t as di -4- 0,
roo  —(æ —ÿ)2 poo
J - o o  l/^ T d lr  ^  U m { y , t  ~  r ) d y J ^ ^ ô { x  ~  y ) u m { y , t  ~  r )  d y  =  U m { x , t  -  r ) .
(2 .1.10)
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Thus, when di =  0, the second equation of system (2.1.8) becomes 
F i n  F i t ' l l^  =  4 . ^  +  a e-^^Ur„(x, t - r ) -  fdul{x, t). (2.1,11)
The main focus of this chapter is the second equation of (2.1.8) and the limiting 
case di — 0, giving (2.1.11). Let us comment upon some of the assumptions 
being made. First, we assume th a t all juveniles mature at exactly the same age 
r ,  the assumption also made in [3]. This is an approximation which will not 
always be realistic. An alternative is to use a distributed delay term  allowing for 
a distribution of m aturation times, weighted by a probability density function; 
using this approach one obtains
d U i  d^U i /"OO roo 2 —(æ—y)2
F )'}l F i^ ^ l  p o o  PO O  I  (æ  —1/)^
^  =  +  L v m i "  u ^ ( y , t - s ) e - '> ‘f { s ) d y d s - ^ u l ,
(2 .1.12)
rather than (2.1.8). Mathematically, this presents significant additional technical 
difficulties, rendering most of the methods used in the present chapter inapplica­
ble. Extension (2.1.12) is the subject of further research presently in progress. In 
our model we also assume that the death rate 7 of juveniles is not age dependent. 
Ideally one should allow a death rate tha t varies with age by replacing 7 in (2.6.2) 
(see the Appendix) by 7 (0). The death rate of adults should be age-dependent 
also. Furthermore, we have assumed th a t the birth rate is proportional to the 
number of mature adults, giving the aUm term  in the Ui equation in (2.1.8). In 
many populations such an assumption is only valid when population numbers are 
relatively low, or when there is excess food available. Large populations must com­
pete for the limited food available and require their limited per-capita food intake 
for physiological maintenance, producing very little offspring (see [38], where this 
point is discussed with reference to the blowfly lucilia cuprina).
The uniform equilibrium solutions of (2.1.11) are the same as the Um-components 
of the equilibria of (2.1.5) and are therefore given by
Um = 0 and Um =  (2.1.13)
By the global stability result for the non-zero equilibrium of (2.1.5) proved in [3] 
we may certainly state th a t the non-zero equilibrium of (2.1.11) will be globally
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stable for spatially uniform perturbations. The zero solution of (2.1.11) is easily 
seen to be unstable to general perturbations. Since a similar scenario exists for 
the well-known Fisher equation (which in fact is a particular case of (2.1.11) 
when r  =  0) it is natural to inquire as to the possibility of travelling wavefront 
solutions of the scalar equation (2.1.11) connecting the two equilibrium states 
Um — ^ and Um =  In this chapter we shall be concerned only with
monotone wave fronts. If such a solution exists it can be written in the form 
Um{x,t) = N { z ) ,z  ~  X -h ct where c is the wave speed (c >  0 without loss of 
generality) and V  is a monotonically increasing function satisfying
clY(z) =  (ZmAI'^z) -  ;01V2(;g) 4- ae-'T'^7V(z -  cr),
N { —oo) = 0, iV(oo) =  ^ 6“ '^ ’'.  ^ ^
The main result of this chapter is the following theorem.
T h e o re m  2.1.1 There exists c* >  0 (depending on r )  such that for every c >  c* 
there exists a monotone travelling wavefront for (2.1.11) with speed c.
The proof of this theorem is deferred to section 3. It is essentially an adap­
tation of the approach recently developed by Wu and Zou [85] (see in particu­
lar Theorem 3.6 of tha t paper) for studying travelling front solutions of delayed 
reaction-diffusion systems. Their approach will be summarised in the next section. 
W hat is im portant is to make clear the changes th a t arise from the appearance 
of the time delay r  as a coefficient (we refer to the factors), as well as in the 
argument of the state variable N  in (2.1.14). Wu and Zou’s set-up assumes only 
the latter. We shall summarise their ideas in a notation th a t makes clear this 
additional r  dependence.
Later, in section 4, we allow di > 0. In this case the approach of Wu and 
Zou [85] is not applicable. However, we are able to demonstrate, using a per­
turbation argument together with Fredholm orthogonality theory, th a t our fronts 
persist for di sufficiently small.
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2.2 The theory
Consider the delayed reaction-diffusion equation
^  =  +  T > 0, D > 0, (2.2.1)
where t  >  0, æ G R , w G R , /  : C([—r, 0],R) —>■ R  is a continuous functional 
(which may involve the parameter r )  and Ut{x) G C([—r, 0],R ) is parameterized 
by (E G R  and given by
Ut((c)(s) =  u{x,t-\- s), s G [~r, 0],  ^ >  0, a; G R. (2.2.2)
A travelling wave solution of (2.2.1) is a solution of the form u{x, t) =  N{z), where 
z = X -\r ct and N  G C (R , R ) is a solution of
D N ”{z) -  cN'{z) -t- fc{Nz] r) = 0 ,  z G R , (2.2,3)
where Nz{() = N { (  -f z), prime denotes differentiation with respect to z and the 
functional f c '  Xc = C{[—cr, 0], R ) R  is defined by
/c('0;'t) =  Z('0‘'; t ) ,  where = i){cs), s e  [-r,0]. (2.2.4)
If, for some c > 0, (2.2.3) has a monotone solution N  defined on R  such that
lim N{z) — 0 and lim N{z) ~  Kr, (2.2.5)z— oo
with Kr  some positive number, then u{x,t)  =  N {x  -f ct) is called a travelling 
wavefront solution of (2.2.1) with speed c. It can be shown (see [85]) tha t the zero 
function, and the function identically equal to Kr, are both necessarily zeros of 
the functional fc- For our particular equation (2.1.11),
K r  =  (2 .2.6)
For equation (2.2.3) we assume, analogously to Wu & Zou [85]:
(I) /c (0 ;r) =  fc{Kr',r) = 0 and fc{h‘,T) 0 for n  G {0,Kr), where n  denotes 
the constant function on [—cr, 0] taking the value n;
(II) there exists ôr > 0 such tha t
fc {X i,r )  — fc{K2;r) +  ôr[Ni{0) — ^ 2(0)] >  0, (2.2,7)
for all Ni, N 2 E Xc with 0 <  ^ 2(5) < A^i(s) < Kr  for all s G [~cr, 0].
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Note tha t (I) just says there are no equilibria between 0 and Assumption (II) 
is a quasi-monotonicity assumption.
Next, we define the following profile set:
{ (i) N  is non-decreasing in R , IyV G C (R ,R ) :  ^  ^  ^ k  (2.2.8)(ii) lim N{z)  = 0  and lim N[z) = Kr  | ^ ' Z-^ -OO  ^ ’ Z-400 )
D efin itio n  2 .2.1 A continuous function  V  : R  -4 R  called an upper solution 
of (2.2.3) if N ' and N" exist almost everywhere (a.e) and they are essentially 
hounded on R , and N  satisfies
DM'(z) -  cM(z) +  /c(AIz; T) < 0, (u.e) on R. (2.2.9)
A lower solution of (2.2.3) is defined in a similar way by reversing the inequality, 
that is
DN"{z) — cN'{z) -f fc{Nz\r)  >  0, (a.e) on R . (2.2.10)
Inspection of the proof of Theorem 3.6 in [85] shows th a t their theorem still 
holds true when delay is present in the parameters of the reaction terms, as well 
as in the argument of the state variable. Accordingly, the following theorem holds 
true.
T h e o re m  2 .2.1 Assume that (I) and (II) hold. Suppose that (2.2.3) has an 
upper solution N  in T and a lower solution N, (which need not be in T) with 
0 < jV(z) <  N{z) < Kr and N.{z) ^  0 w  R . Then (2.2.1) has a travelling wave 
front in T.
Wu and Zou [85] also presented some applications of their theorems to specific 
systems and in some of these they were able to prove existence of travelling fronts 
only for sufficiently small delays. So and Zou [73] proved existence of fronts for the 
Nicholson’s blowflies equation; their main theorem establishes existence for wave 
speeds c exceeding some minimum value tha t depends on the delay. Theorem 2.2.1 
above, and Theorem 3.6 in [85], do not explicitly impose any condition on the 
delay. If c is interpreted as a fixed parameter then restrictions on the delay 
can become necessary in the construction of suitable upper and lower solutions. 
However, if it is the delay r  th a t is interpreted as a fixed parameter, then in our
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model we can find a minimum propagation speed, depending on r ,  for any given 
value of r .  In fact, as we shall see, all ecologically relevant fronts are monotone 
for any value of the delay.
2.3 E xistence o f travelling fronts
We wish to prove the existence of solutions to (2.1.14), which correspond to trav­
elling front solutions of (2.1.11). We shall assume th a t r  > 0 otherwise equa­
tion (2.1.11) reduces to Fisher’s equation for which our main theorem. Theo­
rem 2.1.1, is already very well known. The functional fc referred to in (2.2.3) is, 
for our particular problem.
fc{N]r) = —PN^{0) 4- a e (2.3.1)
W ith a view to applying Theorem 2.2.1 we need to verify th a t assumptions (I)-
(II) of the previous section are satisfied. It is clear th a t (I) holds, with Kr — 
(a /p )  exp{—jr ) .  We now show tha t for this value of Kr  the quasimonotonicity 
condition (II) holds. Let Ni, N 2 G (7([—cr, 0], R) be such tha t 0 < ^ 2(5) < 
Ni{s) < {a/P) exp(—q r) for all s G [—cr, 0]. Then
A(yVi; r) -  A(W2; r) 4- (^ ,[1^ 1(0) -  ^ 2(0)]
=  -I3[N^(0) -  iV|(0)] +  ae-T”-[iVi(-cr) -  +  Sr[Ni{0) -  % (0)]
> (0) -  V |( 0)] +  5,[iVi(0) -  % ( 0)]
— —^ [A^x(O) +  iV2(0)][Vi(0) — iV2(0)] +  — ^ 2(0)]
> ’’'’^ [Al'i(O) — A^2(0)] +  5t[.^i(0) — ^ 2(0)]
>  0 ,
provided ô r > 2 a e  .
The profile set for our problem will be
T = I n  e C ( R ,-R )  : (i) N  is non-decreasing in R ,(ii) lim N{z) — 0 and lim N{z)  = ^ ' z-^ -0 0  z-^00  ^ ' p -7 T
>. (2.3.2)
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The inequalities to be satisfied by an upper solution N  and a lower solution N_ 
of (2.1.14) are, respectively,
and
dmN”{z) —  c N ' { z )  — P N  (z) -P a  e ^'^N(z — cr) < 0, (a.e) on R  (2.3.3)
dmNl'{z) — cN/{z) — PNJ{z ) -\r a e  '^'^K{z — cr) > 0, (a.e) on R . (2,3.4)
A necessary condition on the speed c for a front to lie in the profile set can be 
found by linearizing the equation of (2.1.14) about N  = 0 and examining the
decay to zero of AT(z) as z -4  —oo. A front which decays to zero in an oscillatory
fashion is not of interest ecologically and cannot lie in T. The linearised equation 
about the zero solution is
cN'{z) =  dmN''{z) +  ae~'^'^N{z — cr). (2.3.5)
Seeking solutions of this equation proportional to we find th a t A satisfies
a  =  cA -  (2.3.6)
Define
A(A) =  -  [cA -  d^A^].
Then we have the following proposition.
(2.3.7)
P ro p o s itio n  2.3.1 Let r  > 0 be fixed. Then there exists c* > 0, depending on r, 
such that for  c > c*, A (A) =  0 has two real positive roots 0 <  Ai <  A2 with
A(A) =  <
> 0 for A > A2,
< 0 for A G (Ai, A2),
> 0 for A < Ai.
(2.3.8)
Furthermore,
c r a  exp — 7 r  — 2dr c*^r -  2dm +  \/4 d ^  +  c^V^
1
c*r ■ 2dm  +
(2.3.9)
and c* < 2y/ adm e~' '^ .^
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Proof. Graphing the two functions A —> a  and A —>■ cA — it is
clear th a t if c is very small the two graphs cannot intersect. If c is increased the 
exponentially decaying curve decays more quickly and the quadratic graph moves 
up. Therefore there must exist some value c =  c* at which the two graphs just 
touch and the first result follows for any c >  c*.
The estimate c* < 2^/~âdHë~^  follows by noting th a t the maximum value of 
cA — drnA  ^ is c^/Adm- When the two graphs are just touching, this maximum must 
be strictly below the value of the exponential curve at A =  0, which is .
A t c — c* there is just one repeated root of A (A) =  0. Clearly c* and the 
repeated root A must satisfy
 ^ (2.3,10)
c* — 2d^A =  —c*rae e
The equation for c* follows by eliminating A between the above equations. The 
proof of the proposition is complete.
Next, we shall construct an upper and a lower solution of equation (2.1.14).
Proposition 2.3.2 Let r  >  0 and c > c* with c* given by Proposition 2.3.1. 
Then N[z)  min{/W, e^^^} is an upper solution of (2.1.14) And N  e F .
Proof: IV G r  is obvious by the definition of N{z). Let zq be such tha t = 
(a/P)  exp(—7t) .  Then we have two cases:
(1) For z > zq\ N  = {a/p) e xp {~ jr ) ,  N ' { z )  =  N ” {z)  — 0 and N {z  — c t) <  
{a /p )exp {—^ r) .  Thus
d J 7"{z) -  cT t i z )  -  0 ^{z) +ae-"<'^N{z  -  c r )
\  2 «-27T
< - p i - ].PJ \P
=  0 .
e - 7 T
(2) For z < zq: N { z ) = and N {z  — cr) — Thus
dmN"(z) -  cN'(z) -  PN^(z) + a e - ' ^ N { z  -  c t )
=  dmA? -  cAi e^ “^ - P  +  a e~'>^  e^ d*-<=r)
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= -  cAi
=  e^‘^[A (A i)-/3e^i^]
=  e^i*[-(Se^‘ ]^
< 0.
The proof is complete.
The following proposition establishes the existence of a lower solution N_{z). In 
fact, our function N_{z) is (apart from the values of Ai and M )  the lower solution 
used by Wu and Zou in the application of their theory to the delayed Fisher-KPP 
equation in [85].
P ro p o s itio n  2.3.3 Let r  >  0 and c >  c*. Let X\ and Ag he the two real positive 
roots of A(A) =  0 (guaranteed by Proposition 2.3.1) such that 0 <  Ai < Ag, 
and let e > {) be chosen such that e < Ai < Ai +  e <  Ag. Define N_{z) = 
max{0, (1 — M  e^^^} with M  > 1 a constant. Then, for sufficiently large M ,  
N.{z) is a lower solution of (2.1. I f ) .
P roo f: Let z\ be such tha t 1 — Me^^^ =  0, i.e. Zi ~  ^ ln (l/M ). Then M  > 1 
implies %% < 0. Now
iV(.) =  I ° (2.3.11)1^ (1 — M  for z < z±.
There are two cases:
(1) For z  > zi: N.{z) =  0 and H {z  — c t ) > 0. Thus
=  a e - y ^ A : ( z - C T )
> 0.
(2) For z <  21: W (z) =  (1 -  M  e'":) W' (z) =  [Ai -  M(Ai +  e) e«]
N!' {z) = [Ai — M(Ai H-e)  ^e^ ]^ and jV (z — cr) — [1 — M  gd^-ci")] gAi(z-cr)
dmÆ" (z) -  c M  (z) -  (z) +  ae-'T''-N (z -  cr)
=  d^[A^ -  M (A i +  e)^ 6'^] -  c[Ai -  M (A i +  e) e'"’]
-  )9[1 -  M  +  ae- 'y ''[ l -  M
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=  {A(Ai) -  M  e“ A(Ai +  e) -  ;0[1 -  M  
> [ - M  e“ A(Ai +  e ) - p [ l - M  e“ }
=  | _ M  A(Ai +  e) -  ,9[1 -  M 6“ ]^  ,
where we have used A(Ai) =  0 and, also, z <  Zi < 0 and Ai > e which give 
çXxz ^  gGz ]^ow, since z < Zi,
0 =  1 -  M  < 1 -  M  < 1, (2.3.12)
so th a t [1 — < 1. Hence
dm (z) -  c Æ' (;::)- (;^ ) +  o; Æ (z -  cr)
> e < ^ '+ ')* { -M A (A i+ € ) - ,8[ l - M e “ ] 4
> e < ^ i+ ')* { -M A (A i+ £ )-)8}
> e (^ i+ ')d -A (A i +  e) A(Ai +  6)J j ■
Since Ai < Ai +  e < Ag we have A(Ai H- e) < 0. The right hand side of the above 
will be non-negative if we choose M  such tha t
^  > -z K ^ r r r y  (2,3.13)
This completes the proof th a t iV(z) is a lower solution of (2.1.14).
It is obvious tha t
0 < K [z) < N{z)  <  {a/P) e x p (-7r) . (2.3.14)
Theorem 2.2.1 is now applicable and furnishes us with a travelling front solution 
to (2.1.11). Thus, Theorem 2.1.1 holds.
2.4 Persistence o f fronts w hen im m atures are 
m obile
In the previous section we proved existence of wavefront solutions to the second 
equation of the system (2.1.8) for the case when the immatures are immobile, tha t
is, when d% =  0. This section aims to address the question of the persistence of
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these fronts for small values of di > 0. Small positive di is realistic for many popu­
lations especially when the immature phase is a larval phase. But unfortunately in 
this case the existence approach of Wu and Zou [85] is no longer applicable, since 
it assumes tha t the delayed term  remains local in space, i.e., tha t it is evaluated 
at the same spatial point x  as the other terms in the equation. In our equation, 
the second of (2.1.8), the delayed term is evaluated at all points in the spatial 
domain. However in this section we are able to demonstrate, using a perturbation 
argument, together with the Fredholm alternative, th a t the travelling fronts do 
persist for d* >  0 sufficiently small. The smallness of di depends on the size of 
T, as the following analysis will make clear. The larger the delay, the smaller d* 
must be for the argument to go through.
When the travelling wave ansatz Um{x,t) = N{z), z  = x + ct, is substituted 
into the second equation of (2.1.8) one obtains
cN 'iz) = d„,N"(z) -  p N \ z )  + ae-'i^ F  e-'""/^'^^N(z - w - c r )  dw,
J —oo V 47rdiT (2.4.1)
to be solved subject to
N { —oo) — 0 and N{oo) = . (2.4.2)
We shall aim to approximate the integral term  in (2.4.1) in a way tha t does 
not change the equilibrium states. This is most easily achieved by making the 
substitution w = y \ / id ïr  in the integral, after which the integral becomes
/ -=e y‘^ N{z -  cr -  yJAd^r) dy. (2.4.3)—CX3 y 7T
We now expand N {z  — cr — y^/Adfir) in a Taylor series about z — cr. Note th a t all
terms involving odd order derivatives of N  will be zero on integration. It turns
out tha t (2.4.3) can be approximated by
N {z — cr)-A-dixN"{z ~  cr) A  (2.4.4)
and thus if we keep only the first two terms then the governing equation (2.4.1) 
becomes, approximately,
cW'(z) =  dmN'Xz) -  ,gyV^ (z) +  ae-'y'- (AI(z -  cr) 4- d(rlW(z -  cr)), (2.4.5)
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which shares the same equilibrium states as (2.4.1), and is to be solved subject 
to (2.4.2).
Henceforth to emphasize smallness of di we shall write
dj =  <5 <C 1 (2.4.6)
and attem pt to find a solution of (2.4.5) subject to (2.4.2) in the form
N[z)  =  #o(z) +  54,{z) +  0(52), (2.4.7)
where N q is the solution of the unperturbed problem when d^  =  d =  0, existence 
of which is guaranteed by Theorem 2.1.1; recall tha t the quantity c* referred to 
therein is given by Proposition 2.3.1. Substituting, and equating coefficients of 
gives, as expected,
cW^(z) =  d^yV^'(z) -  ,0Ar^(z) +  a 6-'y''yVo(z -  cr), (2.4.8)
with N q inheriting the boundary conditions for N.  We have recovered prob­
lem (2.1.14). Coefficients of 6 yield tha t (j) satisfies
c(f)'{z) -  dm(f>” { z )  — ae~'^^(j){z — cr) 4-  2/3Vo(z)0(z) =  are~'^'^NQ{z —  cr),
(p{dzoo) = 0.
(2.4.9)
As far as persistence of travelling fronts for d^  >  0 is concerned, we must now 
address the existence of a solution (f) to this problem. Let C denote the linear 
operator defined by the left hand side of the equation in (2.4.9). We assume that 
£  satisfies appropriate properties, the most im portant of which is th a t if (2.4.9) 
is recast as an integral equation then the integral operator should be compact. 
Then, according to Fredholm orthogonality theory, a solution 0 to (2.4.9) exists 
if and only if /XX) N q { z  -  cr)'ip{z) dz — 0, (2.4.10)-OO
for all functions ip G L^{—oo, oo) such tha t
=  0, (2.4.11)
where C* is the adjoint of the operator £ , using the standard inner product. 
W hat we in fact claim is th a t Fredholm orthogonality holds by virtue of the adjoint
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equation (2.4.11) having only the zero solution. On computation of the adjoint 
operator £*, we may formulate our claim as follows. Note th a t in problem (2.4.12) 
below, one of the variables has an advanced argument rather than  a delayed one. 
This commonly happens in delay equations when computing an adjoint operator.
P ro p o s it io n  2.4.1 Let c > c* where c* is as in Proposition 2.3.1. Then the 
problem
-c^% z) -  dmV'^^z) -  0!e-'y"'^(z +  CT) +  2j8yVo(z)^(z) =  0, ^
'0 (±oo) — 0,
has only the zero solution '0 =  0.
P ro o f: Suppose to the contrary th a t a solution 0  exists th a t is not identically 
zero. First note th a t there can not exist a zq such tha t 0(z) = 0  for z > Zq. 
Otherwise, if we view the equation in (2.4.12) as the governing equation of an 
evolution problem in decreasing z, starting at any value exceeding zg, standard 
uniqueness theory for ordinary differential equations would yield 0  =  0. Therefore 
there exists a sequence tn oo such th a t I0(itn)| >  0. For each n  let
Sn =  inf{z : |0 (z)| =  I0(^n)l}- (2.4.13)
The conditions 0(4= oo) =  0 imply tha t each Sn is finite but s^ -> —oo as n  -4 oo. 
We have
|0(sn +  z)| <  |0(it„)| for all z <  0, and |0(sn)| =  |0 (4 ) |.  (2.4.14)
Now let
Then Xn  satisfies
-cX ^(z) -  dm X”(z) -  ae~'^'"Xn{z +  cr) +  2^ATo(s„ +  z)%»(z) =  0. (2.4.16)
Also |X„(z)| <  1 for all z < 0 and |Xn,(0)| =  1 for each n. It is not difficult 
to see th a t \X'^{z)\ and |%^(z)| are both bounded independently of n  for z in 
compact intervals in (—oo, 0], therefore by passing to a subsequence we can see 
th a t Xn{z) -4 AT(z) as n  -> oo, with |Ar(z)| < |A (0)| =  1 for all z <  0. Assuming
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tha t the limit function X {z)  is twice differentiable, and th a t we can obtain an 
equation for X  by letting n  —>• oo in (2.4.16), we deduce, using the limiting 
behaviour iVo(—oo) =  0, tha t X  satisfies
dmX"{z)-\-cX'{z)-{-ae~'^'^X{z-t-CT) = 0, for z <  0, with %(0) =  1. (2.4.17)
It is im portant to note that, even though each X „(—oo) =  0 we do not know 
X (—oo) =  0 since convergence might not be uniform on (—oo, 0]. Nevertheless we 
know |%(z)| <  1 for all z <  0. We shall show that this leads to a contradiction 
by showing tha t (2.4.17) does not have a solution satisfying this bound. Defining 
y (z ) =  X { —z) then Y  satisfies
dmY"{z) — cY'{z) +  ae~'^'^Y{z — cr) = 0, for z >  0, with y (0 ) — 1 (2.4.18)
and |y (z ) | <  1 for all z >  0. Applying the Laplace transform
rooY{s) = j  Y{z)e~'“ dz, (2.4.19)
to (2.4.18) yields
ÿ , .  _  U s  + y '( 0)) -  c -  / “„  F (^ )e -(-+ ^ ) dz
-  cs +  • (2.4.20)
Thus ÿ (s )  has singularities a t points s G C where A(s) =  0 where A is given 
by (2.3.7). Since we assume c > c*. Proposition 2.3.1 implies there are two real 
positive singularities. The inversion formula for Laplace transforms then furnishes 
two exponentially growing terms in z and thus the solution cannot be bounded. 
The proof of the proposition is complete.
2.5 D iscussion
We have examined the travelling front solutions of a relatively new type of delay 
differential equation model where the delay arises as a coefficient as well as in the 
argument of the state variable. Our system is not fully coupled and the equation 
for the mature adult population can be solved independently of the equation 
for the immatures. However, the equation for the matures does involve both 
the immature and m ature diffusivities di and dm  ^ We always assume the mature
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members diffuse. However for many populations the immatures may not diffuse at 
all. For example, locust nymphs attach themselves to tree roots and remain there 
for years. In other populations the immature diffusivity will be small compared 
to the adult, as, for example, in the caterpillar stage in the development of a 
butterfly. Our analysis in this chapter allows either =  0 or a small positive di 
and thus we would encompass both of these ecological scenarios.
In the case when the immatures do not diffuse our equation is a reaction- 
diffusion equation with time delay but without nonlocal spatial averaging. In this 
case we can use an adaptation of the approach developed by Wu and Zou [85] for 
proving existence of travelling front solutions to delay reaction-diffusion equations. 
But when the immatures do diffuse the equation has nonlocal spatial averaging 
in addition to the time delay; this introduces significant additional technical dif­
ficulties and prevents us from applying the approach described in [85]. However 
in the ecologically realistic case of small immature diffusivity we can establish 
persistence of fronts using a perturbation argument together with the Fredholm 
alternative.
Let us briefly summarise the findings of other investigators who have recently 
investigated travelling fronts in other delayed reaction-diffusion equations. Ash­
win et al. [10] proved existence of travelling fronts for small delays in the delayed 
Fisher-KPP equation. Their approach is very different from th a t of the present 
chapter. They used a distributed delay formulation with a special type of delay 
kernel for which linear chain trickery applies. For small delays, geometric singular 
perturbation theory was then used to study the four-dimensional system of ODEs 
which their travelling fronts satisfy. A similar approach was applied to the Nichol­
son’s blowflies equation in [31]. These investigators also studied numerically the 
case of a larger delay and noted a loss of monotonicity of the front as the delay was 
increased, with the front developing a prominent hump. The hump grows without 
bound in the delayed Fisher equation, while in the Nicholson’s blowflies equation 
the height of the hump is bounded above by a bound th a t does not depend on 
the delay. Development of a hump was also noted in the equation studied by 
Gourley [30] which involved nonlocal averaging but no time delay.
Our main finding here is different. Our fronts remain monotone for all values of
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the delay r. The front is monotone because it lies in the profile set T. Let us note 
and stress tha t for any positive value of the delay, Proposition 2.3.1 furnishes a 
minimum propagation speed c*. Theorem 2.1.1 then guarantees a monotone front 
for any c >  c*. If c <  c* the decay to zero as 2; —> —00 must be oscillatory, since 
the equation A (A) =  0 cannot then have any positive real roots. Such a solution 
goes negative and is not of interest ecologically. Thus, all ecologically relevant 
fronts are monotone. This is in sharp contrast to the results described in the 
previous paragraph for certain other delay equations.
Let us now discuss how the minimum propagation speed depends on the delay. 
In reaction-diffusion equations generally, the evolution to a travelling wavefront 
solution is usually to the solution of minimum speed, except for special initial 
conditions, and therefore for any given delay r ,  the front we expect to observe 
is the one having speed c*. The equation which implicitly yields c* (given in 
Proposition 2.3.1) does not in itself tell us anything useful but the estimate c* <
2a/ adm e-TT certainly does. It tells us th a t the longer the m aturation delay r ,  the 
lower is the propagation speed. Also note th a t this estimate becomes increasingly 
sharp as T 0 since when r  =  0 we reduce to Fisher’s equation and the minimum 
speed in this case is exactly 2^/ad^,
Finally we stress tha t the analytical approach used in this chapter does not 
presume smallness of the delay.
2.6 A ppendix
In this appendix we show explicitly how the second equation of system (2.1.8) can 
be derived from an age-structured model. Since is the density of mature
adults, i.e., those of age a t least r ,  we can write
rOOUm{x,t) = / u{x^t,a)da^ (2.6.1)J r
where u[x^ t, a) is the density of individuals of age a at point x, time t, and r  is 
the length of the juvenile period.
We assume th a t u satisfies the following equation (see Metz & Diekmann [67]);
du du d'^u /n ^
a t +  9^  “ (2. 6. 2)
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and, furthermore,
dum. , d^u. m _ 7 ^ “'m +  it(a;, t, r )  — re G ( - 00, 00), t  >  0, (2.6.3)
with
u{x, t, 0) =  f{um{x, t)), (2.6.4)
where f{um) denotes the birth rate, assumed to depend only upon the number of 
matures around at the time. In (2.6.3) the term u{x,t^r)  is the adult recruitment 
term, being those of m aturation age r .
Let u(rc, r, a) = w(re, a H- r, a). Then
dv
da t= a + r
SO tha t
d u ,  , . d u ,  , .—  (æ,t, a) +  a)
7 d'^u , \ r \-  7w(rc, <2 +  r, a),
dv . d'^v
Applying the Fourier transform
/oo u(rc, r, a)e“ ^^® drc,-00
where s denotes the transform variable, gives
dv
da = ~{diS^ +  'y)v.
Transforming also (2.6.4) gives
u(s, r, 0) =  û(s, r, 0) =  T {f{um {x ,  r)}. 
The solution of (2.6.7) with (2.6.8) is
D(s,r, a) =
Now
j^-l{g-(df52+7)a} ^  J _  f°° ^-{dis^+'y)a^isx^^
ZTT 7—00
.f .g-% /(4dio)
(2.6.5)
(2 .6 .6)
(2.6.7)
(2 .6 .8)
(2.6.9)
\/4vdiC
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By the convolution theorem,
/ oo \  (x-y)^- = = e  44. f{um {y,r))dy.  (2.6.10)
-00 Y  4 7 ra ^ a
Therefore
roo  1 ( x - y ) ^u{x, t, t ) =  v{x, t - T , T ) = e  t  -  t )) dy. (2 .6 .11)
7 —00 Y  47T0{j7"
Inserting (2.6.11), with /(w ^) =  aUm, into (2.6.3) yields the second equation 
of (2.1.8).
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C hapter 3 
M ore G eneral B irth  and D eath  
Functions: Loss o f M onotonicity  
of Fronts
3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2 we noted tha t the travelling front solutions of equation (2.1.11) are 
monotone for a linear birth rate (aUm) and a quadratic death rate
The purpose of this chapter is to consider a more general system than (2.1.8). 
Such a more general system can be derived using the argument in the Appendix to 
Chapter 2, by using the more general birth rate f { u ^ )  (instead of aUm) and more 
general death rate d{um) (instead of /3w^). We shall then investigate the extent 
to which the fronts are still monotone and, especially, conditions which lead to 
the loss of monotonicity of a wave-front. In this chapter we shall not prove the 
existence of travelling front solutions. We shall assume they exist and investigate 
whether they are monotone or not.
System (2.1.8) under the above assumptions generalises to
W  =  I I  ( -  r))dy,
^  = I I  t -  r))dy -  d(u^).
(3.1.1)
Thus, when =  0 (i.e., the immatures do not move) the second equation of (3.1.1)
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becomes
«^1/
~ W  ^  t ~ T ) ) ~  d {Um{x,  t ) ) .  (3.1.2)
Assume th a t there exists a positive steady state C/* >  0 of (3.1.2) and tha t /(O) =  
d{Q) =  0. In the next two sections we will examine the monotonicity or otherwise 
of the travelling wavefront solutions of (3.1.2) in each of the two cases:
(I) e~'^'^f{U) and d{U) are increasing functions of U such tha t
e-T^/(D-) > d(C/), for and
e-T'''/([/) < d(Z7), for [/ >
(II) e~'^'^f{U) is increasing for 0 < C/ <  f/max where f  {Umax) =  0 and 
decreasing for U > Umax, and d{U) is an increasing function, such tha t
6-'y''/([/) > d([/), for [/ < [/*, and
e-'T'"'/([/) < d((7), for 1/ > I/*.
The motivation for studying the second of these two cases is th a t it includes the 
kind of birthrate function used in the Nicholson’s blowflies equation.
3.2 M onotonicity
In this chapter we will assume th a t a travelling front exists connecting 0 and U*
and we shall concentrate on finding whether it is monotone or not. Basically, we
shall show that, in Case (I) above, fronts remain monotone. If a travelling wave 
solution exists it can be written in the form
Uui { x , t )  — U (%), z  — X ci,
where c >  0 is the wave speed. Substituting this into equation (3.1.2), we have
cU'{z) = d„,U"{z) + e-'<^f(U{z -  cr)) -  d{U{z)), ^
l /( -o o )  =  0, U{oo) = U \
We want to investigate the monotonicity or otherwise of the solution of (3.2.1) 
in the two cases (I) and (II) above. We shall examine first the monotonicity as 
z -> ±oo. Linearising (3.2.1) for 2: —> —00, where U{z) -4- 0, we have
c(m[/''(; )^ -  c[/'(z) +  e-T^V'(0)[/(z -  cr) -  d'(0)I/(z) =  0.
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Seeking solutions of this proportional to exp leads to the characteristic equation
(0)6-^"^ =  cA +  d'(0) -  (3.2.2)
Now assume tha t assumption (I) holds. Assumption (I), together with /(O) =  
d(0) =  0, implies tha t e“ '^ ’’/ '(0 )  >  ci'(O) and we will in fact assume >
d'{0). Graphical arguments (similar to those of the previous chapter) show tha t 
there exists c* > 0 such that, for c > c*, the LHS and RHS of (3.2.2) intersect 
a t two real positive roots. Also, similar arguments to the previous chapter show 
that
c* < 2 y rf„ (e -i'- / '(0 ) -  d'(0)), 
and th a t c* satisfies the equation
cV /'(0 ) exp ~ j T  -  ( c * \  -  2dm +
= ^  ( ^ - ‘^ dm  + \/4d^ + c*V2 + 4 dm C *\^d '{Q )^  .
In order th a t the decay of U{z) to 0 as 2: —>• —00 will be monotone, it is necessary 
th a t c > c*, otherwise the linearisation as z -4 —00 would have only complex 
eigenvalues leading to oscillations.
Next, let us investigate the linearisation as z  -4  00, where U{z) -> U*. We let
C/(z) =  [/* +  y (z ).
Substituting into equation (3.2.1) leads to the characteristic equation
It follows from Assumption (I) tha t
0 < ([/*) <  d'([/*),
which implies th a t the LHS and RHS of equation (3.2.3) intersect a t a negative 
real root. This suggests tha t the front approaches U* monotonically as z  -4  00, 
under Assumption (I).
Next, we will examine the monotonicity of the front for all —00 < % < 00.
Theorem 3.2.1 Let Assumption (I) hold. Then the travelling front solution 
of (3.2.1) is monotonically nondecreasing for all —oo <  z <  00.
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P ro o f; The proof of this theorem will be achieved by showing tha t
(i) any positive solution takes values between 0 and U* for all z\
(ii) any positive solution is monotone non-decreasing.
We will prove (i) by contradiction. If U rises above U* then U must attain  a 
global maximum. Assume this happens at zi. Then U'{zi) =  0, U"(zi) < 0 and 
U{zi) > U* (see Fig 3.1 below).
Figure 3.1: Existence of Zi.
Then U{zi — cr) < U{zi). Hence, since e f{U)  is increasing and U{zi) >  17*, 
we have
-  cr)) -  d(C/(zi)) < e-^y(17(zi)) -  d(17(zi)) < 0 .
But if we substitute z z\ into the differential equation (3.2.1) we have
-(fn. C/'Xzi) =  e -y v ([/( 2(i -  cr)) -  d(17(zi)),
which is a contradiction, since the LHS is positive and the RHS is negative.
To prove (ii) suppose it is false, then there exists at least one local maximum. 
Since the decay to 0 is monotone, let Z\ be the leftmost local maximum, (assuming
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th a t such a leftmost maximum exists-see later). Then U'(zi) = 0 and U"[zi) < 0. 
Also, by what we have just shown, U{zi) < U*, and we know th a t U{z) must get 
back up to U* as z  oo. Therefore, there must exist % > such th a t U'{z2 ) =  0 
and U"{z2 ) >  0. Also, between z\ and % we can find Z3 such th a t U'{zs) < 0 and 
U"{z3 ) = 0 (see Fig 3.2 below). There are two cases to examine: 
case (a): Z\ < Z2 — cr < Z2 . Then U{z2 — cr) > U{z2). Since /  is increasing and
Figure 3.2: Graph illustrating how the solution U{z) of (3.2.1) would lose mono­
tonicity. The dashed parts suggest how it could behave for z  > Z2 . The conclusion 
is tha t, in fact, U{z) must be monotone.
U{z2 ) < [/*, this leads to
e-'^V([/(z2 -  cr)) -  d([/(z2 )) > e-y"/(C/(;%)) -  ^([/(zg)) > 0 .
Therefore,
- 6^ m(;"(z2) =  e-yv((;(z 2 -  cr)) -  d([/(%)),
which is a contradiction, since the LHS is negative and the RHS is positive.
case (b): zi > Z2 ~ cr .  We already know th a t zi — cr < z^ — cr < Z2 — cr. Thus 
zi — cr < zs — cr < z± and therefore, since U{z) is increasing for z < Zi,
U{zi — cr) < U { z 3 -  cr).
Furthermore
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Also, [/(zg) < (7(zi), U''{z3) = 0 and f{U)  and d(U) are both Increasing functions 
(by Assumption I). Thus
0 > C[/'(Z3) =  e-yV(C/(;^3 -  cr)) -  d(!7(z3)) > e-'^V(C/(^i -  cr)) -  d([/(zi)),
so tha t e~^'^f{U{zi — cr)) — d{U{zi)) < 0. But
e-T^V(!7(zi -  cr)) -  d(C/(zi)) =  > 0 .
This is a contradiction and the proof of the Theorem is complete.
R em ark ; One could imagine the existence of a point z* with the property that, 
for z just larger than U behaves like
U{z") + { z - z * ) s m
and then there would be an infinite sequence of maxima and minima, with no 
leftmost maximum.
However, the above approach can be adapted to include this case also, we choose 
Zi to be a local maximum such tha t zi > z* but such tha t Zi — cr and z^ — cr are 
both in the interval of z for which U{z) is increasing. Then the same argument 
applies.
3.3 Loss of m onotonicity
In this section we shall assume /  and d satisfy Assumption II. We will show that 
under these circumstances it is possible for the front to lose monotonicity. We will 
show this by examining the linearisation as z  — oo {U -4- U*) and show that there 
are parameter values such th a t the linearisation as % - 4  oo has no real negative 
eigenvalues, so th a t the front must oscillate as it approaches U*.
Now, if U* < I/max (recall tha t Umax is defined by f'{Um&x) = 0) then the front 
will still be monotone by previous arguments. This is because the front will be 
confined to values of U for which f{U)  is increasing. But if U* > Umax then 
Q-yrfi^U*) < 0. Looking at the characteristic equation (3.2.3), we see tha t the 
LHS of it is now negative. This linearisation is for -4- oo, so for monotonicity 
it would be essential to have a real negative root of (3.2.3). W hether such a
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root exists or not depends on the values of the parameters (see Fig. 3.4 below, 
which shows plots of the LHS and RHS of (3.2.3), and th a t the existence of a real 
negative intersection depends on the value of
We have already noted tha t the front will remain monotone if it is true that 
U* < C/max so let us investigate the circumstances when this will happen. Now, 
W  is the equilibrium so it satisfies
and, in particular, W  depends on r  (we call it U* in the remainder of this chapter 
to emphasize this). The graphs in Fig. 3.3 are to help us understand this depen­
dence on r . Increasing the value of r  makes the graph of the function 
move down (see Fig. 3.3). The graph of d{U) does not depend on r. Therefore,
d{U)
T  <  T"
T > r
m ax
Figure 3.3: Increasing the value of r .
it is clear tha t there must exist some value r  =  r* such th a t the equilibrium U* 
coincides with the value C/max where f{U)  achieves its maximum. Then, for 
T > T *,  e~^'^f{U) is increasing when 0 < U < U* which means the front remains 
monotone by previous arguments in section 3.2.
We can also show th a t the front is monotone even when r  is slightly less than 
T* (but not too much less). In this case e~'^'^f'{U*) will be negative, but only just.
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In this situation the LHS of (3.2.3) has a small negative coefficient and thus the 
LHS grows slowly (to —oo) as A —oo. In this situation the LHS of (3.2.3) will 
intersect with the RHS at two real negative values of A,
Looking at the situation another way, let us imagine th a t we want to stop the 
front from being monotone. We then want to make sure tha t the graphs of the LHS 
and RHS shown in Fig. 3.4 do not intersect at real negative A values. From the 
above argument, to have a non-monotone front it is necessary th a t r  should not be 
too large (r  < r*). And note tha t the LHS of (3.2.3) is an exponential function. 
Therefore, even though it may grow very slowly near the origin it will eventually 
(for A sufficiently large and negative) get below the graph of the RHS since the 
latter is quadratic. One way to remove both of the two negative intersections is by 
“widening” the quadratic, and this would be achieved by making the value of dm 
sufficiently small (see Fig. 3.4). Therefore, there exists a critical value dm =
'm 'm
m —
L.H.S. R.H.S.
Figure 3.4: The effect of lowering the value of dm> If dm is small enough then (3.2.3)
cannot have real negative roots, so tha t the front cannot be monotone.
where the graphs of the left and right hand sides of (3.2.3) ju st touch. The graphs 
do not intersect for negative A when dm < Another way to remove the two 
negative roots would be to have being sufficiently large and negative.
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C hapter 4 
E xtension  to  a d istributed delay
4.1 Introduction
Let us return to the system (2.1.5) which is introduced by Aiello and Freedman [3] 
u[{t) =  aum{t) -  7Ui(i) -  -  r ) , ^
-  T) -
where a;,/5,7 and the delay r  are positive constants. In this system, Ui and 
Um denote the numbers of immature and mature members of the population, 
respectively. The delay r  is the time taken from birth to maturity. Aiello and 
Freedman assume that the m aturation delay r  is known exactly and th a t all 
individuals take this amount of time to mature. Our aim here is to study a 
more general model than theirs by replacing the term — r )  with a
distributed delay term allowing for a distribution of m aturation times, weighted 
by a probability density function (the function /  appearing below).
We shall assume tha t at time t the number tha t become mature, per unit time,
is /•oo
a u m { t  — s) f { s )e~^^ ds.I'0
The term  aum{t  — s) is the number born at time t ~ s  per unit time, and is taken 
as proportional to the number of mature adults then around. The function f{s)  
is the probability of taking time s to mature, and is the probability of an 
individual born at time t  ~  s still being alive at time t. Individuals becoming 
m ature at time t could have been born at any time prior to this, and the integral
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totals up the contributions from all previous times. Therefore, in the absence of 
any spatial effects the model (4.1.1) is generalised to
duj{t) 
dt
rO O
=  aUm{ t )  -  ^Ui[t)  -  Um[t  -  s)/(s)e ''® ^ds,
d l l  foo (4.1.2)
 ^  U m { t ~  s ) f { s ) e ~ ^ ' ^ d s -
where f { s )  ds  = 1 and /  >  0, because /  is a probability density function. 
System (4.1.1) is a particular case of system (4.1.2). It arises when we take 
f { s )  = 5{s  — r ) ,  where ô is the Dirac delta function, in which case
PO O  POO
a  f{s)e~'^^Um{t — s) ds  =  a  j  5{s  — — s ) d s  =  ae~'^'^Um{t — r ).
4.2 P ositiv ity
We first show th a t Um{t) > 0 for all t  € (0, oo). Let (j) denote the initial data 
for Um, so tha t Um{t) =  (/){t) for all t  G (—oo, 0]. Let 0 be continuous and satisfy 
> 0 for all t E (—oo, 0), and ^(0) >  0. Then we claim th a t Um{t) > 0 for all 
t  E (0, oo).
To see this assume, for contradiction, th a t there exists a first time to > 0 such 
tha t Um{to) = 0. Then Um{t) > 0 for t  E [0,to) and
=  a  Um{to -  s)f{s)e~^'^ ds
f t o  POO
— a Um{to -  s)f{s)e~^'^ d s a  Um{to ~  s)f{s)e~^'^ ds
f t o  f O O= a  Um{to ~  s) f{s)e~^'^ d s a  <l){to ~  s) f{s)e~^^ dsJo V  ' Jta '-----  ''to>0  >0
>  0 .
Thus, ûm{to) > 0. This is a contradiction since it implies Um{t) must be negative 
for t  just before to, which contradicts the choice of to.
Proving tha t Ui{t) > 0 for t > 0 is a little more difficult. We shall first 
calculate the total number of individuals tha t are immature at time t  =  0 (i.e.
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the initial condition for ui). This will be composed of all individuals born at times 
s <  0 who are still alive at t  =  0 and have not yet m atured by this time. For 
s € (—00, 0] the birth rate of immatures Wi(s) is a(j){s). So, for a typical s <  0, 
the number of births between times s and s -f ds is a(j){s) ds, for small ds. The 
number of these individuals still alive at time t = 0 will be a(j){s)e~'^^^~^^ds or 
a(j){s)e^^ds. However, some of them may have already matured and we need to 
remove these from the count. Now, since f { ^ )d ^  is the probability of becoming 
mature between age ^ and ^ (for d^ small), the probability of an individual 
born a t a particular time s <  0 having become mature before time t  — 0 will 
be (recall s < 0). Therefore, the fraction of the surviving individuals
born at time s < 0 tha t are still immature at time  ^ =  0 is 1 — / ( 6)^& or
So, ^ a(j){s)e'^^ ds is the number of those born at time s < 0 
th a t are still alive and still immature at time t =  0. To to tal up the births from 
all negative times we integrate over s, obtaining
^i(O) -  /  ^  ds. (4.2.1)
In system (4.1.2) the initial conditions for Ui and are not independent of
each other. The initial value for Ui is related to the initial data  for Um through 
expression (4.2.1). We will now prove tha t the solution Ui{t) of the first equation 
of system (4.1.2), subject to the initial condition (4.2.1), is strictly positive for all 
i  >  0. In fact, we shall do this by showing tha t the solution is given explicitly by
ï^i(4 =  /  ^  /K )  di^  ds, (4.2.2)
which is strictly positive, since we have already shown Um{^) is positive.
Obviously Ui{t) given by (4.2.2) satisfies the initial condition (4.2.1). We need
to show th a t (4.2.2) satisfies the differential equation for Ui, the first equation of
system (4.1.2). But
^  ^  Loo { -  f { t  -  s)autm(8)e-'y(*-'')j ds
'-------- V-------- '
=1
=  ~jUi{t) +  aUm{t) -  a  [  f { t -  s)um{s)e~'^^*~^^ dsJ — OO poo=  -'yUi{t) +  aUm{t) -  f{s)um{t -  s)e“'^"'ds.
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s o  t h a t  t h e  d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n  i s  s a t i s f i e d .
4.3 Equilibria and their linear stab ility
The equilibria (Û*, Um) of system (4.1.2) are determined by setting ûi(t) = ùm(t) = 
0 in system (4.1.2), giving
roo
o^Um - j U i -  a  /  f{s)e~^^Umds = 0 ,
fco (4.3.1)a  f{s)e  ^'umds -  j3u^ =  0.
There are two equilibria: E q — (0, 0) and E  — {ûi,ûm), where
Ui =  û!^ /3“ ^7"^ ^  f{s)e~'^^ds ^1 -  ^  f{s)e~'^^ds^ ,
rooUm =  CKjd f{s)e~'^^ds.
We will first show th a t E q is unstable to general perturbations by demonstrating 
the existence of a positive eigenvalue for the linearised problem. The linearisation 
of (4.1.2) about (0,0) is
d,U ■ (  /  j  /"OO— ..... =  o>Um(t) -  JUi{t) -  U m {t-  s)f{s)e~^'^ ds,
^  =  a j - u ^ ( t - s ) î [ s ) e - ‘^ds.
The characteristic equation resulting from (4.3.2) is
(A +  7 ) (^X- a  f{s)e~'^^e~^^ds'^ = 0,
one root of which is A — —7 < 0. The other roots are the zeros of the second
bracketed factor, and the existence of a positive one can be seen by plotting the
graphs of y =  A and y = a  f{s)e~^^'^'^^'^ds, as in Fig. 4.1 below.
Next, we shall show tha t the nontrivial equilibrium Ê  is locally asymptotically 
stable for all probability distributions f{s) .  To do this, we linearise (4.1.2) about 
E  by setting Ui = Ui x, Um ~  Um + V, and neglecting higher order terms in x  
and y to obtain
^  = a y - j x - a [  y{t -  s)f{s)e~'^^ ds,
f  roo .00 (4.3.3)j y
dt
roo=  O' y{t -  s)f{s)e~'^^ ds — 2ay J  / ( s ) e “ '^  ^ds.
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y — X
Figure 4.1: Existence of a positive eigenvalue for the linearisation at (0,0).
The characteristic equation resulting from (4.3.3) is
(A +  7 ) ^A +  2a  ^  f{s)e~^^ ds — a  J  f{s)e~^^'^'^^^ds^ = 0.
The eigenvalues are therefore A =  —7 < 0 together with the roots A of the equation
roo  rooA +  2a /  /(s)e -^M s = a j  ds. (4.3.4)
We shall now show th a t all roots of (4.3.4) satisfy ReX < 0. Let us assume, for 
contradiction, th a t there exists a root A* such tha t ReX* > 0. Then
rooA* +  2a I f{s)e-^^ds
< a
rooa  J  ^ds
roo
L
=  a
e~n
—S'Y
ds
s{R eX *+iIm X *)
<
roo
a r  f{s)e-^e~^^‘^ "^>ds
rooa  f{s)e~^'^ds,
ds
since ReX* > 0.
Now, let R  = a/o°° f{s)e~^'^ds^ then |A* +  2i?| <  R. Therefore, A* is in the circle 
center —2iî, with radius R. This gives a contradiction, since ReX* > 0.
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4.4 Global stab ility  o f the nontrivial equilibrium
We will prove tha t the nontrivial equilibrium E  is globally asymptotically stable 
for the case when the kernel f ( s )  has compact support, th a t is, / ( s )  == 0 for s >  r  
for some r  > 0. Of course, we still assume that f {s )ds  = 1, i.e., /J" f{s )ds  =  1.
T h e o re m  4.4.1 Let f{ s )  =  0 for all s > r,  for some r  >  0. Also, assume that 
Um(0) > 0, Um{t) > 0 for —T < t < 0  and Wi(0) >  0. Then Um{t) -4- Um and 
Ui{t) Ui as t ^  oo.
P ro o f. The proof is in several stages. We will first prove th a t Um{t) -4- Um and 
will first consider the case in which Um{t) is eventually monotone, i.e., monotone 
for all t  sufficiently large. We already know th a t Um{t) cannot approach 0, since 
0 is unstable. So now assume, for contradiction, tha t Um is eventually monotonie 
increasing with Um{t) -4 oo as f -4  oo. Now, the second equation of (4.1.2) 
becomes
ùm{t) =  a  ^  Ujn{t -  s)f{s)e~^'^ ds -  j3u^{t). (4.4.1)
But, since Um is eventually monotonie increasing, Um{t~ s) < Um{t) for all t  suffi­
ciently large (since s now ranges from 0 to r  only) and therefore, for t  sufficiently 
large,
u . . .  _ '0
— CH'UfYi
'0
But Um{t) -4  oo. So, for all t sufficiently large, we must have Um{t) < 0 contra­
dicting the assumption th a t Um is eventually monotonie increasing.
As a result of what has been ruled out above, we must now conclude tha t any 
eventually monotone solution approaches a non-zero limit, say Um- This limit 
must be an equilibrium of (4.4.1) and so, since > 0, we must have Um = Um.
We now consider the case when Um{t) is not eventually monotonie. Of the 
various possibilities which then arise, it will be sufficient for us to consider the 
case of an infinite sequence of maxima greater than Um (other cases can be dealt 
with similarly). So, there exists a sequence of times {tj}, j  — 1 ,2 ,... such tha t 
tj -4  oo as j  -4  oo, >  2r, Um{tj) > Um, Um{tj) — 0 and Um{tj) < 0 (see
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Fig. 4.2).
We claim that sup t > h ^ m ( i )  =  «m(Wi some integer k .  For if not, then there
"m
Figure 4.2: The original sequence {t j}.
exists a subsequence, still denoted {tj}, such that Um{tj) > Um{t) for 2r  < t <
tj, tj -> oo as j  -4 oo; (see Fig. 4.3). (What all this is saying is that if the
aforementioned claim is not true then the humps must be getting bigger, though 
the increase of course need not be monotone. The subsequence is generated by 
including each hump that is larger than every hump before it, as Fig. 4.3 shows). 
Now
iim{t) =  a  /  f{s)e~^'^Um{t -  s)ds -
Since r  >  s, then r < t ~  t  < t — s < tj ~ s, and since tj — s  <  tj, thus
Um{tj — s) < Um{tj). Therefore
since Um{tj) > Um- This is a contradiction since ùm{tj) =  0.
Now let Si =  tk. By the same arguments applied to the interval t >  tk+i we can 
find a (f (Z > k) such that sup t>tk+i'^m{i) =  Um{ti). Let S2 — We can continue 
this process to find tn {n > I) such that sup f>i,+i«m(^) =  Wm(^n)- Similarly, we 
define S3, S4,..., the sequence { s j }  having the property that Sj <  s^+i, Sj —> 00 as 
j  —)■ 00 and Um{sj) > Um{t) for all t >  Sj. Also, ùm{sj) =  0 .
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'm
Figure 4.3: The subsequence, still denoted by {t^}.
Let ym{t) =  Um{ t )  -  Um  ^ Then ym{sj) = 0, and ym{sj) > ym{sj+i) > 0 for all 
j  ~  2, 3,... (because each Um{sj) > Wm)- But
so tha t
'0
and after substituting this value of a  into the above“  /o" f { s ) e - ‘7dsequation we have
f  f{s)e~^'^ym{sj -  s)ds =  2ym{sj) f  f{s)e~^'^ds +  lo f i ^ ) ^ -----^JO Jo Um
Since the last term is positive, this means tha t
Vmisj) ^  f{s)e~^'^ds <  I  ^  f{s)e~^'^ym(sj -  s)ds.
Since Sj -4- oo as j  -4  oo, we can choose a further subsequence {s^} such that 
Sj^i — Sj >  T. Therefore Sj — Sj-i >  r, which implies that sj — r  > Sj-i.  But 
since the integration variable s < r, then Sj -  s >  sj ~  t  > Sj-i.  Therefore, from 
the property Um{t) <  Um{sj-i) for t  >  Sj_i, we have Um{sj - s )  <  Um{sj-i), which 
means that ym{sj — s) <  ym{sj-i).  Thus
Vmisj) f{s)e~^^ds < ^ym{sj-i) f{s)e~^'^ds.
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Therefore, ym{sj) < \ym{sj-i) .  From this we conclude th a t ymi^j) -> 0 as j  -4  oo. 
This shows th a t lim Um{t) =  Um-t—^oo
To complete the proof we need to show that ^ Ira  Ui{t )  =  Ui.  Let s  < 3 w j be 
arbitrary. Since Um{t) -4 ûm we can choose T  >  2r  so large th a t Um{t) =  Um-^6{t), 
where
£J
m ) \  < 3qi(1 +  /J" f ( s)e- i^ds) when t >  T  — r.
Choose Ti >  T  such tha t
Finally choose T2 >  Ti such tha t
<
for t > T i .
for t > T2 .3ûi — £
Now, solving the first equation of system (4.1.2) for Ui, we have
Ui(t) =
+CKe" '" I  e IT' Umiv) -  f  f{s )e  '^^Um{r) -  s)dsJt  I Jo drf for t > T .
Hence
\ui { t )  - U i \  <  U i { T ) e
ae Umirj) -  f{s )e  '^^Um{rj -  s)di dr] — Ui
Now, since rj > T  and s <  r ,  then rj — s > T  — r,  which means tha t
Thus, for  ^ > T2,
\Ui{t) — Ui\ < -  +
\e{r] -s) \  < £73 a (l +  f{s)e~'y^ds)'
JT
+
-  f  f {s)e ^^UmdsJO
a e -" - £  e'”> e{ri)  -  £  f { s ) e ~ ' ' ‘ e{ri  -  s ) d s  
(1 — ^  / ( s ) e ‘"’'*ds) e^''dri -
I,
dt] — Û. 
dr]
a e Ui
+ ,-7 s
3a(l +Jg" f(s)e-'y^ds)
£J
3o;(l +  /J' f{s)e-'T^ds) ds dr]
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s
3 + Ui ( l  -  -
E'ye - 7 t
3(1 + /o'" f{s)e~'y^ds) Jti
£je -Jt
-  ^ 3 ( l  +  / r / W 6-^'cfg)
s  .   £
1 +  ^  f{s )e  dr}
1 +  f{s)e~'^^ds e^^drj
-  +  +  -  (c'y* -  e' ■ J t
=  £ +  e-y(t-T)
£  £
^  3 +  3 ^
=  £.
Ûi l) + l
Hence Ui{t) -4 ûi and the proof of the theorem is complete.
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4.5 A  reaction-diffusion extension  
4.5 .1  M od el derivation
We will study a diffusive version of the system (4.1.2) to allow for individuals 
moving around. In this case the term J£° Um{t — s)f{s)e~'^^ ds will change, because 
we are now interested in when and where the immatures were born. The immature 
and m ature populations Ui{t) and Um{t) of the previous analysis now become 
population densities Ui{x, t), Um{x, t) respectively. We need to calculate the rate at 
time t, position æ, at which individuals become mature. This number is calculated 
as follows.
The number born at point y  at time t  — s will be proportional to the number
of mature adults present at tha t point in space a t this time, and is therefore
(^Um{y, t —s). The number of these individuals still alive a t time t  is ae~'^^Um{y^ t —
s). The number tha t are maturing at time t  will be the number th a t took time
s to m ature and is therefore aum{y^t ~  s)e~'^^f(s). The number born at y tha t
are a t x  a t time t is —= = = e aum{y,t  — s)e“ '^^/(s). Finally, to allow forY 47r.DiS
births at all possible times prior to t, and at all possible points in the domain, we 
integrate over y e  (—oo, oo) and over s G [0, oo) to get the total:
roo roo 1
This is the rate at which individuals become m ature at position x  a t time t. 
Therefore, a reaction-diffusion extension of (4.1.2) is
d u i  d^U-  fOO roo 2, ~{x~y)^
^  +  “ i "  I I  s)e-'r^f(s)dyds -  f}uUx, t ) ,
(4.5.1)
for X G (—oo, oo) and t  > 0.
A particular case of system (4.5.1) is when f{s)  =  6{s — r )  where 5 is the Dirac 
delta function. So the integral term of (4.5.1) becomes
r-OO poo 1 -(æ-1/)^
-OO x/ I ttD^s
poo 2
^  /  /A ^70  ^ U m { y , t - s ) e  '^^5{s -  T) d y d sy0 «/—oo \ / 4 7 T 5
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roo _ roo % -(x-y)^= a  e '^^0{s~t)  / —= = = &  Um{y,t -  s)dydsJo J~oo v47riy^s
/OO
—  ruo
roo  I  - { x - y V«e " / - = = e  U m { y , t - r ) d y .J-OO y / 4:7rJJiT
This particular case was studied by Gourley and Kuang [32].
4.6 Steady states and linear stab ility
We shall analyse the linear stability of system (4.5.1) about its two spatially uni­
form equilibrium solutions, which are still given by (4.3.1). We start by linearising 
about the non-zero equilibrium state, Ê  — [ûi, ûm)- The linearised equations have 
non-trivial solutions of the form (ci, cg) exp {at +  ikx)  if and only if
(T +  7 +  Dik"^ —a  +  a  f{s )e  s{j+cr+Dik' )^^g
=  0 .
0 c r - a f ^  + 2 a f ( s ) e - ’‘ds +
This gives the characteristic equation
(<7 +  7  + A * " ) { (T - a J £ f { s ) e - '^ ^ - ^ + ‘'+ ‘’<'‘'‘'>ds +  2 a l £ f { s ) e - ^ ‘d s  +  D ,„ k A  =  0.
The eigenvalues are, therefore, a  =  - 7  — Dik^ < 0, together with the roots of the 
equation
a -\-2a f{s)e~'^^ds = J  — Dmk^- (4.6.1)
We will show that all the roots of (4.6.1) satisfy Recr < 0. For contradiction, 
assume th a t there exists a root <t* such th a t Re a* >  0. Then
r O O  r o o  ,  „cr* -f 2a  /  f{s)e~'^^ds -I- Dmk^ = a  / j(s )e -s(7+o-*+AA;y 0 y 0
< a j ^  f{s)  |g -4 (Re(r*)+<(Im(r*)+7+D(A:2)|
roo< a  f{s)e~^'^ds,
since Rea* > 0.
rooLet R  — a  J f{s)e~^'^ds. Then |a* -j- 2R Dmk‘^\ <  R- Therefore a* is in the
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circle, centre —2R — Dmk"^ and of radius R.  This gives a contradiction since 
Rea* > 0.
By using a similar analysis it is straightforward to show th a t the zero steady state 
R q = (0,0) is always unstable. The equation satisfied by the eigenvalues a  this 
time is
a  +  7 +  Dik"^ —a  H- a  f{s)e
0 a — a J  + D^ k"^ 0 ,
or
(a  +  7 +  ^a ~  O' ^  f{s)e  ds +  Dmk"^  ^ =  0.
Therefore, the eigenvalues are a  =  —7 — < 0 together with the roots a  of
the equation
a  +  Dmk"^ =  o^y /  (a) ggg,
It is obvious that, for sufficiently large k, the two curves 9 = a  D^k"^ and 
9 =  O ' c a n n o t  intersect for a  >  0. But, if k is small enough, 
then there must be an intersection a t a positive value of a  (see Fig. 4.4).
O' /o°° /( s )e
Figure 4.4: The situation for small wavenumber A;, showing the existence of a 
positive real eigenvalue a  for the linearisation about (0, 0).
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4.7 W ave-front solutions
Next, we shall seek a travelling front solution of the second equation of the sys­
tem (4.5.1) by setting Um{oc,t) = U{z), z  — x ct  ^ and c >  0 without loss of 
generality. Then the second equation of system (4.5.1) becomes
roo (  roo 1 _ j ,2  \cU{z) = a l
~ P U \ z )  + D^U"{z),  (4.7.1)
,  /•OOwith [ /(—oo) — 0 and Z7(oo) =  I f{s)e~'^^ds.
For ecological realism, we are interested only in a travelling front solution with 
speed c when the solution is non-negative for all z. Linearising (4.7.1) for z —oo 
we have
roo (  roo 1 \cU {z) = oi f J  - ^ = g = e 4C{,[/(^ -  cs -  y )dy j  ds -b DmU”{z).
Seeking solutions of this proportional to exp(A%), we find
. „ , roo (  roo 1 _„2 \c A e^ * -D „ ,A V ' =  a  f(s)e-^'< { dsJo \J-oo ^/4i7^DiS J
=  a  [  f{s)e~^'^e^’'e~^''^ (  f  .e ^ ^ e ~ ^ ^ d y \  ds.Jo \ J - o o  y/4:7rDiS J
Now, let
/ oo 1 - „ 2  roo 1 - y 2
/ .  ^  '^dy = /
-oo v 4 7 t A 5  J - oo v 4 7 t A s
Let 9 = J  , then d9 = — . Then by using the Fourier transform we have v 4 A ^  v 4 A s
J —OO a/tTA
=  r  J -J—oo \/7r-
where w =  —iX^iD iS .  Therefore I  =  Consequently, we have
cA -  D^A^ =  (4.7.2)
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If we plot the left and right hand sides of equation (4.7.2), as a function of A, we 
can see th a t for sufficiently large c the two curves intersect in two real positive 
roots. In these situations, oscillations tend to appear only when all real roots have 
been lost. Therefore, the existence of real positive roots suggests th a t the decay 
of U{z) to 0 as ^ > —GO will be monotone (see Fig. 4.5).
R.H.S
L.H.S
Figure 4.5: Graph showing that, if c is sufficiently large, then (4.7.2) has two real 
positive roots.
The critical situation (which determines the minimum wave speed c) is when the 
two curves above touch, so th a t there is just one repeated root, and this happens 
when
C m i n A . =  a  
C m m -20„A . =
where A* is the single repeated root.
Now for general / ,  the minimum speed Cmin cannot be found exactly from (4.7.3). 
However, we can obtain some information about Cmin by using delay kernels f{s)  
which have the form f {s )  =  ^^(J), where ^ >  0, g{s) < A  and B  are
positive constants and g{s)ds =  1. The quantity r  thus introduced can be 
regarded as a parameter measuring the delay, and we are interested in trying to
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compute Cmin when this delay r  is small. To do this we shall use a perturbation 
analysis. Before going into this we claim tha t f{s)  behaves like a Dirac delta 
function when r  is very small. Verifying this claim involves checking two things,
firstly tha t f{s)ds  = l .  But
roo  poo  1 o roo/ f{s)ds  = /  - g { - ) d s  = /  g{s)ds -  1.Jo Jo T r  Jo
Secondly, we need to check tha t for any fixed s > 0, / ( s )  —)■ 0 as r  —>• 0. Let s > 0
be fixed. Then
U s)  =  ^ 9 $  <  ^  =
as T — 0, as desired. So f ( s )  behaves like a Dirac delta function as r  —)■ 0.
We wish to understand how the minimum speed depends on r .  Let
^min ^min T  '^^min ^ ^min "L ‘ ,
A* = A^ °) + TA^) + T^ A^ )^ H----- .
Then, after substituting equation (4.7.4) and also the kernel f{ s )  into the first 
equation of (4.7.3) we have
= oi Jo g{s) [l -  r s  (7 +  -  A A 1°^')] ds
= a f  g(s)ds ~  f  ^(s)sds +  ro;AAl°^" /  g{s)sdsJO Jo Jo
rooJ g{s)sds,"OO■0''YT '
'0
where s = - .  Comparing the powers of r  yields 
^ 0.
c<^ La(°) -  =  », (4.7.5)
(4.7.6)[cmL -  2DmA(°)] +  =  - « 7 ^  g{s)sds- 0!C^LAi°  ^ [  g{s)sds +  aDiXf'^'' [  g{s)sds.Jo Jo
But if we substitute (4.7.4) into the second equation of (4.7.3) we have
-  2P „  (A<“) +  tAW) =
“  i  -  2A  (a(“) +  rA<'>) )] [1 -  r s  (7  +  c< l^„A'") -  A A 1">")] ds.
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th a t is
c^)
(0)
Then, -  2 D m X f ^  ~  0, which gives — x^p*. Therefore, by substituting2 Dm
this equation into (4.7.5) we find CmL =  2^/aD^.  Consequently, equation (4.7.6) 
becomes
/ Qt fOO
y W ~  ~  2aDm -  ?Dm) g{s)sds.
This shows th a t when r  is very small the minimum speed is given approximately 
by
C m in  =  2 \ j a D m  +  t J { a D i  ~  2 a D m  -  j D m )  I  g { s ) s d s .
Consequently, the sign of aDi  — 2a;Dm — 'yDm determines the increasing or de­
creasing of the wavespeed c as r  is increased. In Chapter 2 we mentioned th a t the 
case Dj =  0 is im portant ecologically since in many insect species the immatures 
are larvae and move very little or not at all. The case when Di = Dm is also 
im portant ecologically because then the immatures diffuse a t the same rate as the 
matures, as would be the case if immatures stay with their parents. In either of 
these cases Cmin < 2y/aDm which means the wavespeed is reduced by introducing 
T. But, in general, the wavespeed will be slowed down if aDi < 2aDm +  'jDm- 
Our finding here is similar to th a t of Courley and Kuang [32], who carried out a 
similar such approximation to the minimum speed C m in  for their equation, which 
is a particular case of ours. Therefore, our result generalises theirs.
4.8 M onotonicity  for large c
We are interested to know whether the travelling front solutions are monotone or 
not. In the first instance we shall try  to get some information on this by studying 
the linearization at the other end of the front, and then we shall compute a 
uniformly valid asymptotic expression for the front when the speed c -> oo and 
we shall prove tha t the first term of this is indeed monotone for all z. This 
approach enables us to study the monotonicity when the speed is large. The next 
subsection will study monotonicity for smaller c.
6 6
To investigate the linearisation a t the rear of the front, where z  ^  oo and U{z) -7 
^  So° f{s)e~^"ds, we set
f{s)e~'^^ds + V{z),  
substitute into (4.7.1) and linearise to obtain
c V ( .)  = a  1°°  /(S )e--^ [/_“  f  f { s )e -^ ’ds^ dy ^
roo fo 
/Jo J-<
ds
\/4:7rDiS
a
f{s)e  ^'^V{z — cs — y)dyds',s
Uo f{s)e~''’d s V { z )+  V^{z) + D,„V"{z)
a roo roJo Ac _ g 4Di5j ( 5)g ^'ry(^z — CS — y)dydsA/ Î ttA s
roo- 2 a  I f{s)e~''’dsV(z)  + D„V"{z).
Solutions proportional to exp(Az) exist whenever A satisfies
cA -  DmA^ =  Qi^” /(s)e-*('^+‘^ -°<^')ds -  2a T  f [ s )e - ' ’‘ds. (4.8.1)
Since all this is for z  oo^ monotonicity now requires the equation (4.8.1) to 
have real negative roots. We can easily verify, by plotting the left and right 
hand sides of (4.8.1) against A, it has one real negative root for any positive 
values of the parameters, (see Fig. 4.6). The existence of a real negative root 
suggests tha t oscillations in the travelling front solutions of the second equation 
of system (4.5.1) do not exist as 0 —>■ oo and therefore our prediction is th a t the
Où f ° °  _front approaches — J  f[s)e~^^ds monotonically as z -4  00 for any kernel f{s) .  
Note tha t, so far, we have only analysed the linearised equations as z —> ± 00, and 
therefore in principle the front could lose monotonicity for certain 6 (—00, 00). 
This possibility will be examined next, but only for large c. In order to gain more 
useful remarks on the travelling front’s behaviour, we can construct an asymptotic 
solution to our front for large values of the speed c, i.e, c -7  00. Our construction 
here is similar to the method of Canosa [14], who obtained such an asymptotic 
solution to the travelling front solution of the Fisher equation.
Assume c is large, and introduce the small parameter
.2 '
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R.H.S
L.H .S
Figure 4.6; Plot of the left and right hand sides of (4.8.1).
We will seek a solution of (4.7.1) of the form U{z) = Ü(z) where z =  ^/€z = zjc.  
Under this transformation, equation (4.7.1) becomes
roo roo 1Ü’{z) = a  /  -y~===e'^^i^ f{s)e~^'^U{z — s ~~ y/ëy)dyds
Jo J —oo y^TlJLJiS
- P Ù ^ { z ) + e D j j " { z ) .  (4,8.2)
Consider the term
/ oo I .QADisù(z — s — y/£y)dy.'-oo v 47tD ^
We shall expand Ü{z — s — \/ey)  in a Taylor series about z — s. Note th a t all 
terms involving odd order derivatives of Ü will be zero after integration. It turns 
out tha t the above integral can be approximated by
Û(z — g) +  DiesÜ"{z — s) H-----
and thus if we keep only the first two terms then the equation (4.8.2) becomes, 
approximately
U (z) =  f{ s )e~“~'U{z — s)ds + asDi J s f [s)e~‘'^U"{z — s)ds
- ^ Ü ^ { z ) + e D j j " { z ) ,  (4.8.3)
w h i c h  h a s  t o  b e  s o l v e d  s u b j e c t  t o
~ rv fco[ /( -o o )  =  0 and [/(oo) =  — y f(s)e~^'^ds./"OO 0
We seek a solution of the form
U[z) — Û q { z ) +  eÛi{z) +  ’ • •. (4.8.4)
Substituting into (4.8.3) and comparing powers of yields tha t
~  fO O  _  _Uq{z ) =  « f{s)e~^^Uo{z -  s)ds -  PUq{z), (4.8.5)
with
~ ry r °°[/o(_oo) =  0 and =  /(a)e-''T'dg. (4.8.6)
Since the wave solutions are invariant to any shift in origin of the coordinate
system, then the problem ((4.8.5),(4.8.6)) is invariant to translation in z  (the
equation is unchanged if z  -4 - constant). The solution is unique up to these 
translations. But if we wish to eliminate the nonuniqueness we can let
Since Ù q { z ) is the lowest order term in the asymptotic expression (4.8.4), if we 
prove th a t the solution Ü q { z ) is monotonie non-decreasing in z  then, to first order 
U{z) will be monotone non-decreasing in z.
T h e o re m  4.8.1 Any positive solution Üo{z) of (4.8.5) subject to (4-8.6) is a
monotonie nondecreasing function of z  for all —oo < z < oo.
P ro o f. Before we prove this theorem, let us rewrite equation ((4.8.5),(4.8.6)) 
without the tildes and subscript on U. Then
rooU'{z) — a  f{s)e~^'^U{z — s)ds — j3U^{z),
o  (4.8.7)[ /(—oo) =  0 and [/(oo) ~  ^  J  /(^ )e  '^^ds.
We shall approach this proof in three stages:
(1); We claim tha t the decay of a positive solution of (4.8.7) to zero as z -4- —oo
is strictly monotone. Let
ô{9) — /8~^a f { s ) e x p S ^ ~ ^ s - a s j  f{s)e^^^~'^^^ds^ds,
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y =
Figure 4.7: The unique positive root of 6(e) =  e
and choose e <  So, where eo is the unique positive root of 6(e) =  e, (see Fig. 4.7).
Then there exists a % such th a t lî z  < Z£ then 0 < (7(z) <  e.
Now, for z <  zg, we have
[/'(z) >  -j0C/"(z) >  -;9e[/(z),
which implies U{z) >  U(z — s)e“^^ ®, so tha t U{z — s) < U{z)e^^^. Thus, after 
substituting this into (4.8.7), we have
U'(z) < a f{s)e '^ -^ '^>‘’U{z)ds -  0U^{z) < aU{z) T  f{s)e^^ ~'<'>^ ds.
After integrating the last equation from z — s to z we have
U{z) < U { z  -  s)exp{o;s J  f{s)e^^^~'^^^ds}
which gives
rooU{z — s) >  U{z) exp{—a s  J 
Substituting the above inequality into (4.8.7) gives
U'{z) > aU{z) f{s)  exp | - 7 S — a s  ^  /(s)e^^^“'^^®ds| ds — ^ U ‘^ {z).
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From the above inequality, we conclude th a t U'{z) > 0 if z  < zg and
U{z) < J  f{s )  exp 7 s — as ds — 6(e).
We shall now show that, in fact, U{z) < 6(e) follows from z  < Z£. Since e <  eo we 
have e < 6(e). Hence if z  < zs then U{z) < e < 6(e), as required. Thus z < Zg 
implies U'{z) > 0.
(2) We will show tha t any positive solution takes values between 0 and
f {s )e ~ '^ ^ d s  only.
Assume for contradiction, th a t there exists a point where U > P~^a /q°° f{s)e~'^^ds. 
Then U must have an absolute maximum, at zg, say, where U'{z2) =  0 and 
f/(%2) >  Thus
roo
0  =  U'{Z2) =  a I f { s ) e - > V ( z 2  -  s ) d s  -
/"OO< «[/(%) ^  /(s)e-'y''ds-)8[/"(%).
This yields 0 <  [/(%) < g f{s)e~'^^ds^ a contradiction.
(3) We now prove tha t any positive solution U {z) is monotone non-decreasing. 
Suppose this is false, then the solution attains at least one local maximum. Let 
Zs be the leftmost such point (which is well defined by stage (1) of this proof). 
Then U{zs) < p~^a f{s)e~^^ds^ U'{zs) =  0 and U”{zs) < 0. But
fO OC/"(;z) =  a  /  /(g)e-'y'[/%2: -  s)c(g -  2^[/(z)[/% z).
When z = Zs, we have
roo0 > [/"(%) =  a j ^  /(s)e-T V (%  -  s ) d s  -  2 0 U { z 3 ) U \ z ^ ) , 
so that, since U'Çz}) =  0,
rooa  f{s)e~'^^U'{zs — s)ds < 0.
Therefore, there exists si such tha t U'{zs — sx) <  0, which leads to a contradiction 
since 23 — si <  zs and so U'{zs — Si) should be larger than zero.
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4.9 E xistence o f travelling fronts for sm all m ean  
delays
In this section, we are going to investigate travelling front solutions of the second 
equation of the system (4.5.1), in the particular case using a special type of delay 
kernel f{s)  =  , where the parameter r  > 0 measures the delay. We shall
do this by showing th a t the original equation can be recast as a system of ODEs 
of order six, and then applying geometric singular perturbation theory to the 
resulting system. Recall tha t the second equation of (4.5.1) is
dum ^  d'^Um. 1 -(=-*)
+ “ /o”  I I  dydsJ2IL  ^  n  ________dt ^  dx^ ' ^  Jq 7-00 y/^ïïDfs
- /5 u ^ (x ,i) . (4.9.1)
Define w by
Let u = t  — s, and substitute / ( s )  =  . Then
W  =  f  j  ...  ^ ogg/dïZy_oo 7-00 y/'47xDj(  ^— u) ^
J —oo J —oo T
where ^(x ,t) =  ÿ|=5^ e ^ ,  satisfies the linear diflfusion equation ~  =  
Differentiating with respect to t, we have
+  /  /  ^ { x - y , t - u )J —oo J —oo Lt
-  +  v^{y ,u )d y d u .
This leads to
dw d'^w . 1 . 1
where
 ^ r t  roo ,wi = -  / ^{x - y , t -  ^) d y du.7” «/—'OO */—oo
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Similarly,
“ /  /  ^ { x - y , t - u ) e ~ ^ ^ ^ r ) d - u ) u m { y , u ) d y d uT  7 —00 7 —00 O t
+ -  /  [  ^ { x - y , t - u )  - ( ?  +  )(<-») dydu
T  7 — 0 0  7 —0 0  L T  J/ oo
-oo
This yields
Therefore, we have the following partial differential equation system, which is 
equivalent to (4.9.1)
dUm
dt aa;2
d'^w^  = D- dt  ’ dx^
, , 1 , 1(T 4 --)w  +  -W i,T r
dwi r^d'^wi  ^ , 1  ^ , 1
W  =  -  (T-+  +  7 “ -
This system has two steady states, {ûm,w,wi) ~  (0,0,0) and
a  a  a(6^ ,w ,w i) = J3{'yT +  1)2’ /?(7T 4-1)^’ P i jT  +  1)^/ '
Looking for travelling wave solutions Um(x,t) = C/(z), w(x , t )  — W{z)  and 
wi{x,t)  = TTi(z), where z =  x ct, and c > 0 is the wave speed, then we 
have the system
cU'
cW D i W "  -  ( ' I +  - ) W +  - W uT T
cW[ =  DiW'l - ( ■ y + - ) W i  + -U .T T
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(4.9.2)
(4.9.3)
Introducing U' = V\, W  = V2 and Wl = V3 , we have 
VK' =
rDiVl  =  CTV2 +  {jT +  1)W  — Wl,
=  I/3,
TD^I^ =  CTl/  ^+  (7T +  l ) W i - [ / .
Note tha t if r  =  0, then system (4.9.2) reduces to
=  w ,
We are now going to prove th a t travelling fronts exist for the case when r  =  0. 
Understanding the r  =  0 is im portant because the r  > 0 case is considered as a 
perturbation of the r  =  0 case. System (4.9.3) has two equilibrium points (0,0) 
and (a//3 ,0). Linearisation of the system (4.9.3) about (0,0) gives the eigenvalue 
equation
-  ^ A  +  ^  =  0.
Therefore, if c >  2\JaDjn, then (0,0) is an unstable node (if c < 2^JaDm then 
(0, 0) is an unstable spiral which leads to oscillatory solutions about the origin; 
such solutions are not of interest since we require those for which U >  0). A 
similar analysis of the critical point (a /^ ,  0) shows tha t it is a saddle point for all 
values of the parameters.
We now wish to find a heteroclinic connection between the unstable node at 
(0, 0) and the saddle point at (a//?, 0), corresponding to a travelling front solution 
of the equations. Since (a//?, 0) is a saddle point there are exactly two trajectories 
which tend to it as z -4- 00. One of these approaches (a //5 ,0) from the interior 
of the region B  defined below, and our intention is to show th a t this trajectory 
originated at the origin.
Consider the triangle as in Fig. 4.8 defined by
B =  {([/, W) : 0 <  [/ <  and 0 < W <  AU}.
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We aim to show that for a suitable value of A > 0, and when c > 2^/aD m ,
Af/
Figure 4.8: The triangle B.
the triangular set B  is negatively invariant, tha t is, if it can be shown that all 
trajectories go out on the boundary of B  then the trajectory which tends to 
(a/yd, 0) must have come from (0,0) because it cannot have come in to B  from 
outside. Now let n  be an inward pointing normal on the boundary of B,  and let f  
be the vector whose components are the right-hand sides of (4.9.3), after dividing 
through the second equation by Dm- We want to show f .n  <  0 on the boundary. 
On the side where 14 =  0 we can take n  =  (0,1), thus
f.n  =  ~ U  + =  U { - ~  + ^ U )  < 0,
Oi CXsince U < —. For the side where U = —, take n  =  (—1,0), then
f.n  =  —Vi < 0,
Finally, the side where Vi = XU, take n  =  (A, —1), thus
f.n = X V i - - ^ V i  +  - ^ U
- L / m .  •L /'m .'
C
D
a
f/(A' ^ A  +  ^ ) < 0 ,
-D/m. -D/rn.
m
D r r
for a suitable A.
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The existence of a “suitable A” in the last line of the above calculation follows
from the fact tha t c > 2 y/aDm-
Consequently, for the case when r  = 0, there exists a trajectory from (0,0) to 
{a/p,  0) for every positive c > 2 y/aDm-
Now let us consider the situation when r  >  0. The system (4.9.2) then has two 
critical points {Û, Vi, W ,  V2 ,Wi,  T4) =  (0, 0,0,0, 0,0) and
( Û A . W . K W M )  .
A travelling front solution of the original equation will exist if there exists a 
heteroclinic connection between the two critical points above. An appropriate 
preliminary indication of whether this is likely can be gained by calculating the 
dimensions of the unstable and stable manifolds of these two critical points (we are 
hoping they can intersect along a one-dimensional curve). Rigorous confirmation 
th a t this actually happens will come later.
The linearised m atrix J  of the system (4.9.2) is
/  n 1 n n n n \0 1 0 0 0 0
2 ^ [ / C —a 0 0 0Bm Dm Dm
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 7 +  7 c 0Di A rD i
0 0 0 0 0 1
-1 0 0 0 1  + 1 crD i Di AV
and, at the steady state (0 ,0, 0, 0,0 ,0), the eigenvalues A of this m atrix satisfy
/(A) := D^ T^ D^^ AG -  cr"D (^D  ^4- 2Dm)A"
+ r  {-2DiDm -  2DiDmjr  4- c^rDm 4- 2c^rDi) A^
4-cr {2Dm 4- 2Di 4- 2Dm'yr 4- 2Di'yr — c^r) A^
-t-(7T 4-1) {Dm 4- Dm^r  -  2c^r) A^  -  c(7r  4- 1)^A 4- a  =  0.
We will calculate the dimension of the unstable manifold at (0,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ). This 
is equal to the number of roots of the eigenvalue equation /(A) — 0 in the right 
half complex plane (i.e. the number of unstable eigenvalues), which we shall now
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calculate. We can do this by using the argument principle, which states
where N  and P  are the number of zeros and poles of /(A), respectively, and j r  
is a suitably chosen contour. But since /(A) has no singularities, then it has no 
poles. Therefore, we just want to find the number of zeros of /(A) in the right 
half complex plane. We can do this by taking the contour to be the right half 
circle centered at the origin with radius R, X = , where 9 € [—7r / 2, 7r /2] and
the straight part X ~  iy for y from R  to ~ R ,  so tha t the contour is traversed 
counterclockwise. Now, for the curved part, and R  large enough, we have/ / tss?"-•/- c
with equality attained in the limit as R  oo. For the straight part, we have
=  ln ( / ( - ,T Ü ) ) - ln ( / (m ) )
=  ln |/ ( -« R ) | + 2a rg /( - z R )  -  [ ln |/(Œ ) | +  z a rg /(z R )].
Since /  is a polynomial with real coefficients, f { iR )  and f { —iR)  are complex 
conjugates of each other. So they have the same modulus but a rg / ( —«/?) =  
— a rg /(ii? ). Therefore, on the straight part of the contour,
/  =  -2 ia ,rgf{ iR).
Consequently, the dimension Nu of the unstable manifold at the origin is given by
Nu = limR-^oo ^  (6m  -  2 i arg / ( iR ) ) f  = 3 -  ^  [arg /( ii? )]~  ,
1
7T
where [a rg /( ii î) ]^  means the total change in argf{ iR)  as R  goes from 0 to 
infinity. We need to find [a rg /(ii? )]^ . Now
R e f { iR )  =  - D ^ D y R ' ^  + T [ - 2 D i D , „ - 2 DiDm'fT + c^TD„ + 2 c^TDi)R ‘^ 
- { y r  + 1) (Dm +  Dm7r -  2c^t) R^ +  a,
and we see tha t if r  is sufficiently small then R e f{ iR )  is a decreasing function of 
R. On the other hand
I m  f { iR )  =  - c T ^ D i { D i  +  2Dm)R^ -  c t  (2Dm T  2 A  +  2 D ^ 7 T  +  2 A ? T  -  c ^ r )  R/  
- c { ' J T  +  1 )^ A
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which, if r  is sufficiently small, is less than zero for all R >  0. Also, /(O) =  a  >  0. 
Therefore [a.igf{iR)]^ ~  —tt. Consequently,
= ( - ) ( - 7 t) =  4,7T
for all sufficiently small r  >  0, i.e., the dimension of the unstable manifold at the 
origin is 4.
If we linearise system (4.9.2) at the non-zero critical point, then the eigenvalues 
A at th a t critical point satisfy
/(A) := (7T-H)VD?DmA"-T"cA(7T-hl)"(2Dm +  A)A"
+ r  (^-2 D iD m Ÿr^  -  -  QDiDmir  -  2 DiDm +
4-2c^T^Dm7 +  c^rDm +  2 c ^ r ^ +  4 c^T^A? +  2c^TA — 2o;rA ^) A^
—CT ^-2Dm7^T  ^-  27^t^A -  -  6A7^T^ -  6D^7T -  6 A 7 T
■2 Dm — 2 A  +  c^T^7^ -i- 2 'yr‘^c^ -+■ c^r -  4 q ;tA ) A^
2
+  +  4D^7^T^ +  67^T^Dm +  4D^7T + Dm -  2c^T^7'
—6c^t^7^ — 6 'yr'^c^ — 2c^r 4- Aar^Di'y 4- 4 q :tA  — 2c^r^a) A'
— (7T 4-1) (7^T  ^4- 37^t^ -f- 37T 4-1 4- 4aT^ cA — r^7^a — 2r'ya — a  =  0.
This time we need to know the dimension Ns of the stable manifold, i.e., the 
number of roots in the left half complex plane. We can find this number by 
taking the contour 7/j to be the left half circle centered at the origin with radius 
R, tha t is, A =  RU'^, where 9 G [tt/2, 37t/2], together with the straight part A =  iy, 
where y goes from —R i o R .  Then on the curved part of the contour we have
f  ^ ~ d X  ~  6 i /  d9 = 6i7T, J /(A) J7t/2r
with exact equality being attained as R —> 00, and for the straight part
/  =  In f { i R ) ~  In f { - i R )
= l n | / ( 2i?)| 4 -? a rg /( iR ) -  l n | / ( —ii?)| -  i a r g f { - i R )  — 2%arg/(%R).
Hence
A  =  3 4- -  [arg / (%R)]%^ Q .
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m
4
Now /(O) =  —r^ 7^a — 2r 7«  — a  < 0 and 
R e f { iR )  =  -(7 T  +  l)V 02D m iî®
+ T  ( - 2 A D ^ 7 " T ^  -  6 A D m 7 " T ^  -  6 A T > m 7 T  -  2 A D ^  +
+2c^t^D ^7 4- c^rDm 4- 2cV^A7^ 4- 4 c^ r^A 7  4- 2c^rA  -  2arDp^  R  
~  (Dm7^T^ +  4Dm7^T^ 4~ 67^T^Dm 4- ADmir  + D m -  2c^t^7^
—6c^t^7  ^— 6 'yr‘^c^ — 2c^r 4- 4 a r^ A 7  +  4 a r A  — 2c^r^a^ FB 
—T^ 7 ^a — 2r'ya — a,
which, if T is sufficiently small, is a decreasing function of R. Also 
=  -T ^ c A (7 T + l)= '(2 D m 4 -A )^ "
4-cr (^-2DmŸr^ — 2j^r^Di -  Qj^r^Dm -  6A 7^T  ^ -  6D ^ 7T -  6 Di^r  
—2Dm — 2 A  4- c^T^7  ^4- 27t^c^ 4- c^r — 4 a r A )  R^
— (7T 4-1) 7^^T^  4- 37^t^ 4- 37T +  1 +  4 a r )  cR,
which, if r  is sufficiently small, is negative for all i? > 0. These facts imply that 
[arg/(^i?)]^_Q =  0. Thus, Ng — 3, tha t is, the stable manifold at the non-zero 
critical point has dimension 3.
Consequently, if r  is sufficiently small then the sum of the dimensions of the 
unstable manifold and the stable manifold is seven, while the phase space has 
dimension six. This suggests tha t the four dimensional unstable manifold probably 
intersects the three dimensional stable manifold along a one-dimensional curve in 
R®. This curve would be the heteroclinic connection we are seeking.
Let 6 =  y ?  and Ü = U ,V i  = I4 , V2 = eV2 , F3 =  W  = W  and Wi = Wi. 
Substituting into (4.9.2) we have
A  =  Î4,
e # '  =  V2,
6A Î4 ' =  C6% +  (7^^ +  l ) # - T ^ l ,
=  %,
=  œ %  +  (7^^ +  l ) l ^ i - Â
(4.9.4)
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Note th a t if e =  0 in (4.9.4) then V2 — = 0, and also Wi ~  Ü and W  =  Wi.
Hence, when e = 0, 0  and Vi are determined by
f/' =  VI, (4.9.5
and so, when 6 =  0, the solution of system (4.9.4) evolves on the two dimensional 
manifold Mq defined by
Mo =  G : Vg =  0, =  0, # 1  =  [7 a n d #  =  # 1}.
Note tha t the small parameter e appears in front of some of the derivative terms 
in system (4.9.4). When 6 =  0, system (4.9.4) does not define a dynamical system 
in all of R®, only on the manifold Mq. We can overcome this problem by making 
the transformation z =  677, under which the system (4.9.4) becomes
=  6Î4,
DmA =  e ( c V i - a W  + pÜ^) ,
#  =  V2 ,
~ - (4-9.6)DiV^ — scVz 4- (7^ 4- — PKi,
# 1  =  Hg,
DiV^ =  C6V3 4- (7^  ^4" l ) # i  ~  Û,
where dots denote differentiation with respect to rj. We denote system (4.9.4) as 
the slow system and (4.9.6) as the fast system. They are equivalent when 6 > 0. 
W hat we are going to do, is to apply the geometric singular perturbation theory 
of Fenichel [17], which states tha t if Mq is normally hyperbolic, then the mani­
fold Mq perturbs into a new invariant manifold Me  when 6 > 0. The travelling 
front we are looking for is the heteroclinic connection between the two equilibrium 
points on Me- First we have to study the system reduced to Mg, and then show 
tha t it possesses a heteroclinic connection.
To check tha t Mq is normally hyperbolic, we have to check th a t the linearisa­
tion of the fast system (4.9.6), restricted to Mq, has a number of eigenvalues on 
the imaginary axis equal to dim Mo =  2. The linearisation of the fast system.
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restricted to Mq, has matrix
^ o o o o o o \
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 *  0 ÿ  0
0 0 0 0 0 1
which has eigenvalues Since the number of eigenvalues
on the imaginary axis is exactly equal to dim M q, then the manifold M q is normally 
hyperbolic. Thus by Fenichel's theory there exists a two dimensional manifold Ms,  
which can be written in the form
where g, G, h and H  (to be determined) are all functions of Ù, V\ and 6 only, and 
all equal zero when 6 =  0. Substituting into the slow system leads to
p =
which yields to
g = £
But
which leads to 
C = 6  
Also
D r
Ml
D
P (4.9.7)
Vi aOr {Ù + h + H )  + D ü ^D. (4.9.8)
h — # 1  — Û" =  sDiVl  — C6V3 — 76^ # i
c e ^ [ ü '  + ^ Ü '  + ^ ÿ l ] -  7e" {Ù + h ) ,
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and thus 
h : e D ~  -
o. ( n4- — c£
2 d h \ v ^
^  ac/
dh \ I c ~
av i av, D/m. D/rr (Ü + h + H )  + - / - û XDm J
-76 [u  + h] (4.9.9)
Finally
H  — W  — Wl  — cDiV^ — csV2 — 7^^kV
-  ' w " ' *
-7£^  (Ü + h + H ) .
Therefore
+  I s D i l S -—  c e ^
dh
av i "  a i^
-7£^ (Ü + h + H ) .
ce
^ d H \  
2 ^ ^
(4.9.10)
We are seeking a solution of these partial differential equations when e is small 
in terms of regular perturbation series in 6. But since g,G,h and H  are all zero 
when 6 =  0, such series may be started a t the e term, so we attem pt
9 0 ) Vi, e) — 65'i(t7, Vi) 4- e ^ g 2 0 , V\) 4- • • 
G(f7, Vi, 6) = 6Gi(f7, # )  4- 6"G2(f7, %) 4- ' 
/l(f7, M, 6) =  6A(Î7, %) 4- 6^A (Â  M) +  "  
R(H, w, 6) = 6Ri(f7, W) 4- 6^R2(Â M) +
(4.9.11)
Now, substituting (4.9.11) into (4.9.7) and comparing the powers of 6, we have
a A ^  . (  dHi  . odH 29 dhiw
dhi 2 dh2
ac/
c -  a
d P ^ ~ d '
a f/ af/
m
a
a
(Ü + h + H )  + - + ü A
-(Ù + h + H )  + D û A  I Dm J
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Then after comparing the powers of s  we have
9i — Vi1)
V i  -  — Û  +
dHi (  c a _ P ~^ 2
a /z,2  I Y / a / Z g   ^ a / l g  (  c  ^  f r  > ^  t 't'i \   ^ a /Z g  (  C ^  Tr ■ P  t t 29 S -  V , ^  + V , ^  + ^ ^ \ ^ — V ^ - — U + — U j + - ^ \ ^ — V , - — U + — U
+ % (“£  + I f  (”£  +^' 0 ■
Now, by substituting (4.9.11) into equation (4.9.8), we obtain
G  =  e V i + e V i  ( dU
Comparing powers of s gives
Gi =  M,
^ dhi . a/ll (  c a  ^  ^ p ~^ 2
a/ig _ a/ig (  c a J.- _ p ~2\ , a/ll /  a
If we substitute (4.9.11) into equation (4.9.9) we find tha t
« «  ( # + ' # + ' #  - ^ ( ^ + ' + 4 + £ 4
+' s )  (£ ^ ' - £  4  “ + 4  + K » ’) ■ 4+'•)■C£^  I £.^^:a i4
After comparing the powers of 6 we have 
hi =  0,
W - (£" - £ " + £ 4  - *
'■• =  ™ S - * § + “ w ( £ ‘ ' ' - £ ^ ' " £ 4
d h i f  ^ ^ rV 1 ^  772^  1 T-\ dG i (  a
'ma(j3 a/ig  ^ ^  a ^ 3  f  c a   ^ p
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+ i f " )  ~  ( ' £  ^
+ ^ 5  (“£  + ^')) - ' I f  ( - £  +^'0 •
Finally, if we substitute (4.9.11) into equation (4.9.10), we get
H f  + ' 'B )  -
C£^% ( e ? h  + e - ? h \  -  ce^V,af/ af/ / V af/ af/
( ' I t  '’I t  ' s )  ( i ” ■ £  4 + ^+ » ) + £ " ’)
( # " # ( £ ^ - £ 4 + ' ' + 4 + £ 4-C6  ^ I £
 ^' I t +''It) (£ '^ - £  (^ + +^^)+£^') -  7 £  ( c /+ f t+ h )  .
Therefore, we have
A  =  0,
%  =  A t > i | | - c £ i + A ^ ( ÿ f t 4 - ^ C /  +  - | - £ - 7 À  oU dvi \  Dm Dm Dm J
dg2 Y/ ah i a / / i   ^ ^  dg2 (  c a  , /? -^ .g'
'm
dhi (  -Tr ^  T T  , ^  fr2\ _aF/i (  c a  _ y0 ~^2
\ D + ^  ~  D p  ^  D p
+ ^ '|f  (“£  -  T (''' + ’
dgz Y} a/i2 Y> a//2  , r , ap3 /  C y> a  , P ~ PH. =  -  c y z ^  -  c y : ^  +  -  _ D  +  ^
a/l2 /  c ,7  a  , p ^72\ 5-^2 /  c ,7  a  ,7 , ^  ,72
- %  I d £ ^ ‘ l Â : ^ ' D : ^
- 7  (ft2 +  % )  +  A | | ( - ; g ^  (ft2 +  % ) )  +  ( - £  (^1 +  H p
- ' I t  ( - £  -  ' I t  ( - £  +^'0 ■
Consequently, we have the following:
9i -  
P2 =  0,
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^3 — 2 DiVi I ——— h ] — 2 7 F1 + 2  f —c + —D
Gi =  Vi,
Gg =  0,
(?3 =  A V i £ + £ 4  - +(-'+£) (£^ - £^ +£^' I ’
hi = 0,
/ig —cVi +  Di I ——Vi ~  —D T  ) — 7 ^)cA A
A  =  0,
2)8A/14 = A 4caDi icpD i ^  __ ^D, D, D I D I
+ 3aD f 2^ 0 A -A + A D -  27 A 2c^A c^ ^D?A + % +  c"
Vi
Ml-p -V i  -  p û  + D f ) ^
'A ' 777, D / m .  D / m .
+ y â + ^ f / ,A
A  — 0,
A  — —M l +  A  ( TT"^! ~  rT "^  "V n\  Dm Dm D.
A  -  0,
A  =
^  f/A  -  7(7,
A Vi A 6c a A  8C/3A ^ _  2c^D? ^  i ^ [ 7  +  407A A D I D I Vi
+ 4aD? 4/9D? -Dm
+ 2 Y Ù  +
+
D r
U — AjDi —4 (fA  2c^D?
D r
+ D I +  2(f £ ' ' + 0
P fj 2
2 fr . 2 a 7 A
D r r , .
U.
Therefore, the slow system (4.9.4) restricted to Me  is given by
(4.9.12)
(7' =  Vi,
D „ £ / =  c V i - a { U  +  h +  H ) + 0 \
where h and H  are given by (4.9.11). Since h and H  equal zero when 6 =  0, 
system (4.9.12) reduces to the coupled first order ODEs for the Fisher front. We 
already know that system (4.9.4) has two equilibrium points such th a t (D, Vi) =  
(0,0) and a.^(76^ +  1)^
critical point (0,0) and a critical point (A ,0 )  where
, 0 . On the other hand system (4.9.12) has the same
Re  = a~P
276  ^Dm
Dm. — 2 cx.£^ Di
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In other words, the original system (4.9.4) and the reduced system (4.9.12) do 
not quite have the same critical points. The reason for this is tha t the equilibria 
depend on the delay r  = e^. However, we can show tha t the critical points agree 
up to order 6 ,^ as follows: By using the binomial series
a
^  (7^2 +  1)
while
; j  =  ^  [l -  27£  ^+  0(£^)] ,
a ■ 2 7 6 ^ D m a 27£ ^ D m
P D m  -  2a£^Di_ ~  P =  ^  [l -  27®  ^+  0 {s' )^] .
Therefore, the critical points of (4.9.4) and (4.9.12) agree to order e^.
Next, we are going to establish the existence of a heteroclinic connection between 
the two steady states (0,0) and ( A ,  0), of (4.9.12) where this connection corre­
sponds to a travelling front solution of the second equation of (4.5.1).
T h e o re m  4.9.1 For any e > 0 sufficiently small, there exist speeds c such that 
the system (4-9.12) has a heteroclinic connection between the critical points (0,0) 
and {Re, 0).
P ro o f. We rewrite system (4.9.12) as
f/' =
D m #  =  W (Â # ,C ,6 ),
such tha t
^ (D , c, 0) =  c #  -  o ff +
We have already proved tha t if 6 =  0 then the travelling front Ü{z) will be 
monotone provided its speed c >  2paDm-  Therefore, in the {Ü, # )  phase plane, 
the travelling front can be characterised as the graph of some function #  — 
D(D,c).
For sufficiently small s, we can still characterise the stable manifold at {Re,0) 
as the graph of some function, so tha t it is given by Vi = fo{Ü,c,e), where 
fo{Re,c,e) — 0. Similarly, let #  =  f i {Ü ,c ,s )  be the equation for the unstable 
manifold at (0,0), which satisfies f i { 0 ,c,e) = 0. These manifolds must still cross 
the line Ü = ^Re  somewhere provided e is sufficiently small, by the continuous
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dependence of solution trajectories on parameters.
Now, choose c =  Cq >  2y/aDm for the unperturbed problem, so th a t the equation 
of the corresponding front in the phase plane is Vi =  F { Ü , cq).  To show that a 
heteroclinic connection exists in the perturbed problem {e > 0), the idea is to 
show there exists a unique value of c =  c(e), near to cq, such th a t the manifolds 
/o and / i  cross the line Ü = \ R s  at the same point. If we define
G{c,e) =  / i ( |A ) C ,  6) — / o ( |A ,  c, e),
then we want to show that, for e suflSciently small, G{c,e) = 0 has a root c. By 
the implicit function theorem, such a root will exist if we can show that
a c
dc (co, 0) ^  0.
Define
w^{Û) = ^ { Û , C r , ÿ ) .
Note tha t u>i(0) =  0. The functions V\ — fi{U,c ,e)  and #  =  fo{Ü,c,e)  both 
satisfy the differential equation
Thus
dwi
~dU
dU DmVi
^  /w (Â A (Â c ,o ) ,c ,o )( ÿ l i f r  ,
dc [dO^ ’ ’ ’J 0=0. 9 c \  D „/i(t/,c,0)
1 /i(V c o ,0 )  ([/, A (t/,c ,0 ) ,c ,0 )]
C = C o
c = c q
Dm (/l(V co ,0 ))2
1 F{Ù,  Co) [cot«i (Û) +  F{Ü,  Co)] -
A
1
D„ 1 +
{P{u ,co)y
CoWi{Ù) ^1 {poD{Û, Co) — aÛ  +
Thus
Therefore
F(D,co)
dwi _
~dÏÏ “  "
dwi
1 - Wl [ -O Ù  +  pû'^)
{ F { Ù M ?
- a U  +  PIF ^  
dÜ Dr„{F{Û,Co)P^ ~  Dr,
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Integrating this differential equation from C/ =  0 to f/ =  ~ A  gives
exp
Similarly, define
M ù )  = ~ { ù , c i „ o ) ,  
and note th a t wq{Rs ) =  0. We find th a t wq satisfies the ODE
dwo —aO  +  1T7 +  —   — Wo =df/ Dm (F(A co))2 Dm"
Now, integrating this differential equation from Ü = \R e  to G =  A ,  we have
2
It follows tha t
g  - = £  C  “p (4 %
which is clearly positive. Thus the implicit function theorem is applicable and the 
proof of the theorem is complete.
4.9.1 A nalysis o f th e  slow  system  restricted  to  Ms
In this section, we shall carry out some further analysis of the slow system re­
stricted to Me  (i.e. system (4.9.12)). This system can be studied using phase 
plane analysis. We shall use phase plane analysis on the system to try  to discover 
more about the monotonicity (or otherwise) of our fronts.
We have already proved the monotonicity of the travelling fronts of the second 
equation of system (4.5.1) when c is very large. We are not treating c as large 
here, instead we are investigating monotonicity for small e (i.e. small delay, since 
e = y/r). We shall first show that the front remains monotone when we include 
only the lowest order non-zero terms /ig and A  of h and H  in system (4.9.12). 
The system is then
î/' =
+  2ace^ -  ÿi +  ^2cryE^ -  a  +  Ü (4.9.13)
The front will be positive and monotone if the trajectory in the {Ü, Ÿi) phase 
plane connecting (0,0) to {R£,0) is in the first quadrant for all Certainly 
the trajectory cannot leave the first quadrant through the positive Vi axis since 
Ü' > 0  there. The positive Ü axis requires closer examination. Let n  =  (0,1) be 
an inward pointing unit normal on the line Vi — 0 , and f  be the vector whose 
components are the right-hand sides of system (4.9.13), after dividing through 
the second equation by D^-  If we can show tha t f .n  <  0 when Ü < Rs  then 
the trajectories point downwards at points on the Ü axis with Ü < Re^ and this 
rules out the dotted spiralling trajectory in Fig. 4.9 (other trajectories tha t would 
correspond to non-monotone fronts are ruled out for other reasons). Now
f.n = A  + + U -
Thus f .n  < 0 if
i.e., if
U < a  — 2 a'ye'  ^ —
a  — 2 a'ye
D r ..
2 a^e^Di\  1 (  2 ae^Di\~^
jDm j  f  I  jDm y
— ^  ( l  — 276^) =  Re^
to order e^. We have shown f .n  < 0 at points on the [/-axis with Ü < Re- 
W hat we can say, therefore, is tha t for small e >  0 the monotonicity of the trav­
elling fronts is still preserved to the addition of the O(s^) terms in the series
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expansions of the functions h and H,  See Fig 4.9 below which illustrates the 
possible scenarios by which monotonicity could in principle be lost. Each of these 
is ruled out by various contradictions (see the figure caption).
V-
U
Figure 4.9: Possible scenarios by which monotonicity might be lost. The dotted 
one leads to a contradiction because the arrow points upwards a t a point on the 
Ü axis with Ü < Re  (contradicting f .n  < 0 ). The dashed and dash-dotted ones 
lead to contradictions because when VI <  0 we should have Ü{z) decreasing. 
The conclusion is tha t when h and H  are included to 0[e^)  the front remains 
monotone.
Next, we want to investigate what would happen to the monotonicity of the trav­
elling fronts if we add more terms to system (4.9.12), i.e., if we add /14 and i?4 as 
well (recall tha t and are zero). Then (4.9.12) will be
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ü ' Vu
^ m Ÿ \  — c V i  — CxÛ — 0:6'^  (/%2 4" R t )  — Oi£'^  (7^ 4 +  H 4 ) T
2 ace^Di
Drr, Vi +  2a^e — a  + Dm. U
as46/3 0 .^ 2'm
•as
Dm 1 D
 ^ f  lOcaDi 12cj3Di-^ ScaDf  _ Qc^D^
\  A D r u - D l + m
D,m Dr D.m D lm
(4.9.14)
-  -  soitV î /  -)  Dfji
This system has two critical points: (0,0) and another critical point which can be 
found after substituting 1^ — 0 into (4.9.14) to obtain
+  [ - 6 a^<^DiD^s^ -  6a7/3A£»^e^ +  Zac^POle* + 
-IZa'^PDmDy -  PDI + iapDiDle'^] Ü -  2a'^DiDls^ -  2a'fDie'^ +
+7a^D‘^ Dme‘^ +  6 a \ ^ D i D ^ e ^  -  +  S a ^ D i e ^  + a D ^  =  0.
By solving this quadratic equation we find tha t when e is sufficiently small the 
non-zero critical point is (i?£,0) where
Re = a 1 -  27E= +  {ac^Df  +  e* + 0(e®)
Again, let us investigate the direction of the trajectories on the Ù axis. Let 
n  =  (0,1) and f  be the vector whose components are the right-hand side of 
system (4.9.14) after dividing the second equation by Dm> If we can show f.n  <  0 
for U < Re  then fronts remain monotone for the same reasons as described in the 
Fig. 4.9 caption for the case when the analysis is done to order But
f .n  = UD.m D m Dm
« E M ^  +  ^ t / - 6 7 A - 5 ^  +  ^  +  3c^
2 _ 4— 3 a 7  £
Dm D jyi
Aa^Dis'^
D.m D l T r * w ”J-yrn. J-y m
a-
D r
9 1
Therefore, f .n  < 0 if
- d a P '^ D f D ^ e ^ Ù ^  -  [ - 6 a j3 ( ? D iD „ ,e ^  -  6 a ' y 0 D i D l e ‘^  +  + 3 a < ? 0 D '^ e ‘^
- n a ’^ f i D m O y  -  0 D l  + 2 a 0 DiDle^] Ù + -  lOa^A^'^E'*
—Y o ^ D fD m e *  -  6 a ^ é ‘D iD m s ‘^  +  Sa^c^D^e'* — S a 'y ^ D ^ s^  -  a D ^  <  0.
After some algebra, we see tha t this is equivalent to Ü <  as claimed. Thus 
the last inequality is automatically satisfied when Ü < Rs,  to order g^. We have 
shown that f .n  <  0 at points on the [/-axis with Û < Rs-
Our analysis shows th a t monotonicity of the travelling fronts is preserved when 
all the terms up to at least O(g^) in the series expansions of h and H  are present 
in system (4.9.12). This does not of course prove monotonicity for all delays, but 
does suggest tha t delay has to be present to a significant extent to induce loss of 
monotonicity.
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Chapter 5 
Stability  and travelling fronts in 
Lotka-Volterra com petition  
m odels w ith  stage structure
5.1 Introduction
The material in this chapter has been accepted for publication; see Al-Omari and 
Gourley [8].
This chapter is concerned with the following delayed Lotka-Volterra type model 
for the adult members of two species U and V  in competition:
~  s ) d s ~  -  CiU{t)V{t),
(5.1.1)
-  s) ds -  /3yV^{t) -  C2 U{t)V{t),
and also with a reaction-diffusion extension thereof. In proposing the system (5.1.1), 
it is assumed that competition effects are of the classical Lotka-Volterra kind. It 
is also assumed that the adult numbers of each species, in the absence of the other 
species, evolve according to a delay equation of the form
du[t)
dt
f O O
~  ^  Jo —s)ds  — (t). (5.1.2)
9 3
Equation (5.1.2) can be regarded as a generalisation of the second equation of the 
system
= aum(t) -  'yui{t) -  -  r ) , (5 13)
«mW == -  r )  -  /?u^(t),
which was proposed by Aiello and Freedman [3] as a model of a single species, 
where Ui denotes the number of sexually immature members of the species and 
u„i the number of mature adult members. Note that, in the system (5.1.3), the 
second equation is uncoupled from the first and thus it is sufficient to consider this 
second equation on its own. The parameter r  in (5.1.3) measures the time from 
birth to maturity, and the terms allow for the fact tha t not all immatures 
survive to m aturity (7 in (5.1.3) is the death rate of immatures, while measures 
deaths of matures). An assumption behind (5.1.3) is th a t all individuals take the 
same amount of time r  to become mature. If we instead allow the possibility tha t 
an individual could become mature a t any age, and if we denote by f{s )  ds the 
probability th a t the m aturation time is between s and s +  ds with ds infinitesimal, 
and /q°° / ( s )  ds — 1, then simple modelling leads to (5.1.2) as a generalisation of 
the second equation of (5.1.3). Of course, f ( s )  will be small when s is small and 
when s is large, and it is quite reasonable to take f{s)  = 0  for all s above some 
finite value, as we shall do in much of the chapter.
Thus, in our model (5.1.1), we assume that each species on its own grows not 
according to the logistic equation or delayed logistic equation, but according to 
the predictions of the simple stage structured model (5.1.2) which is arguably 
more realistic as a model of a single species. The Ci terms in (5.1.1) are the 
competition effects; ci and C2 measure the competitive effect of V  on U, and U 
on V,  respectively. Of course, U and V  in (5.1.1) refer only to the adult numbers 
of the two species. Thus it is assumed that competition only occurs between the 
adults. Since many species strongly protect their young, we feel this is not too 
unrealistic an assumption.
Competition systems with time delays have been studied by many authors. For 
example, Gopalsamy [25] studied the two-species delayed competition system
du/dt  = u ^71 — a\u — bi f  Ki{s)v{t  +  s) ds^ ,
/  /.Q \dv/dt — V 0,2 J ^ K 2 {s)u{t A- s )ds  — b2v \  ,
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in which the delays are in the interspecies competition terms, and established a 
result on the global stability of the coexistence equilibrium, showing tha t when 
the intraspecies competition is stronger than the interspecies competition, non­
constant oscillatory solutions are not possible.
In the present chapter we will show tha t the global dynamics of our sys­
tem (5.1.1) can be completely determined, except in the case when the boundary 
equilibria A  and A  are both linearly stable. In this case one expects tha t the 
outcome of the competition will depend on the initial conditions. For other cases, 
the possibilities can be enumerated in a similar way to the classical Lotka Volterra 
competition model without delay, as described in the book by Murray [69]. If one 
boundary equilibrium is linearly stable and the other unstable, we show th a t solu­
tions converge globally to the stable boundary equilibrium. When both boundary 
equilibria are linearly unstable, we show tha t solutions converge globally to the 
coexistence equilibrium. Thus, the conditions for global stability are sharp, and 
can be interpreted ecologically. Furthermore, the conditions involve the m atura­
tion delay kernels fu{s) and fv{s) and thus the role of these m aturation delays 
can be elucidated. This is im portant since the comparison approach we adopt in 
this chapter does not always, in other applications, elucidate clearly the role of 
the time delays, and tends rather to furnish conditions which are merely sufficient 
for convergence and only involve the other parameters of the model.
It is straightforward to show th a t the solutions of system (5.1.1), subject 
to (5.2.8) below, satisfy U{t),V{t)  > 0 on (0 ,oo). This fact is im portant for 
both the modelling and the analysis.
5.2 Equilibria and their stability
System (5.1.1) has four equilibria, determined by setting dU/dt = dV/dt  =  0 
in (5.1.1), and these are:
A  =  (0,0), Â  =  U s ) e - ' ”“ ds, oV Â  = U  ^  I "  Ms)e-'>” ds)
and
Ê =  (f7 ,y)
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where
Il ^ io” fu{s)e~'^^^ds -  cick^  /p°° fy{s)e~'^^^ds
“  C1C2
and
^  ^  ^uO^v Jo°° f v { s ) e - ^ ^ ^ d s  -  C2CKu f f °  fu{s)e- '^^^ds
— C1C2
provided C/, F  > 0 . Of course, the feasibility of the fourth equilibrium È  depends 
on the parameters. As we shall show, it is feasible if either (i) the boundary 
equilibria A  and A  are both linearly unstable, or (ii) the boundary equilibria 
are both linearly stable.
We will begin by investigating the linearised stability of each equilibrium. S tart­
ing with E q =  (0,0), the linearisation of (5.1.1) about this equilibrium is
=  fu{s)e~'^^^U{t -  s)ds,
(5.2.1)
fv{s)e~'^^^V{t- s)ds.
The characteristic equation resulting from (5.2.1) is
( a -  a„ /„ (s )e -“(T'”+^>ds) =  0,
the roots of which are the zeros of the first and the second bracketed factors, and in 
each of these the existence of a real positive root A can be seen by plotting against 
A the graphs of y =  A, y =  /q°° ^ ( s ) e “ ®(^ “+^)ds and y = /„(s)e~^^'^"+^^ds.
Therefore, (0,0) is linearly unstable.
The linearisation of (5.1.1) about Â  is
d U  r°°fu{s)e~''^^^U(t -  s ) d s ~  2aJJ{t)  / fu{s)e~^^" ds
cJcin ^— ^ V { t )  j  /„(s)e"'^“*ds, (5.2.2)
r I M  OO^  fv{s)e~ '^^^V{t- s)ds  -  fu(s)e~'^^^ ds.
The characteristic equation resulting from (5.2.2) is
A 4- C2au/3 ~^ ^  fu{s)e~'^^^ ds -  ay ( x  +  2q!„ ^  fu{s)e~'^^^ ds
-Oiu d ^  = 0 .
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The eigenvalues of the linearisation about Â  are therefore the roots A of the 
equation
PCX) POOA +  ds, (5.2.3)
together with the roots A of the equation
A +  C2auj3~^ fu{s)e~^'^^ ds -  fy{s)e~^^'^'’'^^^ds. (5.2.4)
These equations always have roots although the roots may be complex. It is not 
difficult to see th a t all the roots of (5.2.3) satisfy Re A < 0. We shall now find the 
condition which determines tha t all roots of (5.2.4) satisfy Re A < 0. Assume, for 
contradiction, tha t there exists a root A* of (5.2.4) such tha t Re A* >  0. Then
■. I r°°  /  . .X* + C2au/3~ /  fu{s)e~'^^^ ds =  /  fy{s)e~"^'^^'^^^dsJ Q I 0roo< tty fy{s)e~^'^^\e~^^ \ds
POO= o^ v J fv{s)e~^'^^e~^^^^*ds
POO< ay fy{s)e~^'^^ds,
since Re A* > 0. This implies tha t A* is in the circle in the complex A plane centred 
at A =  —C2ay^~^ /o°° fu{s)e~'^^^ ds and of radius ay fy{s)e~^'^^ds. Accordingly, 
we shall have a contradiction if
POO POOfu{s)e~'^^" ds > /3uay fy{s)e~'^^^ds. (5.2.5)
Therefore, if condition (5.2.5) holds then the equilibrium Â  is linearly stable.
In a similar way, we can show tha t Ey is linearly stable if
POO POOC\ay j  fy{s)e~'^^^ ds > /3yau /y(s)e~^“®ds. (5.2.6)Jo Jo
Thus, if (5.2.5) and (5.2.6) both hold, then Èu and Êy are both linearly stable, and 
the numerators of the components Û, V  of the equilibrium Ê  are both negative. 
But, at the same time, (5.2.5) and (5.2.6) imply that
R <  Io° ds C2 0 u^ fu{s)e~'^^^ ds
so th a t jdyPu < C1C2 , i.e., the denominators of U , V  are negative too. Thus, under 
these circumstances, Û , V  > 0 so th a t the equilibrium Ê  is feasible.
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In a similar way, we can see tha t if (5.2.5) and (5.2.6) are both reversed, then 
the boundary equilibria Â  and Èy are both linearly unstable and again È  is 
feasible under these circumstances. However, if one of the boundary equilibria 
Èy, Êy is stable and the other unstable, then the coexistence equilibrium È  is not 
feasible.
In the next two sections, we shall prove theorems on the global asymptotic 
stability of the equilibria Â ,  Èy and È  for the case when the kernels /«(s), fy{s) 
have compact support, th a t is fu{s) = fy{s) =  0 for all s >  r ,  for some r  >  0, and 
normalised such tha t f j  fu{s) ds = Jq fy{s) ds = 1. In this case the system (5.1.1) 
becomes
dt =  fu{s)e '^^^U{t -  s )ds  - /3yU^{t) -  CiU{t)V{t),
— j  f v { s ) e ~ ^ ^ ^ V { t  -  s )ds  — / 3yV^{t )  — C2 U { t ) V { t ) .
(5.2.7)
"Vo
For initial data, we assume that
U{t),V{t) > 0 ÎOI - T < t < 0 ,  with C/(0), y (0) >  0. (5.2.8)
Before proceeding, we shall need the following theorem.
T h e o re m  5.2.1 Let u{t) be the solution of
^  fu{s)e~'^^%{t -  s ) d s -  /?yW (^t) -  Au{t) ,  (5.2.9)
where u{t) >  0 for —r  < t < 0 .  I f
0 <  A <  CKu /  fu { s )e  ds,
then lim u{t) — u, where
f  fu{s )e^ ' ‘^ d s - A  . (5.2,10)
t^OO
1
,0
P ro o f. Let us first deal with the cases when u{t) is eventually monotonically 
decreasing or eventually monotonically increasing. In the former case, positivity 
of solutions immediately yields tha t u{t) must approach some limit û > 0. This 
limit must be an equilibrium of (5.2.9), and is therefore either zero or the value
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stated. Zero is ruled out since a standard linearised analysis yields th a t the zero 
solution of (5.2.9) is linearly unstable under the stated condition on A.
If u(t) is eventually monotonically increasing then, when t  is sufficiently large, 
u{t — s) < u{t) for all s G [0, r] so tha t 
du{t) < ayu{t) J  fu {s )e  ds  -  -  A  u{t),dt JO
and hence u[t) must be bounded above. Hence û = limt-^oou{t) exists, is an 
equilibrium of (5.2.9), and obviously û >  0 in this case. The conclusion follows 
immediately.
The remaining case to consider, is th a t in which u{t) is neither eventually 
monotonically decreasing nor increasing. Of the various possibilities which then 
arise, we shall treat in detail the case in which u{t) has an infinite sequence of 
local maxima {tj},  j  = 1, 2 ,3 , . . . ,  all greater than u, with tj -> oo. Other cases 
can be dealt with similarly. At the times tj, u{tj) > u, ù{tj) =  0 and ü(tj) < 0. 
We claim that supj>^^ u{t) = u{tk) for some integer k. If this is false it means that 
after every local maximum u{tj) there is another tha t is higher, and therefore 
tha t a subsequence of {ij} (still denoted {tj})  can be found with the property 
tha t u{t) < u{tj) for all ti < t < tj and each j  (the subsequence is generated by 
including each local maximum tha t is higher than every one before it). Then, for 
each j ,
0 =  ù{tj) =  Cku /  fu{s)e~'^^^u{tj ~  s)ds  -  /3uU^{tj) — Au{tj )
< u{tj) (ay ds -  ^yu{tj) -  All
< u{tj) fcKu ^  ds -  pyU -
=  0 ,
which is a contradiction. Thus, supi>^^ u{t) =  u{tk) for some integer k, and we 
let Si — tk- Now, by applying this same argument to the interval t  > tk+i we can 
infer the existence of 8^ ti [I > k) with supf>^^^  ^u{t) — u{ti), and we let Sg =  
This process can be continued to generate an infinite sequence {sj} of times such 
tha t Sj+i > Sj, Sj —> oo, u{t) < u{sj) for all t > Sj and ii{sj) =  0.
Let y{t) = u{t) ~  Û then we wish to prove tha t y{t) 0 as t —¥ oo. We have 
y(sj) > y{sj+i) > 0 (since u(sj) > ^(sj+ i) and u{sj) > u), and it is now enough
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to show th a t y{sj) —)■ 0 as j  —>• oo. In terms of y, equation (5.2.9) becomes, at
t  =  S j ,
0 =  y{sj)  =  «y ^  fu{s)e~'^^^y{sj -  s) ds -  2^yy{sj)u -  Puy‘^ {sj) -  Ay{sj),  
so tha t
Oiu fu{s)e~'^^^y{sj -  s) ds 
=  2Puy{sj)u +  Puy^{sj) +  Ay{sj)
= 2^uV{sj)u +  Puy^{sj) +  fu{s)e~'^^^ ds -  /3uU y{sj)
> ^  fu{s)e~'^^^ ds +  /3uU^  y(sj),
where we have used (5.2.10). From the sequence {sj} we shall now extract a 
further subsequence, still denoted {sj}, such tha t S j ~ r  > Sj-i.  Then y{sj — s) < 
y{sj- i)  for all s G [0,r] and therefore
where
Oiu Jo fu(s)e~'^^^ds5 - Oiu Jo fu{s)e~'y^^ ds +  l3yU 
Now, S  < 1 and S  is independent of j .  Therefore, y{sj) —> 0 as j  oo. We
conclude tha t lim u(t) = u, and the proof of Theorem 5.2.1 is complete.t->oo
A = ' “ “
5.2.1 G lobal stab ility  o f Eu
We shall prove a theorem on the global stability of the equilibrium point
/ 3 „ f
of system (5.2.7), in the situation when the other boundary equilibrium
of (5.2.7) is linearly unstable. This means th a t the competition between the two 
species U and V  is strong and the species cannot coexist. One of them, in this 
case the V  population, dies out.
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In the proof of Theorem 5.2.2 below, and in subsequent theorems, we shall 
use a comparison principle. Comparison principles do not always hold for delay 
equations; it depends very much on how the delay appears in the equations. For 
scalar equations, the essential requirement for a comparison principle to hold is 
th a t the reaction term  be a nondecreasing function of the delayed variable (see, 
for example, M artin & Smith [62]). The following proposition will be useful, and 
follows easily from the results in [62].
P ro p o s itio n  5.2.1 Let v{t) be a solution of
~  ^  Jq f{s)e~'^^v{t -  s )ds  -  j3v^{t) -  Xv{t), t > 0
and u{t) some function satisfying
^  Jq f{^)o~^^u{t — s )ds  — ^ u ‘^ {t) — Xu{t), t  > 0. (5.2.11)
Assume also that u{s) > v{s) for all s G [—r, 0]. Then u{t) > v{t) for all t > 0.
R em ark s . An analogous result holds with the inequalities reversed, and we 
shall need this also. In our applications of these comparison results we shall often 
find th a t a differential inequality of the form (5.2.11) holds only for t above some 
value, say ti, and not for all t  > 0. In tha t case the initial time is simply thought 
of as ti  rather than 0, and u{t) > v{t) is arranged to hold for t < t i  by appropriate 
definition of v{t) for values o f t  < t i .  In the interests of clarity, we shall not always 
elaborate on this latter point in detail.
T h e o re m  5.2.2 Let the initial data satisfy (5.2.8), and assume that
fu{s)e~'^^^ ds > fy{s)e~'^^^ ds, (5.2.12)
and
ciCKy ^  fy{s)e~"'^^ ds < j3yau fu{s)e~'^^^ ds. (5.2.13)
ry. fTThen U{t) —  / /u (s)e“ '^ “® ds and V{t) 0 as t  oo.Pu "^0
P ro o f. Let U =  l imsup^^^U{t) ,  U_ = liminft_,.oo U{t), V  =  lim supi_^oo y (i)  and 
y  =  liminff_^oo y(^)- Now, since 
df/(^) =  o;. fu{s)e ' ^ ^ ^ U { t - s ) d s ~  j3uU‘^{t) -  ciU{t)V{t) 
< Oiu fu{s)e~'^^^U{t ~  s ) d s ~  ^uU^{t),
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we can conclude from this and Theorem 5.2.1 tha t U < U b where
Ub = ^  r  fu(s)e--^'‘^ ds,Pu >'0
is the U component of the equilibrium Â -  By positivity of V{t) we also know 
th a t y  > 0. To complete the proof it suffices to find two sequences {M ^}, 
with the properties th a t U_ >  for each m  with > [7^ as m  —)• oo (so that 
LL >  Ub), and V  < for each m  with -> 0 as m oo. As a first step in 
this process, let Vi{ t )  satisfy
/u(s)e~'^^^ui(7 -  s ) d s -  Pvvl{t), t >  0 
with, for s <  0, tii(s) =  m ax{y(s), s e  [-T, 0]} > 0. Then
Since U(t) and V{t) are non-negative, 
d y (t)
dt = ay fy{s)e -  s )ds  -  PyV'^{t) -  C2U{t)V{t)
< ay fy{s)e~'^^^V{t -  s ) d s -  ^yV'^{t).
'0
By comparison, V{t) < vi{t) and therefore
   ry.. r'’’V  =  lim sup y (7) <  lim Vi{t) = ~  fy{s)e~^^^ ds := N^.t-^ OO  ^  ^ ^   ^ Vo ^   ^ ^
Let g >  0 be sufficiently small tha t
Q ^  ^ ^ Jo fu{s)e~'<'^ d s  -  Ciq;„ £  /„(s)e~'>'"‘' d s   ^ 14)
A  Cl
There exists ti > r  such tha t V{t) < + e for all t > ti. For t  > ti let Ui{t)
evolve according to 
dui {t) a. fu{s)e -  s ) d s -  I3uul{t) -  CiUi{t){Ni -t- g),dt
and, for t  e  [ti — r , t i ] ,  let
ui{t) =  mm{U{t),  t G [ti - r , t i ] } ,
which is strictly positive, since U{t) > 0 on (0 ,oo). It is not necessary to define 
U i{ t )  for t  < t i  ~  T since Proposition 5.2.1 is now being applied with initial time 
ti rather than 0.
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Since e satisfies (5.2.14), Theorem 5.2.1 yields tha t
l imui{ t)  = ~  au ds -  ci{N^ +  e)
Now, since s > V(t)  for t > ti,  we have, for such t,
dt = I )  Us)e-'<'‘‘U{t - s ) d s -  0 J P { t )  -  ciU{t)V{t)
> a n £  fu{s)e-'''‘‘U{t - s ) d s ~  0nU^{t) -  c,U{t)(N^ + e ).
By comparison, U{t) > U i{ t )  and therefore
— =  W =  ^  ds -  ci{N^  +  e)
Since this is true for any g > 0 satisfying (5.2.14), it follows th a t U > M f  where
Oiu f u { s ) e  ' ^ ^ ^ d s - C i N ^
Let g > 0. There exists 2^ >  0 such th a t U{t) > M f — g for all ( >  (g. For 
t > t2 let V2 {t) be the solution of
d t  =  - s ) d s - ^  0 n v l ( t )  -
with appropriate “initial data” on the interval [^ 2 — T, 2^]. Now 
=  oiv fv{s)e~'^^"V{t ~  s) ds -  PyV^{t) ~  C2 U{t)V{t)
-{Ml —s:)v2,
(duOivIo f v { s ) e
^   o^ulo fu{s)e-'^^^ ds
where we have used (5.2.12). By comparison, V{t) < V2 {t). But, by Theo 
rem 5.2.1, and using the fact th a t Mf- < {au/Pu) fo fu{s)e~'^^^ ds,
1
( M r - 6 ) m ,
Im  „ ( ( )  = ,  I '  -  , )
Hence
V  — lim sup y  (t) <  lim ^ ( t )  =  — Oiv f v {s )
oiulo fu{s)e~'y^^ds
PuOivI^ fv{s)e~'^^^ dsds (M r -  s)
Since g is arbitrary, we conclude th a t V  < where 
1 (5.2.15)
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Now, let g >  0 be sufficiently small tha t the expression given below for lim -^^oo U2 {t) 
is positive. That this is possible follows from the second inequality (5.2.13) 
in the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2.2, together with the fact th a t satisfies 
AQ' < (o(y/j9y)
There exists h  > 0 such tha t V{t) <  A^  ^+  ^ for all t  > t s .  For t  > ts let U2 {t) 
be a suitable solution of
du2{t) 
dt Jo
Then, since
d[/(t)
— Oiu J  f u { s ) e  '^^^U2{t -  s ) d s -  P u u l{ t )  -  C i ( v j  +  e)u2{ t ) .
dt
>  Oi
we have U{t) > U2 {t). Also
«U £  - s ) d s -  0 J J \ t )  -  ciU{t)V{t)
[  - s ) d s -  0 n U \ t )  -  ci(JV^ +  e)U{t),
Hence
U > _L a.
Jo ds — Ci{N2 s)
J  fu{s)e ds — ci{N2 +  e)
By the arbitrariness of g > 0, £7 > where
1= A a. ^  f u { s ) e (5.2.16)
Continuing this process, we obtain two sequences A%, m  — 1 ,2 ,3 ,. . .  such 
that, for m >  2,
and
A O',
aufo fu{s)e-~i’>’ds 
£  fu{s)e~'<'-‘d s - c i N l
(5.2.17)
(5.2.18)
Combining these,
f j y  =  fo d s  ,
which confirms th a t all the are positive. Furthermore, by assumption (5.2.13), 
A% —)■ 0 as m oo. Hence, by (5.2.18),
Pu Vo
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Therefore
and
/_im [ / ( t )  =  Ub ,
lim V(t)  =  0,t^oo  ^ ^
which completes the proof of Theorem 5.2.2.
The following theorem is an analogue of Theorem 5.2.2, for the situation when 
the equilibrium is unstable and Èy is asymptotically stable. The proof is 
similar to th a t of Theorem 5.2.2.
T h e o re m  5.2.3 Lei the initial data satisfy (5.2.8), and assume that
fu{s)e~'^^^ ds < puOiy fy{s)e~"'^^ ds,
and
ciay [  fy{s)e~'^^^ ds > PyŒu f  fu{s)e~'^^^ ds.*/ 0 Jo
Then V{t) ^  j  fy{s)e~'^^^ ds and U{t) 0, as t oo.
Pv '' 0
5.2.2 G lobal stab ility  o f th e  coex isten ce sta te  Ê
We will prove a theorem on the global stability of the coexistence equilibrium 
Ê  =  {Û,V)  of system (5.2.7) where
U = fu{s)e~'^^^ds -  CiQ'y/J' fy{s)e~^^^ds
P u P v  ~  C1C2
and
y  =  JiT fv{s)e~'^^^ds -  020» /J~ fu{s)e~'^^^ds
P u P v  — C1C2
The hypotheses in Theorem 5.2.4 below are those which imply linear instability 
of both of the boundary equilibria Êy and Êy. In this case the coexistence equi­
librium È  is globally asymptotically stable. The conditions (5.2.19) and (5.2.20) 
below have various ecological interpretations including weak interspecific compe­
tition and significant adult mortality (recall th a t deaths rates of immatures are 
measured by 7  ^ and jy,  which arise in the conditions in a somewhat different 
way).
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T h e o re m  5.2.4 I f  the initial data satisfies (5.2.8), and i f  the following two con­
ditions hold:
fu{s)e~'^^^ ds < PuŒy fy{s)e~'^^^ds, (5.2.19)
and
CiCKy ^  fy{s)e~'^^^ ds < PyGu fu{s)e~'^^^ds, (5.2.20)
then U{t) Ù and V{t) - ^ V  as t  oo.
P ro o f; Recall th a t in the proof of Theorem 5.2.2 we were able to establish U < U b  
and y  >  0 in one step, and thereafter we established a sequence of lower bounds 
for £7 and a sequence of upper bounds for V.  These sequences approached
limits Ub and 0 respectively, establishing our result.
Our approach to proving Theorem 5.2.4 is similar, but the situation is more 
complicated since we are concerned with the coexistence equilibrium. We shall 
need four sequences, A%, 1%, and m  = 1 ,2 ,3 ,. . . .  It is helpful to 
remember tha t denotes an upper bound, and Mm a lower bound, on the 
limsup and liminf respectively as i —)■ oo, of the variable in the superscript. We 
shall derive recursion formulae for these bounds and use them to deduce the result. 
From positivity of solutions we immediately obtain as follows:
dUjt) 
dt
Hence
< « 1 4 ^  fu { s ) e  '^^^U{t -  s) d s  ~  PuU^{t).
U =  limsupC/(i) <  ^  r  ds :=  iV“ .
t —^ OO J qoo Pu o
In a similar way, we have
v < ^  f  Us)e- '<'‘ ds ■,= N l
P v  ■^0
Let g > 0 be sufficiently small that
_ _ ^««1, ds -  C20!ii A(3)e-'y"' ds n n .\g ^ ) {o.Z.Zl)
PuC-2
which is possible by (5.2.19). Let >  0 be such tha t U{t) < # £  +  g for all t >  t\, 
and for t > t i  let m \  (t) be a solution of
drui (t)
dt Oiv f v { s ) e  ' ^ ^ ^ m \ { t ~ - s ) d s - - P y { m l { t ) ) ^ - C 2 { N i - { - e ) m l { t ) ,
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with appropriate initial data on [ti —r, ti\. Since e satisfies (5.2.21), Theorem 5.2.1 
applies and yields
lim m\{t) — ^  ay [  fy{s)e~'^^^ds -  C2(1V" +  e) .Py I Jo
Since A-e >U{t)  for t  > ti,
= oiv fv{s)e~'^^^V{t -  s) ds -  PyV‘^ {t) -  C2U{t)V{t)
> %  £  fn{s)e-'^'“ V{t - s ) d s -  0„v^{t) -  C2(A “ +  e)V(t),
SO th a t V  (t) > m l  (t) and hence
V  = lim inf y  (7) > lim ml{t) = ^  ay f  fy{s)e~'^^^ ds -  C2(7V" +  g)l .
t->00 t->00 P y  I Jo J
This is true for any g >  0 satisfying (5.2.21) and hence
y > Oiv fv{s)e ds -  C2N f  := M£.
In exactly the same way, we can show that
1[ / > A a. fu(s)e ' ^ ^ ^d s -cxN l
and, in doing so, the assumption (5.2.20) is used.
We shall now show how to find new upper bounds AÇ, in terms of the old 
lower bounds , M f  respectively. New lower bounds are then found from the 
new upper bounds by following the procedure already described. It will then be 
clear how to proceed from the (m — 1) th  to the m th  step in this process.
Let g > 0. There exists tg >  0 such th a t V{t) > — g for all t  > t2 . Then,
for t > t2 ,
=  Oiu fu{s)e~"^^^U{t -  s ) d s -  puU^{t) -  CiU{t)V{t)
< Oiu fu{s )e~ '^^^U{t-s )ds-PuU^{t)  -  ci{Mx - e )U { t ) .
Thus, if for t > t 2 we denote by n^it) the solution of 
d7i^(t)
dt =  fu{s)e -  s ) d s -  A (?^ 2 “  ci(M i -  e)n j(t).
with appropriate initial data, then U{t) < n^/t) and thus
U < lim n 2 {t) = —  Iau [  /«(s)e ds -  Ci(M£ -  g) Pu i Jo J
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(we have used assumption (5.2.20) to deduce tha t n^(^) has this limiting be­
haviour). Since g > 0 is arbitrary,
a. f u { s ) e
In the same way, and using (5.2.19), we deduce the following estimate for V:
1V  < A 0£y ^  fv{s)e ds -  cgM"
One now sees tha t the transition from the (m — l ) t h  to the m th  step in this 
iterative process is given by
= A
Oiu fu{s)e ^ ^ " d s - c i M l ,_ i
V  fv{s)e~'^^" ds -  C2M“ _i
Oiu fu(s)e~''^^^ ds ~  CiN^
V fv{s)e'^^^ ds -  C2N,
and, of course,
for each m  — 1 ,2 ,3 ,__  We need to show tha t and A% both approach Û as
m -> 00, and tha t and both approach V.
We see at once tha t
r^u _  O iuPv£  fu { s )e  ^ - ^ d s ~ c i a y f £  f y { s ) e  , C1C2
A A  + A A (5.2.22)
Note th a t (5.2.19) and (5,2.20) imply tha t
C1C2
A A
< 1.
We claim th a t is a monotonically decreasing sequence th a t is bounded below by 
Û. The boundedness below by Û follows immediately from (5.2.22) by induction. 
Then, by (5.2.22), and using (5.2.20),
AT: OiuPv fo f u { s ) e  T""' ds -  CiCKy f f  f v { s ) e  ds C1C2--------------------- hm—1 A A A % _i A A
/  OiuPv I f  fu{s)e '^^^ds-  CiCKy f f  fv{s)e ds , C1C2 ^     1-
=  1 ,
AAC7 A A
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so tha t is monotonically decreasing. Hence A% converges to a limit which, 
by (5.2.22), equals Ù.
Of course, convergence of implies convergence of and it is easily 
checked tha t has the limit V". The analysis for the remaining two sequences 
is similar. The proof of the theorem is complete.
5.3 Travelling wave front solutions
In this section we shall explore the existence of a travelling wave front solution of 
a reaction-diffusion extension of system (5.1.1) between the two boundary equi­
libria Ey and Ey, in the situation when V  is the weaker competitor and there 
is no coexistence equilibrium. Ecologically, this situation corresponds to a one­
dimensional habitat initially inhabited only by the weaker V  species, and then 
some of the U species are introduced at one end. The U species then invades the 
domain, driving the V  species to extinction. The end result is th a t the domain is 
inhabited only by U.
The approach we shall use to prove the existence of such a travelling front is 
the upper-lower solution technique and the monotone iteration method recently 
developed by Wu and Zou [85] (in particular. Theorem 3.6 of th a t paper) for 
delayed reaction diffusion systems. To be precise, we shall consider the competitive 
system
~ È ^  =  -  Ti) -  PiUx{x,t) -  CiUi{x,t)U2{x,t),
=  d 2 ^ ^  +  a2e~'^ '^^^Ü2(x,t -  T2 ) -  P2Ul{x, t )  -  C2Ui[x,t)U2{x,t),
^ (5XT1)
where all the parameters are non-negative constants.
It is well known th a t the addition of diffusion to a system with time delays 
can be problematic from the point of view of ecological realism. One expects th a t 
in general a time-delayed term would need to become a weighted spatial average 
involving the diffusivity. However, system (5.3.1) is realistic in the case when the 
immature members of the species are not moving (the immatures do not explicitly 
feature in (5.3.1)). For many species such an assumption is entirely realistic. For
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example, insects which go through a larval stage do not move, or move hardly 
at all, during the larval phase, but on becoming adults they can of course travel 
tremendous distances. In such cases, each individual on reaching adulthood is still 
at the same location as when it was born, and only on becoming an adult does it 
start moving.
The situation when the immatures do move can be studied by replacing the 
time delay terms in (5.3.1) with more complicated delay terms involving integral 
convolutions in space (see, for example, Al-Omari & Gourley [7]). Of course, 
the immatures and matures might diffuse at different rates. The methods of 
Wu & Zou [85] should be applicable to this case also (see, for example. So, Wu 
and Zou [74] who treated a scalar delay equation containing such an integral 
convolution in space). In this chapter we shall concentrate on the case when the 
immatures are immobile.
System (5.3.1) has four spatially uniform equilibria: (0,0), o) ,
(^ 0, and the coexistence equilibrium (if feasible) :
V P1P2 — 0\C2 ’ P1P2 ~  C\C2 )
The situation of interest here, is th a t in which the equilibrium (o, ig un­
stable, and when o) is stable, both as solutions of the spatially uniform
model. The conditions on the parameters can be extracted as a particular case of 
Theorem 5.2.2 and are
C20Lie~^ ' '^^^  > P\a2e~'^ ' '^^^  and 010:2^“'^ '^^  ^ <  (5.3.2)
Therefore, we assume tha t (5.3.2) holds throughout this section. Note tha t in 
this case the coexistence equilibrium is not feasible since its components are of 
opposite sign.
5.3.1 T he W u-Zou th eory
We shall summarize those aspects of the work of Wu and Zou [85] which are 
relevant here. Applications of their techniques include the work of Al-Omari & 
Gourley [7] on a structured model of a single species, by So and Zou [73] on the
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diffusive Nicholson’s blowflies equation, by Huang and Zou [47] on a cooperative 
Lotka-Volterra system with delay, and by Wu and Zou themselves [85] on a delayed 
Fisher equation and a delayed Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction model.
The theory is for reaction diffusion systems of the form
^  =  +  . e R , t > 0 ,  (5.3.3)
with u e  R ” , D  a diagonal diffusion m atrix with positive entries, /(•) is a func­
tional and its argument ut(x) is the function
Wt(æ)(s) =  w(a;, t-I-s), s g [—r, 0].
This set-up allows more than one time delay. Conversion to travelling wave form, 
by setting u(x, t) — (j){z) G R ” , 2: =  æ -fct with c >  0, yields a system of equations 
of the form
D(j)''{z) -  c(j)'{z) +  fc{(f>z) =  0, z G R , (5.3.4)
where 0^(C) =  (j){ÇA-z) and the new functional fc is defined by f c W  =  /(^^ ) where 
-0^(s) := ip{cs), s G [—T, 0]. The theory establishes, under certain conditions, 
existence of a solution of (5.3.4) satisfying
0 (—00) =  0, (^(00) =  K , (5.3.5)
where 0 and K  are equilibria of (5.3.3).
The theory presumes th a t there are no other equilibria u with 0 < w < K  
(here, the ordering is the standard partial ordering in R ", i.e., u < v if Ui < Vi,
z =  1 , . . . ,  n, and u < v if u < v but u ^  v). Actually, this condition is not quite
satisfied for us, for reasons which will be explained later. We shall be arguing, 
by a detailed examination of its proof, tha t Wu and Zou’s Theorem 3.6 applies 
nevertheless.
Additionally ([85],p659), there must exist a matrix ô =  d iag (^ i,. . . ,  A ) with 
> 0 such that
fc(<P) -  f c W  +  0{(f)(0) -  -0(0)) > 0, (5.3.6)
for all continuous functions such th a t 0 <  y)(s) < 0(s) <  K , s G [—cr, 0].
This is called a quasimonotonicity condition.
I l l
The following set is called the profile set:
r  = {(f> E C (R , R ”) : (j){z) is nondecreasing, oo) =  0 and < (^oo) =  K} .
Additionally, one must find an upper solution, i.e. a function 4> th a t is twice 
differentiable almost everywhere, and satisfies
D ^ \ z )  -  cf ' {z)  +  /c (0 j < 0.
A lower solution ^  is also required, being a function defined as above but with the 
inequality reversed. These two functions must be constructed such tha t
0 < <  ÿ(z) < K,
and such th a t at least one component of the lower solution is not identically zero. 
Actually only one component of our lower solution is non-zero, but we shall be 
arguing tha t refinements of Wu and Zou’s approach (see Remark 4.6 in [85]) lead 
to their Theorem 3.6 remaining valid.
If all of the above conditions are met, and if the upper solution (j) E T (the 
lower solution need not lie in T), Theorem 3.6 in [85] guarantees the existence of 
a solution of (5.3.4) satisfying (5.3.5).
5.3.2 E xisten ce o f a travelling wave front
In this section, we will prove the existence of a travelling front solution of (5.3.1) 
by using Wu and Zou’s theory.
To seek a travelling front solution of system (5.3.1), set U\{x,t) — 4)i{z) and 
U2 {x, t) = (l)2 {z) where z = x-\-ct and c >  0 is the wave speed. The system (5.3.1) 
becomes
di(l)'l{z) -  cj)[{z) +  aie~^^'^^J)i{z -  cti) -  Pi(j)\{z) -  ci(j)i{z)J)2 {z) =  0,
(5.3.7)
+  a2e"^''’^ <^2(  ^ -  CT2) -  A<^2W "  C2<^ l(2:)<^ 2(^ ) =  0,
which is to be solved subject to
(j)i{-oo) =  0, 02(-o o ) =  A(oo) =  <^2(00) =  0.
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and also, for ecological realism, (j)i{z), (f)2{z) >  0 for all 2; G (—00, 00). The latter 
is only possible for c exceeding a certain minimum value, as can be seen from the 
following linearised analysis. As z -4 —00, the first equation of (5.3.7) becomes, 
approximately
dif>{{z) -  c(j)'x{z) +  (j)i{z -  cn) -  =  0 ,P2
and, seeking solutions of this proportional to exp(Az), one finds that Ai(A) =  0 
where
Ai(A) =  -  (cA -  A A ^ . (5.3.8)P2
Similarly, if we let 2; -7 oo and approximate the second equation of (5.3.7) suitably, 
trial solutions of the form exp(A2:) exist when A2(A) =  0 where
Aj(A) =  -  (cA -  d^A^ . (5.3.9)
Since positive and monotone solutions are sought, any decay to zero as 2: —>■ ±00
must be nonoscillatory. Now, Ai(A) =  0 relates to the situation as z -4 —00, so
it is necessary that this equation should have at least one real positive root, while 
A2(A) =  0 should have a real negative root since the latter equation is for 2; —^  00.
Keeping in mind (5.3.2), simple graphical arguments show that Ai(A) — 0 has 
no real positive roots if c is very small, but that if c is increased two real roots 
appear. We denote by c* the infimum of the set of values of c for which there are 
two real positive roots. For any c >  c* the two roots are denoted by 0 < Ai < A2. 
Furthermore
> 0  for A < Ai,
Ai(A) =  < < 0  for A G (Ai, A2);
> 0  for A > A2.
The existence of a real negative root (which we shall denote by A3) of A2(A) =  
0 follows immediately from (5.3.2) and a graphical argument, without further 
restriction on c. This equation also has a real positive root A4. Furthermore, 
A2(A) > 0 when A < A3, A2(A) < 0 when A3 < A < A4 and A2(A) > 0 when 
A > A4.
We are thus led to conjecture that ecologically relevant travelling fronts exist 
only for c > c*. Furthermore, note that c* depends on both of the delays T\ and 
T2-
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The Wu-Zou theory presumes th a t the equilibria of the travelling wave equa­
tions are 0 and K  where K  is a vector with positive components. This is not so 
in our problem as currently posed, but can be made so by the change of variables
Üi =  Ui and Û2 = — U2 under which the system (5.3.1) is transformed
P 2into
->rCiÛi{x, t)Û2{x, t) ,
+  OL2 e~'^ '^"^ Ü2 ( x , t  -  T2 ) +  ^2 Ü l { x , t )  -  2a2e^'^^'"^Ù2{x,t)
-  C2Ùi{x,t)Ü2{x,t).
(5.3.10)
The equilibria of interest are now (0, 0) and
_ (5.3.11)
Pi  P2 /
which are unstable and stable, respectively, as solutions of (5.3.10) to spatially 
uniform perturbation. We have noted th a t the coexistence equilibrium is unfea­
sible, being in either the second or the fourth quadrant of the (Z7i, D2) plane, 
but in the latter case it is mapped into the open first quadrant of the (C7i, î/g) 
plane. Fortunately, (5.3.2) yields th a t its components are larger than those of K, 
so th a t Wu and Zou’s results remain applicable. The origin is mapped to Ùi = 0, 
Ü2 — (û'2//32)e“ '^ 2T2  ^ This equilibrium lies in (0 ,K ) according to the meaning of 
<; and thus the assumption th a t there is no equilibrium u with 0 < u <  K  does 
not actually hold. We shall return to this point later. It is not a serious problem 
and can be dealt with as suggested in Remark 4.6 of [85].
In travelling wave form, system (5.3.10) becomes (with tildes dropped)
(j)i{z -  cTi) -  Pi(f>l{z) - P2
+Ci(j)i{z)(l)2{z) = 0, 
d2(f>2(z) -  C<^2(z) +  (j)2{z -  CT2) +  P2(l>l{z) -  2a 2C~'^^'^^(j)2{z) H- P2
-C2(j)l{z)(f)2{z) -  0 ,
(5.3.12)
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and the boundary conditions are now
(j)i{~oo) — 0, 01 (oo) —
(5.3.13)
0 2 (-oo ) =  0, 0 2 (0 0 ) -
We will prove the following theorem. For ecological relevance the theorem is 
formulated in terms of the original competition system (5.3.1). However, for the 
proof we shall work with the transformed system and its associated travelling 
wave equations (5.3.12).
T h e o re m  5.3.1 Assume (5.3.2) holds and that c >  c*. Assume also that
A2(Ai ) <  2 . (5.3.14)
Then there exists a travelling wave front for (5.3.1) with speed c, connecting the 
equilibria (o, and o).
R em ark s . It is inconvenient to have to impose the condition (5.3.14). We feel 
tha t the condition is probably not necessary for Theorem 5.3.1 to hold. However, 
it is needed in our proof. Let us satisfy ourselves tha t the condition can be satisfied 
under ecologically realistic circumstances. Note tha t the right hand side of (5.3.14) 
is negative (by (5.3.2)), so A2(Ai) must be negative too. This can certainly be 
arranged (for example, by taking d2 sufficiently small) and then the question is 
under what circumstances will A 2(Ai) be sufficiently negative to satisfy (5.3.14). 
Let us view both sides of (5.3.14) as functions of C2 and imagine th a t cg approaches, 
from above, the critical cj a t which (5.3.2) ceases to hold. Then the right hand 
side of (5.3.14) approaches zero while, noting tha t Ai does not depend on C2, the 
left hand side A 2(Ai) approaches some strictly negative number. Thus, (5.3.14) 
is certainly satisfied provided C2 is not too much greater than the minimum value 
of C2 consistent with (5.3.2).
P ro o f  o f T h e o re m  5.3.1. Let 0 =  (0i, 02). To prove the theorem we need 
to show tha t the quasimonotonicity condition holds, and th a t upper and lower 
solutions 0 and 0 can be found as described in Section 5.3.1, with at least one 
component of the lower solution not identically zero (we shall explain later why, in
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our case, we do not require both components non-zero). For the system (5,3.12) 
the functional /c(0) =  (/ci(0)> 002(0 )) referred to in Section 5.3.1 is given by
/c l(0 )  =  O iie  '^ ''^ '0l(-CTi) -  /?10?(O) C1Q2
^2
e ^^"^0i(O) +  0101(0)02(0),
002(0) =  0L26 ^^"^0 2 ( -C 72) +  ~  2CK26 '^^^02(0) + C2CK2P2 '
-72 T201 (0)
—C201 (0)02(0).
Let us verify th a t this fc satisfies the quasimonotonicity condition. Let r  =  
m ax{ri,T2}. For any 0 =  (01, 02) and ip -  (01, 02) E C ([~cr; 0]; R^), with 
0 <  0(g) < 0(g) <  K  for all s G [—cr, 0], we have
2/n\ 72T20ci(0) -  0ci(0) =  a ie  'y^^0i(-CTi) -  A 01(0) P2 01 (O) +  ci0 i (0)02(0)Cl «2-  a ie  '^ '" ''0 i(-cT i)+ ^ i0 i(O ) + - ^ e  '^"^"0i(O) -  C i0i(0)02(0)
=  a i e “ '^^^^0i(-cTi) -  û'ie"'^^"'^0i(-cri) -  / 3 i  [0^(0) -  0?(O)]
_  ^ia2 -^72T2
A
> - A  (A(0) -  MO)) (MO)  +  MO)) -  (<Ai(o) -  Vi(o))
P 2
e (01(0) -  01(0)) -  Cl (01(0)02(0) -  01(0)02(0))
>
and hence
-2cKie - 7 1  T l Cia2 _A
72 T2 (01(0) - 01(0)) ,
0cl(0) -  0cl(0) H- [01 (0) -  01 (0)]
> —2cKie - 7 1  T l  _ cia2 _A
72 T2 +  1^ (0 i(O )-0 i(O ))> O ,
provided di is chosen such tha t
c%a2 _
P2
72 T2
Similarly, we have
002(0) -  002(0) =  a2e"T'='^02(-CT2) -  Q!2e"'^^^02(-C72) -  2û'2e"'>'"'"" (02(0) -  02(0))
:2a
T2+  A  (<^ 2(0) -  MO))  +  (A(0) -  MO)) -  C2 (A(O)A(O) -  M0 ) M0 ) )C2a2
/?2 '
-72T2 (01(0) - 01(0))
+  A  (02(0) — 02(0)) (02(0) +  02(0)) — C2 (01(0)02(0) — 01(0)02(0)) 
=  —2 0 !2e (02(0) — 02(0)) +  j02 (0 2 (0 ) — 02(0)) (02(0) 4- 02(0))
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+  (01(0) “  01 (0 )) — ^202(0) (01(0) — 01 (0)) — C20l(O) (02(0) — 02(0))
> —20(26 (02(0) — 02(0)) +  ^2 (02(0) — 02(0)) (02(0) +  02(0))
+  (^l(O) -  V;i(0)) -  (01(0) -  01 (0)) -  (02(0) -  02(0))
> •20(26- 7 2  T2 620(1A
-71 Tl (02(0) -0 2 (0 ))
Therefore
002(0) — 002(0 ) +  2^ [02(0) — 02(0)]
> Ô2 — 20(26 C2CKI _A
71 Tl (02(0) -  02(0)) > 0,
provided
Consequently,
(^ 2 >  20(26-'^"^ + 620(1A
-7 1  Tl
00(0) -  00(0) +  d  [0(0) -  0 (0 )] >  0,
where the matrix 6 is given by J =  diag(^i,^2)- Thus, the quasimonotonicity 
condition holds.
Our search for solutions of system (5.3.12) shall be confined to the profile set
r =  < (i) 0 is componentwise non-decreasing in R , 0GC( R,R") :  _(ii) lim 0(z) =  0 and lim Mz)  =  K' z-¥~oo^ / '
where K  is given by (5.3.11).
Next, we shall find a pair of upper and lower solutions as required by the 
Wu-Zou theory. Let n , r 2 >  0 and define
01 (z) =  min ^  7 iT i A iz _ - 7 lT i/3i ’ A
02(z) =  min < ~ e
I P2 P 2
We claim tha t 0(z) := (0i(^), 02(•2^ ))^ is an upper solution of (5.3.12) and 0 G T.
Certainly, 0 G T is clear. We need to verify the two differential inequalities 
obtained from (5.3.12) by replacing =  by < , and each needs to be checked sepa­
rately for z > 0 and z <  0. For 0^ we have two cases:
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(i) if ^ > 0: 01 =  0 i(z  — cri) <  and 0g(z) =  ThenPi Pl P2
0^ 101 W  -  c0 i(z) +  û'ie“ '>''’' '0 i( z  -  CTi) -  A 01 (2:) -  ^ ^ e “ '^ ='^ 2 0 i(z ) +  Ci0i(z)0g(z)P2
<  — & ^e-27iT i _  <^1^2 - 72x2^ g - 7 in  ,  ^ ^g-7iTi^g-72T2
-  A A A ^ 'A  A
=  0.
(ii) if z <  0: 0i =  0 i(z  — cri) =  and 0g(z) =Pl Pl^g-rzrzgAiz
A
A 0 i ( ^ )  -  c 0 i ( z )  +  a i e “ '^ '" 'i0 i(z  -  c r i )  ~  A 0 ^ (2:) -  ^ ^ e - T ^ " ^ 0 i ( z )  +  C i 0 i ( z ) 0 g ( z )
P 2
=  -  cAi +  -  2^e-72T z}
Pl A
+  ^g-7iTig2Aiz^2^g-7z,T: _  aie-'y^'^}A A
<  ^ e -'^ ''':e^ i''A i(A i) =  0.Pl
where we have used Ai (Ai) =  0 and q ic " '’'^ '^  ^ >  H ^^g -72T2ATherefore, we have proved
A 0 Ï ( 2:) -  c 0 i ( z )  +  O !ie-'y^^"0 i ( z  -  c r i )  -  A 01 (2^ ) ~  ^ ^ e - T ^ ^ 0 i ( z )  +  C i 0 i ( z ) 0 g ( z )A
< 0, (a.e) on R .
For 02, again we need to check the cases z > 0 and z <  0 separately. The 
former case is trivial while, for z <  0, we have
^ 0 2 ( 2;) -  6 0 2  ( z )  +  0(26"'^='^ 0 2 (Z -  CT2)  +  A 0 2  ( 2^ ) “  2 O!2 e " '^ ^ ^ 0 2 ( z )
+  -  C2?i (z)?2(A
=  ^e-'^=™e-'“ ’{d2A? -  cAi +  -  2a2e‘ ^^ ’'^  +A A
+  ^ g - 7 2 r 2 g 2 Aiz ^A V A  J
^ A
< 0.
<0
“ 2e-72«gAi« (^^(A i) -  20:26-^=’^  +  ? S ^ e - ' < ^ A
where we have used (5.3.2) and (5.3.14). We have shown th a t 0 =  (01, 02) is an 
upper solution of (5.3.12).
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Now let us construct a lower solution. Recall th a t Ai and A2 are the two real 
positive roots of Ai(A) =  0. Now let e >  0 be sufficiently small th a t Ai <  Ai +  e < 
A2 (so th a t Ai(Ai -t- e) < 0) and also such th a t Ai +  e <  2Ai. Let M  >  1 be a 
number to be chosen later. Our candidate for a lower solution is
[ 0 z >  Zi
where zi =  —(1/e) InM  < 0. Then 0(z) >  0 for all z. Recall th a t the lower 
solution is not required to lie in the profile set T.
We must verify tha t 0^, 0^ satisfy the differential inequalities obtained by 
replacing =  by > in (5.3.12). The second such inequality is trivially satisfied. 
The first differential inequality needs to be checked separately for the intervals 
z >  zi +  cTi, Zi <  z <  Zi +  CTi and z <  z i . It trivially holds in the first two of 
these intervals since in these cases we have 0^(z) =  0^(z — cri) =  0 and 0 (z) — 0, 
0^(z — CTi) > 0 respectively. When z <  zi,
~  +  “ 1 6 “ ' ' ' ’ ' " ^ 1 ( 2  -  C T i )  -
=  (diA? -  cAi +
= A i ( A i ) = 0
-  M  (di(Aj +  s)  ^ -  c(Ai +  e) +
-
=  - M  e('^i+s>Ai(Ai +  e) -
Now, since z <  Zi < 0, we have 0 < 1 — < 1. Also, 2Ai > Ai +  e so that,
since z < 0, Therefore
~  CTi) -
> - M  e(^'+s)'Ai (Ai +  e) -
f  8 \=  -A i(A i +  s ) - ^  .'-------   ' M  ,V >0  /
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We now choose M  sufficiently large as to ensure (a) strict positivity of the right 
hand side of the above, and (b) tha t
which is easily shown to be possible. We then need to arrange th a t 0 (z) <  0i(z) 
for all Z; which is not automatically true. But note tha t 0 (z) and 0i(z) have the 
same exponential decay rate as z —> —oo. Accordingly, we can arrange to have 
0 ^(z) <  01 (z) for all z by replacing our upper solution 0 (z) by a leftward shifted 
translate 0(z +  A) thereof, for a suitably large value of A > 0. Since our problem 
is invariant to translations in z, any such translate of 0 is still an upper solution 
and, furthermore, is still in T.
We have now established the existence of an upper and a lower solution. We 
have mentioned tha t certain of Wu and Zou’s hypotheses do not quite apply to our 
problem, namely; the requirement tha t each component of the lower solution 0 be 
not identically zero, and th a t there be no equilibria u with 0 < w < K. But Wu 
and Zou stress (see Remark 4.6 in [85]) th a t these very assumptions are required 
only for the final stage in their proof, i.e., tha t their solution satisfies 0 (oo) =  
K , and tha t any replacement which also ensures this is perfectly valid. Indeed, 
their construction of a solution to (5.3.4) is based on an iterative scheme which 
starts with the upper solution and converges to a (nondecreasing) function 0 (z) 
satisfying (5.3.4) and 0(z) <  0(z) <  0(z). These facts already imply 0 (—oo) =  0.
In view of the above remarks, the Wu-Zou construction assures us of a solution 
to (5.3.12) satisfying 0 (—oo) =  0, and we must now confirm th a t 0(oo) =  K  with 
K  given by (5.3.11). Indeed (see p666 of [85]), we can conclude, since 0 (z) ^  0, 
tha t lim%_^ oo 0i(z) := 0* exists and 0* G (0, For 02(z), since 0^(z) =  0,
we are still assured of the existence of lim^-^oo 02(2;) :=  0g, but we only know that 
02 6 [0, However, (0 ^ ,02) must be an equilibrium of (5.3.10). Thus
The proof of the theorem is complete.
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5.4 Conclusion
For the purely time dependent model studied in Sections 1 and 2, it is apparent 
tha t the dynamics depends on the values of the four quantities
6 2 [  fu{s)e~'^^^ ds, f  ds, Cia^ f  ds,*00 Jo Jo
and
/dvOiu fu{s)e~'^^^ ds.
Accordingly, the dynamics depends heavily on the m aturation delays as repre­
sented by the probability density functions /„(s) and fv{s). To see the role of these 
delays it will be helpful to consider the particular case when fu{s) — 6{s — Ty) and 
fy{s) ~  5[s — Ty)  ^ so tha t all members of the U species take time Ty to mature, 
and the V  species take time Ty to mature. Then, the criteria for U to win and V  
to be driven to extinction (Theorem 5.2.2) become
C2 0 iye~'^^ '^^  > Pyay6~'^ '^^  ^ and
These conditions are automatically satisfied if the V  species has a long m aturation 
time Ty, a large immature mortality rate %, or insufficient live births or eggs laid 
per adult per unit time (this is what cxy represents). Significant adult mortality 
among the V  species, as measured by /?„, does not automatically imply extinction 
of th a t species. The two species will coexist if
< j3yaye~^ '^^^ and < j3yaye~'^^'^^,
and these conditions are satisfied when there is little interspecific competition 
and/or significant adult mortality in both species.
While the conclusions listed above are not counterintuitive, let us emphasize 
th a t they explicitly state how the survival or extinction of a species depends on the 
m aturation time for the species, or more generally on a weighted average thereof.
For the reaction-diffusion model, we have proved the existence of a travelling 
wave front connecting the two boundary equilibria, in the situation when the 
stronger species is sufficiently dominant tha t there is no possibility of coexistence. 
In addition to the conditions which one expects to have to impose, based on
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linearised analysis (i.e. conditions (5.3.2)), our existence proof requires (5.3.14) 
to be satisfied. In practice, this will happen whenever (i) the diffusivity dg of the 
weaker competitor is relatively small and (ii) the parameter C2, which measures 
the competitive pressure exerted by the stronger competitor on the weaker, is not 
too much greater than the minimum value consistent with (5.3.2). Smallness of 
d,2 (i.e. inability to move about quickly) can be interpreted as one of the weaker 
competitor’s weaknesses. The fact tha t we have to restrict C2 almost certainly has 
no ecological interpretation.
We have also calculated the minimum speed c* implicitly. From simple graph­
ical arguments one easily determines th a t the circumstances under which the 
minimum speed will be reduced are: (i) if one or more of the parameters Ci, 0:2, 
7i or Tl is increased, or (ii) one or more of the parameters di, ai ,  ^ 2 , 72, or T2 is 
decreased. Of course, one must ensure (5.3.2) remains satisfied.
On the assumption th a t biologically realistic initial conditions will evolve to the 
wave of minimum speed, we may deduce several ecological conclusions. Ecologi­
cally speaking, invasion of the domain by the dominant species slows down under 
one or more of the following circumstances: reduction of diffusivity of dominant 
species, reduction of dominant species reproductive activity, reduction of adult 
mortality, infant mortality or m aturation time for the weaker species. The inva­
sion speed is also lowered if the weaker species increases its reproductive activity 
or exerts increased competitive pressure on the stronger, or if the stronger species 
suffers an increase in infant mortality or its m aturation delay.
The minimum speed as determined from the linearised analysis does not depend 
on d2 or C2. Of course, the value of C2 is important in determining whether 
conditions are right for colonisation by the stronger competitor, driving the weaker 
to extinction. However, if these conditions are satisfied then our analysis predicts 
tha t the actual invasion speed does not depend on C2. Also, while the invasion 
speed depends strongly on the diffusivity di of the stronger competitor, it does 
not depend at all on the diffusivity ^2 of the weaker.
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Chapter 6 
A m odel w ith  state-dependent 
delay
6.1 Introduction
The well-known Nicholson’s blowflies equation
=  hum{t -  -  dum{t), (6.1.1)
where a, b, d and the constant delay r  are all positive, has been studied over 
a number of years by many authors. Gourley [31] studied a reaction-diffusion 
extension of equation (6.1.1) where the time delay is of the distributed kind, in­
corporated as an integral convolution, and So & Zou [73] studied the diffusive 
version of (6.1.1) as well. Those studies have concentrated on looking at stability 
and travelling wave front solutions of the diffusive version of (6.1.1).
In (6.1.1) the term  bum{t — represents recruitment into the adult
blowfly population Um. The reasoning tha t led to Gurney, Blythe & Nisbet [38] 
using this functional form is as follows. The rate at which larvae become adults is 
the rate a t which eggs were laid r  days ago, corrected for egg to adult survival (the 
latter point is discussed below). The rate a t which eggs are laid a t any instant 
in time is a function of the number of adults around to lay them, so th a t adult 
recruitment at time t is some function of Um(t — t ) ,  say R{um{t — r)). In the 
blowfly population it is known th a t the rate of egg laying is roughly proportional
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to the number of adults if the number of adults is small, but is effectively zero if 
the number of adults is large (because the adults devote all their energy to finding 
food for their own survival and virtually none to egg laying). This leads to the 
use of a function R{u) th a t is linear for small u and very small for large u, and 
therefore to the expression bum{t — in (6.1.1). Correction for egg to
adult survival is assumed to be taken care of by the value given to b. However, 
we shall argue tha t b should really depend on r ,  since the probability of survival 
through the larval stage obviously depends on r.
The term —dum  in (6.1.1) represents adult mortality, and shall be of this form 
in our model also.
Prom the above observations, one sees tha t the Nicholson’s blowflies equa­
tion (6.1.1) could alternatively be written in a form featuring the immature (lar­
val) population uf.
^  -  JUi { t )  -  bUm{t -  T )
f  . (6-12)= bumit -  r)e -  dumit),
where Ui and Um represent the immature and mature blowfly populations respec­
tively, and all parameters are positive. Furthermore, if the adult recruitment term 
is to allow for mortality during the larval phase, then it is clear th a t the parameter 
h will be given by 6 =  . This consideration has been taken into account in
the formulation of our model (6.1.3) below.
The main purpose of this chapter is to extend (6.1.2) to a stage-structured 
population model with a state-dependent time delay. We propose the following 
system, in which u = Ui-\-Um.’
I^Xt) =  R(%/m(4) -  -  T(ïz))),  ^ ^
-  r(u ))) -  du^(t),
where the function R{um{t)) behaves linearly in Um for small Um^  but is effectively 
zero for large Um> The function R { u m )  represents the birth rate, and the two terms 
—jUi and —dUm represent the deaths of immatures and matures respectively. 
The delayed term  in both equations represents adult recruitment. The function 
R { u m )  is qualitatively sketched in Fig. 6.1 below. The state-dependent time delay
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Figure 6.1: The birthrate function R(um) assumes the qualitative form shown 
above. One possibility is R[um) =
t { u ) is taken to be an increasing differentiable function of the to tal population 
u  = Ui-\-Um^ so tha t t ' [ u ) > 0, and we shall also assume th a t
with r(0) — Tmin and r(oo) =  Tmax- These assumptions imply tha t the m aturation 
time for the species depends on the total number of them (matures plus imma­
tures) around. The greater the number of individuals present, the longer they will 
take to mature. This assumption is known to be realistic in the case of Antarctic 
whale and seal populations [4]. Lowering the number of whales apparently causes 
the remaining whales to mature more quickly (presumably because there is more 
food for the remaining whales). Since both immature and mature whales need 
food, this is the motivation for having the m aturation delay depending on the sum 
Ui +  Um of the m ature and immature populations.
Aiello, Freedman & Wu [4] have already considered a system with a state depen­
dent delay. These investigators were interested in the whale and seal populations, 
and proposed a state-dependent delay model th a t was a modification of (2.1.5), 
which was itself proposed by Aiello and Freedman earlier [3]. Our model here 
has a more general birthrate function than in [4] (they took R(um) = o:Um)- The
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other significant difference is tha t in [4] the death rate for the matures is taken as 
quadratic whereas we have taken it to be linear.
The initial conditions for (6.1.3) are
Um{s) = ( j >m{s) > 0, for all 5  G  [ - T m a x j O ]  and
Ui(0 ) =  0 i(O) >  0 ,
with
i^{0) = f  R{um{s))e^^ ds,J-Ts
which is the number of immatures tha t have survived to time t =  0. Here, Tg is 
the m aturation time at t  =  0, and the lower limit on the integral is —Tg because 
anyone born before tha t time will have matured before time t =  0. Since Tg is the 
m aturation time at i =  0, Tg is given by
'Ts =  t ( u ^ ( 0 )  +  2^ :(0 ))  =  T +  J  R{Um{s))e^^ d s^  .
Note th a t Tg appears on both the left and right hand sides of the above equation, 
so tha t Tg is determined implicitly.
For our model to make sense we need to find conditions which will ensure that 
t — t (u ) is an increasing function of t as t increases. The reason for this is as 
follows. IÎ t  — t {u ) were not an increasing function of t then we could find two 
times tl < t 2 with ti — T{u{ti)) — t2 — r{u{t2))- If we consider for simplicity the 
situation when there is no infant mortality (7 =  0), then adult recruitment at time 
tl is R{um{h - r ( u ( t i ) ) ) ) ,  and at time 2^ is R{um{t2 - '^{u{t2 ))))- But t i~ r {u { t i ) )  
and t 2 — T{u{t2)) are the same instant in time, so this is saying th a t the adult 
recruitment a t both of the times ti  and 2^ is given by the number of births at the 
same earlier instant, so tha t the same individuals become adults twice, once at 
time tl  and then again later at 2^. This is absurd, so we need
th a t is r'{u)u'{t) < 1, i.e., +  u'^) <  1 or
t ' { u ) {R{um) -  lUi -  dUm) < 1- (6.1.4)
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Provided >  0, a sufficient condition to ensure (6.1.4) is r'{u) {Rium) — dUm) < 
1, and this is true if
t ' { u ) max {R{um) — dUm) < 1- (6.1.5)
If R{um) < dum for all Um then inequality (6.1.5) automatically holds. Otherwise
we need to assume throughout all the analysis in this chapter, th a t for all u
r'{u) < ---------------— r---- — Y- (6.1.6)maXuj^>o \R\Um) dumj
Also (6.1.6) is guaranteed if
t ' { u )  < (6.1.7)-^ max
where Rm&x is the maximum of R  (see Figure 7.1), but (6.1.6) is a weaker condition 
than (6.1.7).
6 . 2  P ositiv ity  and B oundedness
In this section we address positivity and boundedness of the solution of the system. 
This is im portant because we anticipate th a t limited resources will place a natural 
restriction to how many individuals can survive.
It is straightforward to prove the positivity of Um{t) as a solution of (6.1.3). 
Assuming <^^(0) >  0, assume th a t there exists t* =  inf{t >  0 ; Um{t) =  0}. Evalu­
ating the second equation of (6.1.3) a t time t*, we immediately obtain > 0
so th a t Um{t) is negative just before f , and this is a contradiction to the definition 
o f f .
Next, we shall show that, for a given positive initial function, U m { t )  is bounded 
above for all time.
T h e o re m  6 .2.1 Let ^rn{t) > 0 for  — Tg < t <  0. Then there exists a > 0 
such that Umit) < for all t > 0 .
P ro o f: Since R{um) < Rm&x for all Um, then from the second equation of sys­
tem (6.1.3) we have
U m   ^R m a x  d U m ’
This means that, for  ^ > 0, Um[t) is less than the solution ümif) of the initial 
value problem
~  -^max düm: f^ m(O) ~  '^m(O)-
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But üm{t) tends to Rmax/d as t —> oo and solutions of one-dimensional ODEs are 
monotone. Therefore, for all t,
Um(t) < m ax max { u ^ (s )} l :=1  U  s e l — T a j O J  J
This proves the theorem.
We shall now prove th a t Ui{t)  is bounded above by a bound tha t depends on 
the initial conditions.
T h e o re m  6.2.2 Let > 0 for  —Tg <  t <  0. Then there exists a =
Wi(0) H- where Ui{0) =  f \ ^  e'^^R((/>m(s)) ds such that Ui{t) <  [7^ ^  for all t.
P ro o f: The first equation of system (6.1.3) is
=  R { U m { t ) )  -  ^Ui{ t )  -  -  t ( u ) ) ) ,
It follows that
Ui{t) — e~^*Ui(0) H- e~'^ * e'^^R{um{s)) ds
-e-T^ e'y''e-'y^ ("W)7ü(i6m(g -  T(%/(a)))) da. (6 .2 .1)
Therefore
u. it)  < e-'^Ui{0) +  e-'^ ‘ f e > ‘‘R(u^{s))ds
< e-y‘ui(0) +  t  e'<‘ dsJo
= e-"f‘ui(0) +  -  1)
<  Ui(0)  +  ^•-max7
This completes the proof.
We have proved tha t Um remains positive and tha t both Ui and Um are bounded 
above. This leaves the question of whether it is possible to establish positivity 
of Ui. Proving positivity of Ui is more difficult and we have not been able to 
establish a general positivity result, though we can establish positivity under 
some additional conditions. Proving positivity of Ui(t) depends on our having a 
strictly positive lower bound for u^(t). Recall tha t we have already shown Um(t) 
is positive for all time, but what we now require is some number > 0 with
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Um{t) >  for all i. Of course, the following does not constitute a fully rigorous 
argument for the existence of such a number > 0, but it seems the best we 
can do for now. Basically, we assume that the function R  is such th a t exists 
and > 0 . It is reasonable to assume that if 0 as  ^-4 oo then such a
exists. We shall show later tha t if —)■ 0 then also u* ^  0, and this would 
mean (0,0) is stable as a solution of (6.1.3). Accordingly, we assert tha t there 
will be a lower bound C/™" > 0 of Um{t) as long as (0,0) is linearly unstable. The 
condition for linear instability of (0,0) as a solution of (6.1.3) is easily seen to be
i?'(0)e“™ "  > d, (6.2.2)
(a full linearised stability analysis is carried out later). Accordingly, we claim the 
existence of > 0 if condition (6.2.2) holds. Now, if we define
then, because of the nature of the function R  (increasing then decreasing), we 
have R{um{t)) > Ro for all t > 0. We are now ready to prove a theorem on 
positivity of Ui{t).
Theorem 6,2.3 Suppose that >  d and Then Ui{t) >
0 for all t > 0 .
Proof: For contradiction, suppose tha t Ui{t) =  0 for some value of t. Define
t* =  inf{t > 0 ; Ui{t) =  0}.
Since u%(0) >  0, then by continuity t* > 0. Substituting t* into equation (6.2.1) 
we get
_ rt*
'0
Since
Ui(r) =  e''’‘R{Um{s))ds-e-'“’ e''“e-i' (^“W>iî(«„(s-T(«(s)))) ds.
-Ta
we have
Ui{0) = [  e'^^R{(l)m{s))ds,J —r.
0 = e-T* f  e<’R {u ^ (s))d s-e -^ ' f  e’"'e-''^ ("(‘'^>R(u (^s -  r(u(s)))) ds.
J - T s  Jo
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This gives
-r
-Ta
But the left hand side of the above equation satisfies
-T a
and the right hand side of (6.2.3) satisfies
[  R(um{s)) ds = f  j^(%^(g — T(u(s)))) ds. (6.2.3)
J -T  J o
f  ds > Ro j -^  (eT- -  g-T"-) ,
^  e ' ‘ e  -  t ( m ( s ) ) ) )  ds <  iJ m a x T  ( e ^ ’ -  l )  .
Define
/i( i)  =  (eT -  and A W  =  (eT -  l )  .
Then if (6.2.3) is to hold it is necessary tha t
A ( f  ) < A(^*). (6.2.4)
But f[{t) — R q6^  ^ and /^(i) =  Since <  Ro/Rma.x it follows
tha t f 2 {t) < f[{t) for all t. It is also clear tha t /2(0) <  /i(0 ). Hence f 2 {t) < fi{t) 
for all t  >  0, and therefore (6.2.4) is impossible. From this contradiction we 
conclude th a t there is no such f  > 0 at which Ui{t*) = 0. This proves the 
theorem.
6.3 E xistence o f positive equilibria
It is clear tha t system (6.1.3) has the origin := (0,0) as one equilibrium. It is 
easy to see th a t in system (6.1.3) it is not possible for there to be an equilibrium 
with one component zero and the other non-zero. This is biologically reasonable 
since the immature and mature populations depend on each other, and neither 
of them can survive at an equilibrium level in the absence of the other. We are 
interested in whether there is a non-trivial equilibrium Ê  — (%,fim) with ûi >  0, 
ûm > 0. The existence of such an equilibrium is not trivial to investigate partly 
because the delay is state-dependent, and partly because it is evaluated at Ui-\-Um- 
In this section we investigate the possibilities for such a non-trivial equilibrium Ê
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to exist. This is equivalent to finding at least one solution >  0, >  0 of the
equilibrium system
(6.3.1)
where u  = Ui -h Um- To do so, let pi be the curve in the {ui , Um)  plane defined 
by the first equation of system (6.3.1) for >  0 and Um >  0, and let p2 be 
the curve defined by the second equation. Experiments using MAPLE seem to 
indicate th a t pi and p2 always have one of the qualitative forms shown in Fig. 6.2 
below. Further evidence for these graphs being correct can be gained from the
■m
"m
Figure 6.2; The qualitative form of pi and 
following observations. The equation of the curve pi can be w ritten
( l  -  =  j Ui ,
and as ^  oo it becomes (recall r(oo) =  T^ax):
« i  =  i  ( l  -  i î ( u „ ) .
Hence, in particular, U{ ^  0 as oo. Also, ui cannot go to  oo on pi because R
is a bounded function. Also, (0,0) G pi and one can easily check th a t pi behaves 
linearly near (0, 0) with strictly positive slope.
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If there exists a positive root a to the equation
=  da, (6.3.2)
then the curve p2 passes through (0, a) in (w^ , u^)-plane and (according to the 
MAPLE experiments) decreases and either meets the w^-axis at a finite value, or 
tends to it as —> oo (see Figure 6.2). If no positive root a exists for equa­
tion (6.3,2) then our conclusion is th a t there is no positive equilibrium.
R.H.S
L.H.S
Figure 6.3; Plot of the left and right hand sides of (6.3.2), showing a situation in 
which the equation does have a unique positive root a.
Our conclusion so far is tha t if (6.3.2) has a positive root a then system (6.1.3) 
has a positive equilibrium, and otherwise the system has only the zero equilibrium. 
The graph shown in Figure 6.3 shows th a t (6.3.2) will have a positive root if the 
slope of the LHS at the origin exceeds the slope of the RHS there. In other words, 
what we require is that
^  > d,
a—0
I.e.
or
> d. (6.3.3)
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Therefore, if condition (6.3.3) holds then there will be a positive root a of equa­
tion (6.3.2). We may observe tha t such a root will not exist if either 7 or d is very 
large (i.e. either the immature or the mature population has a high death rate). 
Also, a root will not exist if Tmin is large (i.e. the minimum m aturation time is too 
large). If a root a does exist, increasing 7 will make the root a smaller, and the 
effect will be th a t the equilibrium components both get smaller. The equilibrium 
disappears altogether at a finite value of 7 . This is different from the situation 
in Aiello and Freedman [3, 4] since they can find an equilibrium for any value of 
their 7 .
We have mentioned before that, even if a root a  > 0 exists for (6.3.2), the curve 
p2 has two possible qualitative forms, shown in Figure 6.2. The distinction between 
the two cases is not im portant as far as the existence of a positive equilibrium is 
concerned, but nevertheless let us find the condition th a t distinguishes the two 
cases. It is clear tha t when Um is very small, then the second equation of the 
equilibrium system (6.3.1) becomes
g - 7 T ( « 0 ; ^ ' ( 0 ) U m  =  d U m ,
tha t is,
- 7 r ( i i i )  _  j
B%0)'
Therefore,
t ( ij. A  = 7 y d
We can solve (6.3.4) for Ui only if
Tmin <  -  In --- :--  <  Tn
7  \  d
But we already know from equation (6.3,3) tha t -R'(O) > Hence
7 \  d
However, it is not necessarily true tha t
1 ,B '(0 ),
7 d ) ^
If the above inequality does hold then we can solve (6.3.4) for Ui, leading to case (I) 
of Figure 6.2. If not then p2 does not intersect the Ui axis and case (II) applies.
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However as noted above this point does not affect the question of whether an 
equilibrium exists.
Our main result on the existence of a positive equilibrium can be summarised
as:
P ro p o s it io n  6.3.1 A positive equilibrium E  — {üi^ûm) exists i f  and only i f  there 
exists a real positive root a of equation (6. S. 2).
R em ark : We shall show later th a t if < da for all a > 0, then
{Ui{t), Uyn{t)) -4- (0,0) as t -> oo.
6.4 Linearised stab ility
In this section we shall study the linearised stability of the two equilibria E q and 
Ê  by linearising system (6.1.3) about them. To do so, let E* =  (w |,u^) be an 
arbitrary equilibrium and set ui = u* x  and Um — +  2/* Linearising an
equation with state-dependent delay is not completely straightforward because 
the delay is a function depending on the state variables Ui and Um- Therefore, 
we shall go through the details of linearising the first equation of system (6.1.3). 
Linearising the second uses similar ideas. Using Taylor expansions, and neglecting 
all nonlinear terms in x  any y, the first equation is linearised as follows:
_g-7TK)g-7(.:+:/K(«') +  %/)/(u')))]
+  y(t ~  '^ K ))R ' « ) 1
= R(i^ ;;;,) -1- ^'(1/^)2/ -  7 <  -  7 a;
_ e - 7T(«*)(i _  y)r'{u*))[R{u*J -f- y{t -  r{u*))R'{u*J]
-  T(t^*)),
where u* = u'l u^ .  Similarly, the second equation of system (6.1.3) becomes 
-  (d +  7R(t^ ;|;,)T'(i^ *)e-'T^ ("*)) j/(t).
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Therefore the linearised system will be, after resubstituting Ui for x  and Um for ?/,
-  (d +  7 i J K ) r 'K ) e - ' ' ’-(“‘)) Um(t)- 
The linearised system (6.4.1) can alternatively be written
(6.4.1)
V
+
{t) j  
Ui{i ~  7
where
e* =  7 i ? « ) r ' ( « ’)e-'>'^<“*).
Trial solutions proportional to exp (At) lead to the characteristic equation
A +  d 4- =  0. (6.4.2)
6.4.1 Linearised stab ility  o f Eq = (0,0)
For B'o =  (0,0) it is clear th a t =  0 and therefore (6.4.2) reduces to
(A +  7) (a +  d -  iî'(0)e-'"<‘’)(T'+ )^) =  0.
The roots A of the above equation are A =  —7 < 0 and the roots of the equation
A + d =  A'(0)e-^ -':^ ('y+^ ).
The above equation has a real positive root if (6.3.3) holds (i.e. if the nontrivial 
equilibrium exists). Thus, if the non-trivial equilibrium exists then the trivial 
equilibrium (0, 0) must be linearly unstable. However if i î '( 0)e~'^ "'*"'^  < d (i.e. 
the non-trivial equilibrium Ê  does not exist) then E q — (0, 0) is linearly stable, 
because it can be shown under this condition th a t the above equation does not 
have roots with Re A > 0. In fact we will prove later in this chapter th a t E q is 
globally stable in this case.
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6.4.2 L inearised stab ility  oî È  = {ûi^üm)
The linearisation about the equilibrium E  =■ 6m), unfortunately, is alge­
braically extremely complicated. However, our earlier analysis on the existence 
of a positive equilibrium showed th a t as the parameter 7 is increased the positive 
equilibrium È  ceases to exist at some finite value of gamma, which we shall call 
7T, such tha t the equilibrium E  exists whenever 7 < 7,-.
W hat we shall do is let 7 =  7  ^— e with & > 0 being small, so th a t the positive 
equilibrium E  exists, but only just (it is very close to the origin). It turns out 
tha t in this situation the linearisation about E  can be studied analytically.
It is not possible in general to compute expressions for the equilibrium com­
ponents Ui and Um from (6.3.1), but it is possible to do so in the abovementioned 
situation with e small. We need to suitably approximate the equilibrium equa­
tions (6.3.1) for small 6, exploiting the fact tha t the equilibrium we are seeking 
will be near the origin. Using Taylor expansions, we have
u „ i ? ' ( 0 )  -  ( 7 r  -  =  0 ,
Further approximations, assuming tha t the equilibrium components Ui and Um 
are 0{s),  yield
Um R'{0)-^rU i~e-'^-^^'^ '^-R '(0)U m  =  0 ,
{1 -  Jrr'{0){Ui 4- Um) 4- eTmm} =  d.
Solving these approximating equations for the equilibrium component Um gives
. _ _ - d  + R'(0)e~'^ '^"™î«(l 4- STmin)
where
A =  T'(0)R'(0)(7T 4- R'(0) -  R'(0)e-'^"’---).
Note further th a t 'jr  is given by
g-7rT^in^/(0) =  d.
Therefore, P T • r} p7r'Tmin
 +  O(e^). (6,4.5)
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Similarly,
7 -^A
We now evaluate the characteristic equation (6.4.2) a t the interior equilibrium È  =  
(fiij Um) with its components Um and ui given by (6.4.5) and (6.4.6) respectively. 
Let 0 be the previously defined quantity 9* evaluated at the equilibrium so 
th a t
9 = { ^ T -  e ) R( t ^ ) / ( Û ) =  (7.^  -  e) dr'{u)um- 
The characteristic equation (6.4.2) a t Ê  becomes
X^+{'yr-e + d- A +  ( t t  -  e) (d  +  ê  -
- ê { d  + è -  =  ê (iE '(û„)e-’-<‘‘)(7.-e+^) _  R'(û^)  _  ê) .
Substituting 9 into the last equation leads to
+  (Tt — 6 +  d) A +  {jr — e) dr'{u)um (7r — e — d-\- B!{um)) ^
+ ( 7  ^ -  e) d =  {7  ^-  e +  A ) .
Recall tha t t '{u) >  0 for all u. Now let A =  /Li +  Separating the characteristic 
equation (6.4.7) into real and imaginary parts gives
/Li^  -  +  (7^. -  6 +  d) /Li 4- _l_ _  g) cos(r(w)/v)
4- i^sin(r(n)i/)],
/.w .r . (6.4.8)2jip 4- (7r — £ 4- d) i/ =  E!{um)e [i^  cos{r{û)i>)
-  (/Li +  7r  -  e) s in (T ( f i)z /) ] ,
where
77 =  (?T -  e) dr'{u)um (7r -  e -  d +  R'{um)) 4- (7% -  s) d. (6.4.9)
We will prove the following theorem. The condition R"(0) <  0 is reasonable, 
considering the types of function we have in mind for the birthrate function R  
(see earlier remarks in this Chapter).
T h e o re m  6.4.1 Assume that R ”{0) < 0. Then the equilibrium Ê  =  {u^Um), 
where Ui and Um are given by (6.4-6) and (6.4-5) respectively, is linearly asymp­
totically stable for  6 >  0 sufficiently small.
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P ro o f. Even though e is small, the proof of this theorem is algebraically non­
trivial. The possibilities r'{u) =  0 and t ' { u )  > 0 will be considered separately. 
Case (i): r'{û) — 0. In this case, r] =  (7?. — e) d. Therefore the characteristic 
equation (6.4.7) will be of the form
+  (7t  -  e +  d) A +  (7r -  e) d =  {-jr -  s  + \ ) ,
which can be written as
(A +  7  ^ -  e) (a  +  d -  =  0.
There is a negative eigenvalue A =  — (77- -  e), and the other eigenvalues will be 
the roots of the equation
A + d = (6.4.10)
We will show now tha t all roots of this equation satisfy Re A < 0 when e >  0 is 
sufficiently small. Substituting the expression (6.4.5) for Um into the right hand 
side of the equation (6.4.10) we have
i j ' ( O )  +  ( ^  ^ " ( 0 )  +  O ( e ^ )
4-
e-Trr(fi) ^  ET(«)
-t {u)X
7- . /r^gTrTminj^/(0) +  2 = ! ^ ! ------- jg//(0) 4- 5T(û)R%0)
R'{0) +  
R '(0) 4-
A
A
A
g-7rr(ü)g-r(û)A
A'%0)4-eTmm^'(0) e (1 — 77-ûr^(0)) e
R'%0) 4- 6TmmB%0) -  7TÛ/(0)R%0) ,-7rTtnin«-T(Û)A
where we have retained terms up to and including 0(e). In carrying out the above 
calculation, note th a t u involves e (in fact u = ui -{■ Um 0{e))  and therefore we 
have had to expand t {u )  in Taylor series:
r{u) ~  r(0) 4- ûr'(O) 4- O(e^) =  Tmin 4- 6 /(0 )  4- 0 ( / ) .
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Next we will show tha t a:Tmm^%0) — JtUt '{0)R'{0) =  0 to order e:
ermin-H'(O) -  7^ur'(0)i?'(0)
7TT'(0)E%0)— ^'^minR'iO) — 
= 6R'{0)Tmin ~
A
7r
7r 
iî'(O) —
I t
=  0, 
where we have used
A = /(0)B%0)(7T + ^ %0) -
and
=  d .
Therefore for e > 0 small the eigenvalue equation is approximately
X-\- d = -7rTmin«-T(û)A (6.4.11)
We will now show th a t all roots of equation (6.4.11) satisfy ReA < 0. This uses 
the assumption i?"(0) < 0. We assume, for contradiction, th a t there exists a root 
A* such th a t Re A* >  0. Then
|A '+ d | =
<
q- . p f lp J rT m infi'(o) +  Ie s E ^  jR"(o)
iî'(o) + A
A
-R"(0)
'T-rTmin , - T ( û ) A '
e since ReA* > 0
This means tha t A* is strictly within the circle centred at —d and of radius d, 
which is impossible since ReA* >  0. Therefore, all roots of equation (6.4.11) 
satisfy Re A < 0. Consequently if r'{u) = 0 then Ê  is linearly asymptotically 
stable.
Case ( a ) :  t ' { u ) > 0. It helps to think of t ' { îl) as a bifurcation parameter here, 
and th a t we are increasing the value of t ' { u ) starting from 0. We know from 
case (i) tha t when t ' [ u ) — 0 all roots are in the left half plane. If instability 
ever sets in as r'{u) is increased then there must be a value of r'{u) at which 
there are eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. We shall show th a t this leads to a 
contradiction.
1 3 9
So, assume th a t as r ' {u)  is increased there exists a first value of t '{u ) at which 
=  0 and Ê  — {ui, Um) loses its stability. Then (6.4.8) becomes
+  77 =  [(7r — e) cos{r{û)u) H- sin(r(n)i/)],
{'jr ~  d) u — A '(ûm) [ly cos{t {u ) i/ )  — (7  ^ — e) sin(r(w)z^)].
Now, squaring and adding the above two equations leads to
u^ + ( £  + (jr  -  +  2d('Tr -  e) -  2îj -  (R ' (û ^ ) f  ^2
+  [»?" -  ( 7 t  -  e y  (R'(ûm)f  e - 2 K - £ ) T ( « ) ]  = 0.
Now 1/ must be real, so th a t > 0. Therefore, if such a critical value of r'(û) 
exists, then we are saying th a t (6.4.12), which is a quadratic equation in z/^ , must 
have positive real roots.
Substituting our expression for 77 (expression (6.4.9)) into (6.4.12) and after 
combining like terms and rearranging, equation (6.4.12) becomes
-  2d(jr  -  £)r'(Û)Ûm (7r “  £ -  d +  R'(Um)) Z/^
-hd^(jr — eyr '^ (û )û^  (7 r — £ ~  d -h  R'(ûm))^
+  +  (7  ^-  6)^ -  (^ (û m )) ' Z/^
+ 2d^(7y — €)^t '(û)ûm {'Jt — £■ — d  +  R!{Um))
(7T -  s)^ -  (7T -  4^  e-2(7r-6)T(A) ^  Q (6.4.13)
This equation can be written as
f{u^ ) := p - d ( 7 ^ - £ ) r ' ( û ) û „ ( 7 T - £ - < i  +  iî'(ûm))]^
+  [if +  (7 r  -  e f  -  ( J î ' ( « „ ) ) "  e -2 (7T -£ )T (a )^  ^2  
+2d^(7r ~  ^Y'£'{'d)Urn (Tt ~  £ ~  d + R!{Um))
+d"(7  ^ -  6)" -  (7  ^ -  6)" (A'(ûm))' =  0,
and to get a contradiction we shall show th a t > 0 for all z/^  >  0 so tha t our
quadratic equation (6.4.12) has no positive real roots. By examining the above 
expression, to show tha t /(z/^) >  0 for all z/^  >  0 it is enough to show th a t the 
coefficient of z/^  in the second line is positive, and tha t the expression formed by 
the third and fourth lines (which is independent of z/) is positive. This will be
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achieved by Taylor expanding both of these quantities in e up to 0(e),  and noting 
carefully th a t Um and u both depend on e.
Substituting the expression for Um into the last equation gives
/(zy2) =  p  _  (7i- -  6 -  d +  R'(um))] ^
+ p
+2(f^(7T -  4 '  I ------- +  0(6^) /(& ) ^ -  CZ +
+ ( f ' ( 7 T - 4 ' - ( 7 T - 6 y R' A +  O(e^)
g-2(7T-6)T(û) ^  0
We have, in fact, substituted the expression for Um in only certain terms of f{p^); 
in others there is no need to do so. Similar Taylor expansions to those described 
in case (i) show tha t 
}/ f  " Z m i n ^ "R! +  O M ,-2(-yT-C)T(6)
—  g 277-Tmin .2 .
A
2R:"(0)6Tmm(^
(recall u = 0{e)).  Further simplifications lead to
/(i/2) =  [z/2 _  _  s)T'{u)Um {^r ~  S ~  d + R ' (Um))]
+  [7  ^ -  0 (6)] P^  +  2(^7^^ ' ' ' ^ ------- / ( 0)(7T +  -  1))
+d^(7p -6 ) ^  -  (7r - £ ) ‘ j2 , 2iî"(0)6Tmind^ =  0 ,
where we have used R '(0) =
The coefficient of p^, namely 7  ^— 0(e) in the second line of the above, can be 
made positive by taking e sufficiently small. The remaining terms, namely
2d^72^ ,2 'mm + 2R"{Q)sTmmd‘^A
add up to a positive quantity since R"(0) <  0. Thus f{p^) > 0 for all >  0 and, 
as explained previously, this provides us with the contradiction we need. This 
completes the proof of the theorem.
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6.5 Global S tability  of Eo =  (0,0)
In this section we shall show th a t when a non-trivial equilibrium Ê  — {üi^üm) 
does not exist then E q — (0,0) is globally asymptotically stable.
T h e o re m  6.5.1 Assume that R{a) < da for alia > 0. Then (ui{t), -4 -
(0,0) as t oo.
P ro o f: First we shall show th a t Um{t) —> 0. This will be achieved in three stages. 
We shall first prove th a t is not eventually monotonie increasing. Suppose
the contrary. We already know th a t Um{t) is bounded above. Therefore there 
exists Im > ^ with
Um{t) -7- as i —>■ oo.
Since r{u) is bounded, we have
R{um{t — r{u))) -> R{lm) as t oo.
From the second equation of system (6.1.3),
-  T{ui{t) +  Um(i)))) ~  dUm{t)
< -  r{ui{t) +  Um(t)))) -  dum{t),
since r{u) is an increasing function. Letting t —> oo gives
0 <  -  d u ,
which leads to
This contradicts the hypothesis of the theorem, since >  0.
The second stage in our proof is to consider the possibility th a t Um{t) is even­
tually monotonie decreasing. Then, since Um{t) > 0, Um{t) must approach a limit 
Im as t —> oo. We want to show tha t /m =  0. This is trivial, since the assumption 
th a t /m > 0 leads to a contradiction by following the same arguments as described 
above.
The final step in our proof is to consider the case when Um{t) is neither even­
tually monotonie increasing nor eventually monotonie decreasing. Then there
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exists a sequence of times —>■ oo such th a t =  0 and Um{tk) Im
lim supu^(t). We want to show th a t =  0, but first we need to establish the
t—^oofollowing claim:
Claim: Let Im = limsup^^QQ Then Im < «max where Umax is the value of
a where R{a) achieves its maximum.
Assume, for contradiction, tha t Im > Umax- Then, applying the second equation 
of system (6.1.3) a t it =  4  w e have
))^(^^(^^ -  r{Ui{tk) + Um{tk)))) -  dUm{tk)’
Hence, for each k,
since r(u ) is increasing and R{um{tk ~  t {u ) ) )  < R(umax). Letting k ^  oo,
0 <  e R{amax) ~  d Im
< e-T'^("«'«)B(amax) -  d Umax,
where we have used «max < Im and t { u )  being an increasing function. Thus
> dUmax and this contradicts the hypothesis of the theorem.
Thus Im < Umax and the claim is proved.
Returning to the proof of Theorem 6.5.1, we want to prove tha t Im = 0. Let 
6 >  0 be sufficiently small th a t 4- E < Umax- Then there exists T  > 0 such that 
if t >  T  we have
^m(^) — I'm 4~ E.
Since tk oo as k oo and r{u) is bounded, there exists K  such tha t if A: >  FT 
then
tk -  r{ui{tk) 4- Um{tk)) > T.
Then, for A: >  FT
'^mij'k '^i^iifk) 4“ Ujmitkf) ^  Im 4” E,
Applying the second equation of system (6.1.3) when t = tk where k > K ,  we 
have
0 = Umih) < R{um{tk -  r{ui{tk) 4- Um{tk)))) -  dum{tk)-
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Since 1^ +  s  < Umax and R  is increasing for values of its argument up to Umax,
T  UjnitkYY — 4" e).
Therefore
Letting k oo,
This is true for all 6 > 0 sufficiently small. Thus
This contradicts the hypothesis of the theorem unless =  0.
We have now shown th a t U m { t )  —> 0 as A —> oo. To complete the proof of 
Theorem 6.5.1 we need to show tha t Ui{t) —)■ 0 as A —>■ oo. The first equation of 
system (6.1.3) is
Ui{t )  =  R ( u m { t ) )  ~  ^Ui { t )  -  -  r ( u ) ) ) .
Since is bounded, R(0) =  0, r  is bounded above and below and since
Umit) -4-0 as A —^ oo, we know tha t
R{um(t)) -  ( ( ) ) (  ^-  r{ui{t) +  Um{ t ) ) ) )  -4 0 as t  oo.
Let 6 >  0, then there exists T  > 0 such that, for t  > T ,
- E  <  R { U m { t ) )  -  R { U m { t  -  t { u ) ) )  <  £ .
Then, for t  > T ,
Hence
Also, for t > T ,  
which gives
U ^ < £  — ^ U i .
limsup'Ui(A) <  —.t-)^ oo 7
>  - 6  -  7Ut,
liminf'Ui(i) > — ,t—>oo 'y
(6.5.1)
(6.5.2)
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Since (6.5.1) and (6.5.2) are true for ail 6 > 0, then
0 <  lim infu i(t) <  lim supuRi) < 0.
Consequently, we have 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.5.1.
lim uAt) — 0.(-400
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C hapter 7 
A food chain m odel w ith  delay
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter we study a food chain model of three species: the prey x, the 
predator y (y is in fact the number of mature predators), and the top-predator z 
which is not stage structured. We shall study the system
dx{t)
dt
dyjt)
dt
dz{t)
dt
=  xg{x) - p i { x ) y ,
= be~'^ '^^y{t -  T)pi{x{t -  r ) )  -  -  P2 {y)z, (7.1.1)
=  P 2 (y )^ -d z ,
for it > 0, where the parameters d^  (the death rate for immature predators), dm 
(the death rate for m ature predators), 6, d and the delay r  are non-negative. The 
function g { x )  is assumed to be a decreasing function such th a t y (l) =  0, and such 
th a t the function x g { x )  is increasing for values of x  up to some value Xm&x G (0,1) 
and decreasing for x > a^ max- One possibility is g { x )  — 1 — rr. The functions Pi {x) ,
for 7 =  1,2, satisfy Pi{0)  =  0, Pi {x)  strictly increasing and p i { x ) / x  is bounded for
all X.  The initial conditions for (7.1.1) are of the form
a;(s) =  Xq{s) > 0 ,  s e  [—r, 0], with a:o(0) >  0;
y { s )  =  2/0(a) > 0 , s  G [ - T ,  0], with yo(0) >  0; (7.1.2)
2(0) =  zo > 0,
where Xq{s), 2/0(5) and Zq are prescribed.
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7.2 P osit iv ity
In this section we will prove tha t solutions of (7.1.1,7.1.2) which start positive, 
stay positive. For the third equation this is clear. The RHS contains a factor of 
z and so the standard argument applies, i.e. we can write
z{t) =  Zo exp {P2 {y{s)) -  d) ds
so tha t z{t) > 0 for all t  > 0.
The above argument also applies for the first equation of (7.1.1), because our 
assumption th a t pi (æ) / x  is bounded effectively means th a t pi (x) contains a factor 
of X, so th a t the RHS of the first equation of (7.1.1) contains a factor of x.
The second equation clearly does not contain a factor of y{t), but posit ivity of y 
nevertheless can be shown as follows. For 0 <  t <  T we have y{t — r) , x{t  — r)  >  0 
and therefore
dy(t) .> -d m y  -  P2{y)z.
By comparison, y{t) > u{t) where u{t) is the solution of du/d t ~  —dmU — P2 {u)z 
subject to u(0) =  y(0) > 0. Now, the latter equation effectively has a factor of u  
in its RHS (because of the assumption th a t p 2 {x)/x  is bounded). Hence u{t) > 0 
on [0,r] and so y[t) > 0 on [0,r]. Repeating this argument with t  = r  as the 
initial time yields tha t y{t) > 0 on [r, 2r]. This argument can be continued to 
include all positive times, and so we have shown that y{t) > 0 for all t > 0.
7.3 B oundedness
We will prove a theorem giving sufficient conditions for the solution of (7.1.1,7.1.2) 
to be uniformly bounded for all time.
T h e o re m  7.3.1 I f  di < dm and di < d then the solution of (7.1.1), subject 
to (7.1.2), is uniformly bounded.
P ro o f. By posit ivity of solutions,
da; .  .
M
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By comparison, x{t)  < u{t) where u{t) satisfies
— 'zzy('n), u(0) =  a;(0) > 0.
But lim u(t) = 1. Therefore
(-5 -0 0  ^ ^
lim sup æ(it) <  lim u(t) = 1,t-^ oo  ^ ^
and so x{t) is uniformly bounded.
Let
V  = bx-}-y - i -z+  f  66"^  ^ (a; (g) ) y (g) ds.
J t ~ T
By posit ivity of solutions, all terms in V  are positive. Now
V  = bxg{x) -  bpi{x)y +  be~^^'^y{t -  r)pi(a:(t -  r)) -  d^y  -  P2 {y)z +  P2(y)z -  dz 
-  bdi [  g-4(<-a)p^(a;(5))y(g) ds +  6pi(a;)y — be~^^'^y{t — r)pi{x{t  — r))
J t — T
= bxg[x) — dmy — dz -  bdi [  e~^'^^~^^Pi{x{s))y{s) ds
J t — T
= bxg{x) — dmP — dz — di(V  — bx — y — z),
so tha t
V - h d i V  = bxg{x)-\rbdiX + {di — d m ) y { d i  — d)z
< bxg{x) +  bdiX
< sup {bx{t)g{x{t)) +  bdix{t)) :=  C,oo
with C  < oo, since x{t) is uniformly bounded. Hence
“  f  )
Thus V  is uniformly bounded. Since the individual terms in the expression for V  
are all positive, we deduce th a t y{t) and z{t) are uniformly bounded.
We have not been able to prove boundedness for the case when di > dm or 
di > d, but believe th a t a boundedness result probably holds even in these cases. 
If z were to get very large, the effect on y would be an inhibitive one (see the 
second equation of (7.1.1)), and then low values of y would bring down z again as 
the third equation shows. If y got very large the effect on x  would be inhibitive 
(see the first equation of (7.1.1)), and then low values of x  would, in turn, reduce
y-
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7.4 Equilibria and their linear stab ility
The equilibria of system (7.1.1) can be found by setting x' = = () and z' — 0.
Of key interest will be the stability of the equilibria with z = 0 (i.e. top predator 
is absent). Equilibria with z  = 0 can be found by solving
x g ( x ) ~ p i { x ) y  = 0, 
he~'^^'"ypi{x) -  dmy =  0 .
If y =  0 then xg[x) =  0 so th a t æ — 0 or a; =  1. This gives two equilibria 
(a;, y, z) =  (0,0,0) and (1,0,0). If y 0 then a further equilibrium (a;*, y*, 0) may 
be possible. The a;* component of such an equilibrium would need to satisfy
6e~^''^Pi(aj;) =  dm,
and we also need a:* < 1 (otherwise y* would be negative). From the assumptions 
on pi,  one easily sees th a t the condition for an ecologically relevant equilibrium 
of the form (a;*, y*, 0) (distinct from (1,0,0)) is
6e-''‘X l )  >  dm- (7.4.1)
The y* component of the equilibrium is found from
p i( < )  '
Condition (7.4.1) can be interpreted in a number of ways. The condition will 
not be satisfied if either di or dm is very large (i.e. infant or adult mortality of the 
predator is large), and it is not satisfied if r  is large. In these cases it would be 
reasonable to conjecture th a t solutions approach (1,0,0) so th a t both the predator 
and top-predator become extinct. We shall show later (in Theorem 7.5.1) tha t 
this is exactly what happens.
Note th a t condition (7.4.1) can only possibly be satisfied for values of r  up to 
some finite value which we shall call Ter- As r  increases, x* increases. Furthermore, 
as r  -> Ter, X* ^  1 and y* -4 0.
Next we linearise system (7.1.1) about each one of the three equilibria by setting 
X — u-L X, y = V -hy and z = z  where (x, y, z) is an equilibrium. Substituting
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into (7.1.1) and retaining only the linear terms, and then resubstituting x  for u, 
y for V and z for p, we have 
dx{t) =  (Æy(æ) +  y(&) -  p^(:0)y)a; -  Pi(:r)y,
be~^^'^yp[{x)x{t -  r)  +  be~'^^'^pi{x)y{t -  r )  -  {dm + P2 {y)z)ydy{t) dt
-P 2 (^ z , (7.4.2)
=  P2(^)% +  (P2(y) -  4 ^ -
Seeking solutions of the linearised system (7.4.2) proportional to exp (At), we find 
th a t A satisfies
X ~ x g ' { x ) ~  g{x)-hyp[{x) pi{x) 0
A +  dm +  % (y )  -  P2(ÿ)
0 -P2(%/)^ -  (P2(y) -  d)
(7.4.3)
7.4.1 Linear stab ility  o f (0, 0,0)
Setting {x ,y ,z )  =  (0,0,0) in (7.4.3) gives the characteristic equation of the lin­
earisation about (0,0,0) to be
(A — y(0))(A +  dm)(A -f d) =  0.
One eigenvalue is A =  y(0) which is positive, since g{x) is a decreasing function 
with y (l) =  0. Therefore, (0,0,0) is linearly unstable.
7.4.2 Linear stab ility  o f (1,0,0)
For the equilibrium (1,0,0) the characteristic equation can be found by setting 
{x ,y ,z )  =  (1,0,0) in (7.4.3) to obtain
(A -  ff'(l))(A +  +  d) =  0.
Two of the eigenvalues are A =  g'{\) and A =  —d, and these two eigenvalues are 
negative. The linear stability of (1,0,0) is therefore determined by the remaining 
eigenvalues, which are the roots of
A +  d „  =  (7.4.4)
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=  0 .
We have analysed eigenvalue equations having this structure elsewhere in this 
thesis. By using the same arguments again we may state th a t if > dm
then (7.4.4) has a real positive root so th a t (1,0,0) is linearly unstable, and if 
< dm then all roots A of (7.4.4) have negative real part so tha t (1,0,0) 
is linearly stable. In fact, we shall prove in Section 7.5 th a t if be~'^^^pi{l) < dm 
then (1,0,0) is globally asymptotically stable.
7.4.3 Linear stab ility  o f (a;*, y*, 0)
This equilibrium point is only ecologically relevant if 6e“^^'^pi(l) >  dm- The 
stability of the equilibrium (x*, y*, 0) is quite difficult to analyse analytically. The 
difficulties are partly due to the fact tha t the equilibrium depends on the delay r . 
As we increase r  the equilibrium moves towards (1,0, 0), and ceases to exist at a 
critical value Ter satisfying be~^^'^^^pi{l) =  dm-
If the equilibrium exists then its x* component is found from be~'^^^pi{x*) =  dm- 
The characteristic equation of the linearisation about [x*,y*, 0) is
(A -  A , ) (A +  B,(A))(A -  a )  +  -  C ,) =  0,
where
A  =
BT(A) =
C r  ~  P 2 [ y V )  ~  d -
The characteristic equation can be w ritten in the form
(A -  Cr) [{A -  4 ,)(A  +  =  0- (7.4.5)
One eigenvalue is A =  One conclusion we can draw is th a t if p2 {y*) > d then 
the eigenvalue A =  is positive, so tha t the equilibrium {x*,y*,Q) is linearly 
unstable. However, if pg(y*) < d then it is necessary to investigate the remaining 
roots of (7.4.5), i.e. the roots of
(A -  A,)(A +  B,(A)) +  =  0,
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or
+  {dm -  Ar)X  -  dmAr =  dm&~ '^^{X ~  x*g'{xl) -  g{xX)). (7.4.6)
We will try  to understand the situation by finding conditions for stability when 
r  =  0, and then investigating whether instability could occur as we increase r .  In 
the absence of the delay (r  =  0) equation (7.4.6) is of the form
A^  -  A qX +  dmyoP[{x*Q) =  0. (7.4.7)
Therefore, it is necessary to have
A„ = . ^ y ( 4 ) + . K ) - 5 l h 0 ) £ M < 0 ,
Pi 1^0/
for (^0, 2/q, 0) to be linearly stable (one way to have Aq < 0 is if parameter values 
are such tha t rcj is close to 1). In summary, if T =  0 then one eigenvalue is 
A =  Co =  P2 {y l)~ d  and the other eigenvalues are the two roots of equation (7.4.7). 
In summary, the necessary and sufficient conditions for (æ5,yj,0) to be linearly 
stable (i.e. to have stability in the absence of delay) are
P2 {yl) < d and Aq < 0. (7.4.8)
Now suppose we start to increase the delay r  from the value r  =  0. The question 
is: can the equilibrium lose its stability a t some critical value Tc > 0? Note that 
we would need Tc < Ter since the equilibrium does not exist for r  above Ter. We 
will prove the following theorem, which gives a set of sufficient conditions for a 
stability switch not to occur.
Theorem 7.4.1 Let (7.4-S) hold, and assume the parameter values are such that 
^max < 37Q < 1, where Xm&x is the value of x where xg{x) achieves its maximum. 
Then no stability switch occurs as we increase r, i.e. the equilibrium (æ*,y*,0) 
remains linearly stable for all r  G [0,Tcr] (i-o. the equilibrium’s entire interval of 
existence).
P ro o f. We will prove this theorem by contradiction. We know th a t when (7.4.8) 
holds the equilibrium is linearly stable when r  =  0. Suppose tha t, a t some critical
value T = Tc> 0 (where Tc < Ter), equation (7.4.6) has a pair of complex conjugate
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roots on the imaginary axis. Let A =  y +  zy. Then (7.4.6), after separating into 
real and imaginary parts, becomes
^ 2  _ ^ 2 _ A^)// -  dmAj = dm£~^ '" [(p ~ -Dr) cos(ry) + p sin(r?7)],
2pp H- {dm -  Ar)p  =  dmC~‘^ '^  [p cos{rp) -  (y -  Dq) sin (T y)],
where Dr — x*g'{x*) +  g{x*). At the critical value r  =  Tc we have y =  0. Hence, 
upon squaring and adding the last two equations (when y  =  0), we get
=  o. (7.4,9)
By hypothesis, x^ > Tmax- We noted earlier tha t x* increases with r .  Hence 
X* > a^ max for all r  > 0. Therefore, a t a: =  x*, xg{x) is decreasing so tha t 
x*g'{x*) + g{x*) < 0  and, in particular,
Dr, = Kj'iKJ  +  s « )  < 0-
Since p is real, the above inequality is clearly inconsistent with (7.4.9). The proof 
of the theorem is complete.
R em ark s , (i) We will show later tha t the equilibrium {x*,y*,0) can become 
unstable for suitable parameter values. In fact it is even possible to have instability 
with T =  0. Indeed, the eigenvalue equation when r  =  0 is given by (7.4.7) and it 
will have purely imaginary roots if A q =  0, i.e. if
+  ‘ (7.4.10)
If parameter values are such tha t x^ is close to 1 the LHS of (7.4.10) is negative. If 
parameter values are such th a t Tg is close to 0 the situation is not so immediately 
clear, since the hypotheses on pi imply th a t Pi(æo) will contain a factor of æg. The 
LHS of (7.4.10) will be positive when æg is small if 1 — a;Spi(^o)/Pi(^o) >  0 for x^ 
small, and this will certainly be true for certain functions pi. Thus, it is possible 
to have periodic solutions, arising by Hopf bifurcation, even without delay.
(ii) The theorem requires æ^ax <  Tq < 1. If it is the case th a t æg is very close 
to 1 then the other hypotheses ^2(2/0) < d and Aq < 0 will most probably hold 
automatically. This is because if Xq is close to 1 then yg is close to zero (so tha t 
P2(yo) <  d holds), and g{xQ) % 0, y'(æg) <  0 so tha t Aq < 0 holds.
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7.5 Global stability  o f (1,0,0)
We have seen th a t the equilibrium point (1,0,0) is unstable if p i(l)  > dm- 
In this section we prove the global stability of this equilibrium under the condition
7,g-diT^l(l)
Theorem 7.5.1 L etx{t), y{t), z{t) be the solution of the system (7.1.1) with ini­
tial conditions (7.1.2), and assume that be~^ '^’'pi{l) < dm- Then {x{t), y{t), z{t)) -4 
(1, 0, 0) as t -4  oo.
Proof; By positivity of y we have, from the first equation of system (7.1.1),
dæ . .
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 7.3.1, we deduce tha t limsup^_,.^ a;(t) <  1. 
Now, since 6e"^^'^pi(l) <  dm, there exists 6 > 0 such tha t
6e"*"'pi(l 4-s) <  dm-
There exists T  >  0 such that, for t  >  T,
x{t) < 1  +  6.
Applying this in the second equation of system (7.1.1), for A > T  +  r  we get
~  < be~^ '^’'y{t -  r )p i( l  + 6 ) -  d^y.
This is a delay differential inequality, but the right hand side is increasing as a 
function of the delayed variable y(t — r) . This means th a t a comparison principle 
holds [86], and so y it) <  y{t) where y{t) satisfies
=  6e"^*^y(t -  r )p i( l  + 6 )  -  d^y, A > T  +  r,
with “initial data” y{s) = y(s) for s G [T, T  +  rj. Since the above equation is 
linear we try  a solution in the form y — Substituting gives
A +  dm ~  be ^^^pi(l +  6)e
which again is an eigenvalue equation of the kind we have studied before. Applying 
similar methods yields that, since &e“ *^’’p i( l+ 6 ) < dm, all roots A satisfy Re A < 0. 
Hence y{t) -4  0 as t  ^ oo, and so y(t) -4  0 as i  -4  oo.
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Next we shall show that x{t) 1 as t oo. We already know th a t lim supj_^oo x(t) < 
1. Let 6 > 0, then since y —)■ 0 there exists Ti > 0 such th a t —£ <y ( t )  < e  when 
t > Ti. Then, for t  > Ti,
^  > æyW -pi(æ)6,
which means tha t x{t) > x{t) where x{t) satisfies
—  =  xg{x) -  p i{x)s, t  > T i, with x{Ti) ~  x{Ti) > 0. (7.5.1)
The properties of the functions g{x) and pi{x) imply tha t, for sufficiently small 
6, x{t) -4  x*{e) as t —>■ oo, where 5*(e) is the positive root of the RHS of the 
differential equation in (7.5.1) (note tha t æ*(g) -4  1 as g -4  0). Accordingly,
lim inf X (A) > lim x(t) = x*(e).
( - 4 0 0  ^ '  ~  ( - 4 0 0  ^ ^
Letting g 0, we conclude tha t
lim infx(t) >  1.(->oo  ^ ' ~
We already know tha t limsup^_,.oo x(t) < 1. Consequently, hm x{t) = 1.
Finally, to complete the proof of the theorem we have to prove tha t z -4 0 
as A -4 oo. Let g > 0 be such th a t P2(e) <  d. There is a T2 > 0 such that 
—s < y { t ) < e  for t  > T 2 . Since p2 is an increasing function, then P2 {y) <  P2(e) 
for t > T 2 , and so
<  P2{£)z -  dz.
This leads to z{t) < z{t) where z{t) satisfies 
dz
dt — (P2(e) -  d)z, t > T2 , with z(T2) =  z(T2) > 0.
Since P2(e) < d, z  -4 0 as A -4 00, and so z(t) -4 0 as A 00. This completes the 
proof of the theorem.
In the next section, we show the results of some numerical simulations we have 
made of the solution x{t) and y(t) in order to verify the analytical results we have 
obtained in this section, and to get further information about the behaviour of 
the system.
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7.6 N um erical Sim ulation
In this section we will carry out some numerical simulations using MATLAB to 
investigate the solution behaviour numerically and to compare with the results we 
have obtained in the previous sections. As an example, we consider the case
T  -
with the conditions >  dm and p2{y*) < d being satisfied. For certain
values of the parameters b, dm, di and d we shall numerically confirm one of the 
results of Section 7.4.3 (Theorem 7.4.1 in particular) th a t when x j >  x^ax (note 
th a t for model (7.6.1) xy(x) =  x (l — x) and so x^ax =  0.5) and P2(yJ) < d 
then the critical point (x*,y*,0) is always stable regardless of the value of the 
delay. This is illustrated in Figure 7.1. W ith the parameter values used, xj =  0.6. 
We then carried out several simulations for various values of r ,  starting with 
Ter = 1.4, for another combination of parameter values. The results are shown 
in Fig. 7.2. Again the simulations are for various decreasing values of r  starting 
with r  =  Ter =  1.4 in this case. Fig. 7.2 shows th a t x(t) -4  1 when r  =  Ter as 
expected. For lower t ,  x{t) approaches a lower equilibrium level, but there is a 
critical value (bifurcation value) of the delay, r  — Tq say, such th a t when t  is just 
larger than Tq the component x{t) still approaches equilibrium but very slowly 
and in an oscillatory manner. As Fig. 7.3 illustrates, when r  < tq the equilibrium 
is unstable and the evolution of x{t) is to a periodic solution.
In summary, we have shown tha t the equilibrium (x* y*, 0) can bifurcate to a 
periodic solution, and th a t this bifurcation appears as we decrease t .
The value T =  To at which the bifurcation to periodic solutions occurs, and the 
frequency cjq of the bifurcating solution when it first appears, can be found from 
the linearised analysis. W ith P i ( x )  =  and y(x) =  1 — x and parameter values 
6 =  2, di =  I  and dm = 2, we find tha t
6 -2 6 T /2 '
1 5 6
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Figure 7.1: Simulations of system (7.6.1) illustrating a situation in which x{t) 
always approaches x* for all values of the delay r  6 [0, Ter]. Param eter values were 
6 =  1, di =  dyri =  1-64 and d — 2. For these values, Ter =  12. The simulations 
are for r  = Ter — 1-2 (note x{t) -> 1 in this case), t =  0.8, t =  0.4 and t =  0. 
Note the dependence of the equilibrium value x* on the delay t . The lower the 
delay, the lower the equilibrium value.
and tha t
Ar =
gT/2^gT/2 _
2 (e^ /2 -3 ) '
We then set A =  iluq and r  = tq in (7.4.6), and then separate (7.4.6) into real and 
imaginary parts, to obtain
- coq -  2 A ro  ~  2((2æ*Q -  1 ) co s(w o T o ) +  Wo s in (w o T o )) ,
(2 -  Aro)ujQ ~  2(woCos(woTq) -  (2æ*^  -  1) sin(woTo)).
Using MAPLE, the values of tq and Wq are tq =  0.56844 and Wq =  0.55442. Thus 
the period of the bifurcating solution when it first appears is predicted to be 
27r/wo =  11.33. This is consistent with the numerical simulations. Figure 7.4 
shows the phase plane of system (7.6.1) for parameter values as in Fig. 7.2 and 
T — 0.4.
The results of the simulations we have presented so far, are all for parameter 
values such tha t z{t) 0 as t —)■ oo. We shall finish by discussing the situation
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Figure 7.2*. Simulations of system (7.6.1) with parameter values b = 2, di — 0.5, 
dm = ^ and d — 2. For these values, Ter =  1.4. The simulations are for t == Tcv = 
1.4 (solid), r  = 1 (dashdot) and r  =  0.6 (dotted). In all cases x{t) approaches x*, 
but very slowly when r  =  0.6.
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Figure 7.3: Further simulations of system (7.6.1) for parameter values as in 
Fig. 7.2, showing the situation when r  =  0.5 (solid) and r  =  0.4 (dashed). The 
bifurcation occurs as r  decreases through the value tq = 0.56844.
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Figure 7.4: Phase plane of system (7.6.1) for parameter values as in Fig. 7.2 and 
r  =  0.4, showing a limit cycle around the equilibrium point {x*, y*) =  (0.34,0.18).
when z{t) does not approach 0. It is very difficult to carry out a linearised stability 
analysis about an equilibrium with non-zero 2: component, mainly because of the 
delay dependent coefficient, so we shall confine ourselves to numerical simulation.
Inspection of system (7.6.1) shows th a t if an equilibrium has non-zero z-component, 
then the x  and y components of the equilibrium will not involve r  (in fact they 
involve only d), but the z component does involve r. Therefore, we will denote 
such an equilibrium by (x*,y*,z*). We find tha t
y d5 - 3 d '
(7.6.2)
(7.6.3)*.)m- <«■*)
Let us discuss the feasibility of an equilibrium {x*,y*,z*) with x*,y*,z* > 0. To 
have 2;* > 0 it is clearly necessary tha t
.—diT 6æ*
6bx* > dyn(l +  2x*) and r  < ^  In 66a; " (7.6.5)di \d m (l +  2a;*) /  '
In view of the expression for a;*, additional parameter restrictions are clearly
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necessary for ecological feasibility. The situation is best understood by imagining 
tha t d is decreased from a value larger than | ,  and is summarised as follows:
• if d >  I there is no ecologically relevant equilibrium z*) with x*,y*,z* >
0 ;
• if I  <  d < I  then there are two ecologically relevant equilibria of the above 
form, given by taking both the positive and negative square roots in (7.6.2), 
and both satisfy x* G (0,1);
•  if d <  I  there is one ecologically relevant equilibrium of the above form, 
given by taking only the positive square root in (7.6.2),
provided, in all cases, tha t (7.6.5) holds. As d decreases through | ,  one of the 
two equilibria is lost by x* passing through zero. Note th a t if d is confined to the 
narrow interval |  < d < |  there is the possibility of multiple interior equilibria.
Figure 7.5 illustrates th a t the top-predator z{t) for certain values of the param­
eters 6, dm, di and d approaches z* for all values of the delay r  G (0,0.58], whereas 
for another combination of parameter values Fig. 7.6 shows tha t z{t) approaches 
a lower equilibrium level for higher r  G (0,0.657], but as we decrease r ,  there is a 
bifurcation value of the delay, r  = tq say, such tha t when r  < tq the equilibrium 
(x*,y*,z*) is unstable and periodic solutions are observed.
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Figure 7.5: Simulations showing a situation when the top-predator z{t) of sys­
tem (7.6.1) always approaches z* for all values of the delay r  G (0,0.58]. The 
system parameters are 6 =  1, =  1, =  1 and d = 0.4. The simulations are
for r  =  0.5, r  =  0.3 and r  =  0.1. Note th a t the higher the delay, the lower the 
equilibrium component z*.
0.3
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Figure 7.6: Simulations of system (7.6.1) for parameter values 5 =  1, dj =  1, 
dm = 1 and d =  0.2, showing the situation when r  =  0.5 (solid), r  = 0.3 (dashed) 
and r  =  0.16 (dotted).
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
In Chapter 1 we discussed the importance and background of incorporating time 
delays into population models. In this thesis we have attem pted to study the 
effects of including time delays in a realistic way into population models, such 
th a t the delay usually appears in the model coefhcients as well as in the argument 
of a state variable. In some cases discrete delays are appropriate and, in other 
cases, distributed delays. For ordinary differential equations with delay the thesis 
concentrates mainly on the linearised stability and global stability of equilibria, 
positivity and boundedness of solutions, and periodic solutions. For reaction- 
diffusion equations with delay the emphasis is mainly on the existence of travelling 
wave front solutions and their qualitative form.
In Chapter 2, in the Appendix, we derived a relatively new type of delayed 
reaction-diffusion equation to model a single species with two life stages, imma­
ture and mature. We proved the existence of travelling wave-front solutions of 
the resulting equation in the case when the immatures are immobile and only 
the matures diffuse (this case yields a reaction-diffusion equation with time de­
lay but without nonlocal spatial effects). In this case, we found th a t travelling 
fronts are monotone for all values of the delay. This is in contrast to other recent 
studies of travelling fronts in various delayed reaction-diffusion equations. For 
example, travelling fronts of the well-known delayed Fisher equation are known 
to lose monotonicity for a sufficiently large value of the delay. In proving the 
existence of travelling front solutions we have used a very new method developed 
by Wu & Zou [85]. Wu and Zou’s set-up assumes the time delay appears only
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in the argument of the state variable, but we were able to adapt their approach 
to suit our equation. Our observations concerning monotonicity may be of some 
significance ecologically, since our equation can be derived from an age-structured 
model formulation, whereas the delayed Fisher equation has no rigorous deriva­
tion. We have also demonstrated, using a perturbation argument together with 
the Fredholm alternative, th a t the travelling front solutions continue to persist 
even when the immatures diffuse, provided the diffusion coefficient for the imma­
tures is small. In this case Wu & Zou [85]’s approach is not applicable because 
the delayed term is evaluated at all points in the spatial domain.
In Chapter 3 we studied a system with a more general birth rate and death 
rate for the mature population than the system of Chapter 2. We found tha t 
the monotonicity of the travelling wave front solutions connecting the zero and 
the non-zero equilibria depends on the properties of the birth rate function. If 
the birth rate is an increasing function then the fronts are monotone, but if it is 
increasing up to some maximum value and decreasing after th a t then the front 
can lose its monotonicity if the delay is not too large, while if it is larger than 
some critical value then the front is still monotone. These observations show that 
the monotonicity or otherwise of the travelling front depends on such matters as 
whether the birth rate is increasing or not, and on the size of the delay.
Chapters 2 and 3 assume th a t all individuals take the same amount of time to 
mature. This is not always the case in reality, so in Chapter 4 we developed and 
studied a more general model with a distributed time delay term  which allows for 
a distribution of m aturation times. We showed, in the absence of diffusion, that 
there exists a globally asymptotically stable positive equilibrium. Then we further 
developed the model to include diffusion, and focussed attention on the possibility 
of travelling front solutions. For a particular choice of the delay kernel, and for 
sufficiently small delay, we showed the existence of such a front rigorously. We 
conducted an asymptotic analysis for large values of the front speed c. Various 
investigations indicate tha t the fronts of the equation are monotone. Our model 
is a generalisation (to the case of a distributed delay) of recent work by Gourley 
and Kuang [32], and we have shown th a t certain properties of their model still 
hold.
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To study the effects of interaction between two species, we considered in Chap­
ter 5 a delayed competition model between two species, where we assumed the 
adult members are in competition. In the absence of competition each species 
evolves according to the model developed in Chapter 4. For this competition 
model we prove rigorous results on the global stability for each equilibrium. The 
criteria are sharp and involve the time delays, and therefore they yield insight 
into how the outcome of the competition depends upon the m aturation delays. 
We also studied a reaction-diffusion extension of this competition model, for the 
case when only the adult members of each species diffuse. We have proved the 
existence of a travelling front solution connecting the two boundary equilibria, for 
the case when there is no coexistence equilibrium. This again was achieved by 
using the Wu & Zou [85] theory after making a transformation of the variables to 
make the system amenable to the theory. The travelling front corresponds to an 
invasion of the domain by the stronger species, driving the weaker to extinction.
In Chapter 6 we derived and studied a stage-structured population model with 
state-dependent time delay where the immature birth rate is taken to be a general 
function of the mature population around and the death rate for the matures is 
linear. The state-dependent time delay is taken to be an increasing differentiable 
bounded function of the to tal population (mature plus immature). We proved 
tha t the solution of the mature equation is always positive and th a t the solution 
of the mature and immature equations are bounded above. The positivity of the 
solution of the immature population has been established under some additional 
conditions. We investigated the possibility for a non-trivial equilibrium to ex­
ist. We proved tha t the zero equilibrium is globally asymptotically stable in the 
situation when the positive equilibrium does not exist. The positive equilibrium 
is asymptotically stable in the situation when it is close to the zero equilibrium. 
Our analysis in this chapter is more complicated than in the state-dependent delay 
system considered previously by Aiello, Freedman & Wu [4]. The complications 
arise from the fact tha t in their model the birth rate was linear and the death rate 
was quadratic. Our model does not have this structure.
In Chapter 7 we analysed a three species food chain model (prey, predator, 
top-predator) with delay when stage structure for the predator is considered. We
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investigated the linearised stability of the three boundary equilibria (the z ~  0 
equilibria), namely the origin (extinction of all species) which is always unsta­
ble, the equilibrium (1,0,0) (prey at carrying capacity and absence of predator 
and top-predator) and the equilibrium {xr^yr,0) which represents prey-predator 
coexistence and absence of top-predator. The situation when all three species 
are present was studied mainly numerically. We proved th a t (1,0,0) is globally 
asymptotically stable in the situation when the predator and top-predator have 
a high mortality rate. The equilibrium (^ r?-, 0) may be stable or unstable, and
criteria for the stability of this equilibrium have been given. We performed some 
numerical simulations of the model which confirmed all the analytical results.
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